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A. INTRODUCTION AND POLICY

A-1 INTRODUCTION

For many years, leaders in Tucson and throughout the State of Arizona have acknowledged that the way we design and build our communities must focus on principles of sustainability: the use of the sun as our primary source of energy; the conservation and multiple use of water; the configuration of uses on the land which minimizes the use of fossil fuel and time-consuming automobile travel; the reduction of waste in both product and time; and the development of a sense of community, social interaction, and place. The development of this Civano Master Planned Area Development (“PAD”) is an attempt to demonstrate our ability to accomplish these broad goals. Specific performance targets relating to these goals have been developed and are enumerated in this document.

The original Civano – Tucson Solar Village Development Plan (the 1991 Civano Master Plan”) and subsequent Civano Master PAD has been planned within a highly cooperative framework of public, private and community interests at the local, state and national level, with leadership by Pulte Homes (as the current “Master Developer”), the Tucson-Pima County Metropolitan Energy Commission, the City of Tucson, Arizona (“City”) and the State of Arizona. It is the goal of all participants that the development of Civano will light the way for future generations to plan and build more harmony with natural forces.

A-2 PROJECT OVERVIEW AND LOCATION

Civano is an approximate 818-acre master planned community nestled south of the Catalina Mountains and west of the Rincon Mountains in the regulatory jurisdiction of the City. Civano is bordered to the north by Irvington Road and the Pantano Wash, to the west by Houghton Road, to the south by Bilby Road, and to the east generally by Melpomone Way and the Pantano Wash as shown on Figure 1, Location and Regional Context. The property lies within Sections 1 and 12 of Township 15 South, Range 15 East.

This document establishes the overall Civano Master PAD, encompassing approximately 818 acres, as well as individual district Planned Area Developments (PAD’s) for the Sierra Morado Planned Area Development District (Sierra Morado PAD) encompassing approximately 456 acres, the Commercial Pavilions Planned Area Development District (Pavilions PAD), encompassing approximately 58 acres, and the Civano Neighborhood 1 Planned Area Development District (Neighborhood 1 PAD), encompassing approximately 304 acres. Additionally, the Master PAD portion of this document fully supersedes prior City and State-adopted master development plans and provides master development guidelines for all 818-acres of the three PAD Districts described above, collectively referred to as “Civano PAD Districts”.
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Civano is designed to offer a unique sustainable and livable community based on principles of long-term sustainability and “new urbanism” concepts. These concepts include a respect for, and integration with, the natural environment and the creation of a pedestrian-friendly community. Civano will provide for a broad range of housing types, including single family and mixed dwelling type residential development, non-residential uses, community center and recreation facilities, as well as an open space network meandering throughout the community.

Primary ingress and egress to the Civano Master PAD will be from Houghton Road, Bilby Road and Seven Generations Way along the western and southern perimeters of the property. Secondary access will be from Drexel Road, providing access to various residential neighborhoods as well as the primary commercial development along Houghton Road and Drexel Road.

This document is organized into seven major sections with supporting appendices. These sections include an introduction and policy analysis; a site analysis and inventory summary of existing conditions; the Civano Master PAD; the regulatory development standards for each of the three PAD Districts (Sierra Morado PAD, Pavilions PAD and Neighborhood 1 PAD); and the implementation and administration procedures of the PAD Districts. This document has been prepared to satisfy the requirements of Article II, Division 6, Section 2.6.3 of the City’s Land Use Code (LUC).
Insert FIGURE 1: LOCATION AND REGIONAL CONTEXT here
A-3 PROJECT HISTORY

The concepts guiding the development of Civano evolved from the collaboration of public and private interests beginning in the late 1980s to provide a model for sustainable development. Under the early leadership of the Tucson-Pima County Metropolitan Energy Commission and with assistance and funding from the State Department of Commerce and the City, a proposal for a “Model Solar Village” was prepared for development on State Land on Tucson’s east side. The 1991 Civano Master Plan was initially implemented as a condition of rezoning of the property by the City and was subsequently approved by the Arizona State Land Department in 1992.

The City then sought a developer for the property who would implement the 1991 Civano Master Plan and offered substantial financial support for the initial development. In 1995, the City adopted the “Civano IMPACT System Standards” to clarify the resource conservation goals, objectives and requirements of the project. The Civano IMPACT System Standards provided for implementation through a “Memorandum of Understanding” to be reached between the City and the future developer.

In 1996, the Trust for Sustainable Development and Case Enterprises became the developers for Civano and entered into a development agreement with the City that provided for the City financial investment and the implementation of the 1991 Civano Master Plan and IMPACT System Standards (the “Civano Development Agreement”). Following City approval of the Civano Development Agreement on July 1, 1996, The Community of Civano, LLC purchased the interests of the Trust for Sustainable Development. The developers then purchased the Civano property in a public auction conducted by the Arizona State Land Department.

The original developers prepared and obtained approval of the Neighborhood 1 Specific Plan (now a PAD) in October 1997, and subsequently commenced construction. The interests of the developers was subsequently purchased by the Fannie Mae corporation.

In December 2003, the Mayor and Council approved revisions to the Civano Development Agreement, the Civano IMPACT System Standards and the Memorandum of Understanding. The City further provided for the residential development at the northeast corner of Bilby and Houghton Roads in Civano and the revision and conversion of the 1991 Civano Master Plan into a Master PAD. The Pulte Home Corporation acquired the interests of the Master Developer and has prepared this Civano Master PAD to guide the future development of Civano.

The principal documents applying to the development at Civano include:

A-3.a. 1991 Civano-Tucson Solar Village Development Plan
On October 14, 1991, the 1991 Civano Master Plan was approved as an Exhibit to Ordinance No. 7697 establishing the original Civano rezoning conditions in rezoning case C9-91-14. This 1991 Civano Master Plan
was prepared to guide the development of the Civano community with a focus on principles of sustainability; the use of the sun as the primary source of energy; the conservation and multiple uses of water; the configuration of uses on the land which minimizes the use of fossil fuel and time-consuming automobile travel; and the development of a sense of community, social interaction, and place. The City required, as a condition of the rezoning that future development conform to the 1991 Civano Master Plan.

A-3.b. Rezoning Conditions
The Rezoning Conditions were originally established by Ordinance No. 7697 adopted by Mayor and Council on October 14, 1991, in Case C9-91-14. The Rezoning Conditions were amended by Ordinance No. 8971, adopted by Mayor and Council on October 20, 1997. Most recently, on December 8, 2003, the Mayor and Council adopted Ordinance No. 9919, amending certain of the Rezoning Conditions limited to the northeast corner of Bilby Road and Houghton Road.

A-3.c. 1992 Civano Master Development Plan
The 1991 Civano Master Plan was approved by the City as part of the rezoning conditions for Case C9-91-14 on October 14, 1991. The plan was subsequently modified and submitted for approval to the Arizona State Land Department. The Arizona State Land Department approved the modified Civano Master Plan on March 5, 1992, however, the modified “1992 Civano Master Plan” was never adopted by the City.

A.3.d. Civano IMPACT Standards
The Civano IMPACT System Standards were approved by the Mayor and Council on October 2, 1995, to implement the rezoning conditions that required conformance with resource conservation performance targets. The Civano IMPACT System Standards describe the principal areas for resource conservation, the required and suggested performance targets for each and the party responsible for implementing each.

A.3.e. Civano Development Agreement
The Civano Development Agreement was originally entered into between the City, the Trust for Sustainable Development, Investors for Sustainable Development and Case Enterprises, approved on July 1, 1996 by Resolution No. 17345, and recorded at Docket 10333, Page 1109, Official Records of Pima County. Subsequent amendments, an addendum and a clarification modified the parties and terms of the Civano Development Agreement between 1997 and 2003. On December 8, 2003, the Mayor and Council approved a Revised Civano Development Agreement that fully amended, restated and superceded the Civano Development Agreement and all prior amendments, and the addendum and clarification.

A-3.f. Arizona State Land Department Patent Conditions
In July 1996, the Arizona State Land Department held a public auction of the approximate 818 acres of the original Civano property. At the time of auction of the original Civano Property, the State of Arizona issued
State Land Patent No. 5352533-01 to transfer title to private parties. The State Land Patent includes certain “State Land Patent Conditions” that the developer of the property must satisfy. The State of Arizona retains a reversionary interest in the Civano property, except for Neighborhood 1, until these conditions are satisfied. The conditions include certain requirements for the 1991 and 1992 Civano Master Plan compliance, adoption of private covenants, access, archeological review, public roadway and utility dedication and construction of sewer lines through and to the edge of the eastern boundary of the property and through and to the edge of the southern boundary of the Civano property.

A-3.g. Memorandum of Understanding
On June 26, 1998, the City and the Master Developer approved the initial Memorandum of Understanding which provides for the implementation of the Civano IMPACT System Standards.

A-3.h. 1997 Civano Neighborhood 1 Planned Area Development
On October 20, 1997, the Civano Neighborhood 1 PAD was approved by the City as City Planned Area Development 6A, Ordinance No. 8970 (the “Neighborhood 1 PAD”). The Neighborhood 1 PAD (originally called a Specific Plan) was revised on October 12, 1998. The Neighborhood 1 PAD directs the development of Civano’s Neighborhood One and portions of the Town Center and to assure consistency with the adopted 1991 Civano Master Plan and other related City plans and policies. The Neighborhood 1 PAD covers approximately 170 acres of land within the 818-acre Civano property and includes mixed-use neighborhoods, a variety of residential living environments, recreation and cultural facilities, and substantial open space preservation. The new Civano Master PAD District proposed herein will propose minor changes and/or clarification to the existing Civano Neighborhood 1 PAD.

A-3.i. Revised Civano Development Agreement (Res. 19741)
On December 8, 2003, the Revised Civano Development Agreement was entered into by the City, The Community of Civano, LLC, Case Enterprises Development Corporation, and Pulte Home Corporation as approved by Mayor and Council Resolution No. 19741 and recorded at Docket 12203, Page 2463 in the Official Records of Pima County, Arizona. The purpose of the Revised Development Agreement is to clarify and facilitate development of the Civano property by providing for, among other things: the establishment and modification of the Revised IMPACT System; the developer’s master planning obligations; grading restrictions and development standards; the use of private controls to manage development; the potential development of City recreational facilities; development phasing obligations and bench marks; the City’s cooperation in planning and development; infrastructure improvement and financing; project management; and protected development rights. Most important for this Civano Master PAD, the Revised Development Agreement obligates the Master Developer to amend the 1991 Civano Master Plan (and the 1992 Civano Master Plan).
A-3.j. Revised Civano IMPACT System and Memorandum of Understanding

On December 8, 2003, the Revised Civano IMPACT System and Revised Memorandum of Understanding were signed between the City, the Community of Civano, LLC, Case Enterprises Development Corporation, and Pulte Home Corporation (collectively the “Developers”), authorized by City Resolution No. 19741.

The goal of the Revised Civano IMPACT System and Revised Memorandum of Understanding is to provide for the definition and administration of the resource conservation goals of the Civano community in order to maintain Civano’s position on the leading edge of sustainable development. It confirms the strategies for sustainable development, energy conservation, and economic feasibility of the design and technologies used to implement and monitor the resource conservation and other project goals set forth in the Original Civano IMPACT System adopted October 2, 1995, and the original Memorandum of Understanding entered into on June 26, 1998. The Revised IMPACT System establishes baseline standards, “Performance Targets” and “Specific Requirements” to achieve the resource conservation and other project goals. The Revised Memorandum of Understanding establishes the regulatory mechanism to implement the Revised Impact System, including standards for building plan review and yearly monitoring reports.

A summary of the Revised IMPACT System Standards (as may be amended from time to time) is attached as Appendix 2. The Revised MOU, implementing the Revised IMPACT System, is attached as Appendix 1. All development within Civano must be consistent with the Revised Impact Standards and Revised MOU.

A-4 PURPOSE AND INTENT OF THE CIVANO PAD DISTRICTS

A-4.a. Civano Master PAD
The Master PAD section of this document responds to the unique site conditions described in Section B: Site Analysis. The Master PAD emphasize product diversity, unique design standards, trails, connectivity, open space, landscape theming, multi-modal circulation, and preservation of natural wash and riparian corridors.

The Site Analysis provided in Section B conforms to requirements provided in LUC Section 2.6.3.6.B. Information for the Site Analysis was compiled from site visits, correspondence with City, County, and State agencies and officials, as well as topographic and hydrological analyses. The Civano Master PAD provides for the overall regulation of the Civano Project, together with the Revised Civano IMPACT System Standards, the Revised Memorandum of Understanding and other policy guidelines for Civano. Each individual PAD District within Civano must conform to the Civano Master PAD.
A-4.b. Civano PAD District Overview

The Civano PAD Districts establish comprehensive guidance and regulations for three distinct PAD districts; the approximate 456-acre Sierra Morado PAD District; the approximate 58-acre Pavilions PAD District, and the approximate 304-acre Neighborhood 1 PAD District. The Civano PAD Districts will serve as a regulatory tool governing planning and zoning. The Civano PAD Districts are adopted by ordinance and conform to the Tucson General Plan, subsidiary area plans and this Civano Master PAD. The Civano PAD Districts supersede the LUC as specifically provided herein.

The Civano PAD Districts establish the location, density, and community character for the individual PAD Districts (as defined in Figure 14, Land Use Plan). The Civano PAD Districts will be developed in phases according to market demands and will include a variety of residential, commercial and community recreational facilities and amenities. The Civano PAD Districts provide for a sustainable, balanced community of interconnected residential neighborhoods with support services and employment opportunities.

A-5 LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY

The authority for the PAD Districts is found in the LUC Article II, Division 6, Section 2.6.3. The LUC authorizes PAD Districts to enable and encourage comprehensively planned development in accordance with adopted plans and policies. Once adopted, the Civano PAD Districts are regulatory plans, which serve as the zoning and development codes for the project. Final plats and any other development approvals must be in compliance with the adopted PAD Districts.

A-6 CONFORMANCE WITH GENERAL PLAN AND CITY LAND USE PLANS

The primary objective of the Civano Master PAD and individual PAD Districts is to implement the City’s General Plan through the translation of the City’s broader development policies into design concepts and development control tailored to the plan area. All City policies, standards, criteria and procedures will apply within the Civano PAD Districts, except where specific modifications are warranted to improve design quality, flexibility and/or creativity as provided herein.

A-6.a. City General Plan

The Civano Master PAD and individual PAD Districts further the vision for regional land use guiding the growth of the Tucson metropolitan area in an efficient and coordinated manner and provides for high quality development in the unique Sonoran Desert setting. The Civano PAD Districts advance the City’s livable goals by:

- Providing better alternatives to automobile transportation through the provision of alternative forms of transportation, such as bicycle and pedestrian-friendly streets, improved roadways (landscape, lighting, sidewalks and future bus stops) and through the
incorporation of live work units and non-residential land use within walking distance from residential areas.

- Including abundant open space and recreation areas.

- Protecting the natural desert environment, Sonoran Desert ecosystems, washes, hillsides, open space and wildlife.

- Designing people-oriented neighborhoods to promote a mix of residential densities and housing types with pedestrian focus, lush landscaping and connectivity that furthers interaction among residents.

The Civano Master PAD and individual PAD Districts support the City’s General Plan vision for land use by preparing a Master PAD and PAD Districts that include diverse residential neighborhoods, non-residential and open space land uses. The Civano PAD Districts provide the flexibility required to effectively manage the development of land, while ensuring that supporting infrastructure, open space and services are properly linked and integrated.

A-6.b. Other Area Master Plans

The Civano Master PAD also recognizes and will be in compliance with the South Pantano Area Plan, and Regional Open Space, Trails and Circulation Plans in the area.

A-7 RATIONALE FOR USE OF PLANNED AREA DEVELOPMENT

There are several reasons for using PAD Districts for this project, rather than other existing zoning districts. One of the primary reasons is to implement the vision that is unique to Civano. This requires flexibility in land uses not available in traditional zoning, such as mixed-use and live/work units, as well as the ability to customize development standards that provide more specificity and control over the general design of the built environment.

A-8 SUITABILITY OF PAD DISTRICT TO SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

The proposed PAD Districts are generally consistent with the existing zoning of the property. The development is designed to allow and encourage an appropriate mix of uses. These include a variety of residential densities, a diversity of housing and product types and environments, support commercial services, offices, recreation facilities and community amenities including an integrated open space system offering opportunities for trails, bicycle paths and future transit connectivity.

A-9 COMPATIBILITY OF THE PAD WITH ADJOINING LAND USES

Immediately adjoining land uses are primarily single-family residential, although most of the land is vacant. There is an abandoned sand and gravel
pit north of the property and some remaining sand and gravel extraction operations along the Pantano Wash directly east of the property. These are slowly being phased out in preparation for construction of a regional park and trails system along the major washes. There are two operating horse stables immediately to the north of the property, on both sides of Houghton Road at the Pantano Wash. There should be no interference to these uses as a result of community development on the Civano property, although added residents may wish to use the stabling and riding services available.

A-10 PHYSICAL/ECONOMIC SUITABILITY AND FEASIBILITY WITH EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE

When the Civano site was originally selected through a community-oriented State Land selection process, it was determined that one of the primary advantages of this site was that infrastructure already existed and could be extended with relatively little added expense and with minimal impact upon the existing infrastructure system.

All significant infrastructure necessary to support this development is in very close proximity and can be effectively extended into the property for the proposed development. In concert with community understanding and Mayor and Council decisions in supporting this project, impacts to infrastructure and public services will be as minimal as feasible, using best-known and available technologies.
B. SITE ANALYSIS

B-1 SITE LOCATION AND REGIONAL CONTEXT

The property is located in the southeastern portion of the City in the Middle Santa Cruz Subregion. The site is bounded by Bilby Road to the south, Houghton Road to the west, the Melpomone Way alignment to the east and Civano Boulevard to the north. (See Figure 1: Location and Regional Context).

The property lies within Township 15 South, Range 15 East, Section 1 and 12. It is approximately 5 miles north of Interstate 10/Houghton interchange, less than a mile west of the Pima County/City of Tucson border and slightly over a mile west of Saguaro National Park East. The Pima County/Cochise County border is approximately 20 miles east along Interstate 10. The site is within the vicinity of the University of Arizona Science and Technology Park.

B-2 EXISTING ZONING AND LAND USE

B-2.a Existing Zoning and Land Use On-Site

Existing zoning on the site includes a combination of various zoning districts, including the Neighborhood 1 PAD, SR (Low Density Residential), R-1 (Residential Single Family), R-2 (Medium Density Residential), OCR-2 (Office/Commercial/Residential), C-2 (Commercial) and I-1 (Light and Heavy Industrial). The existing zoning requires conformance with the 1991 Civano Master Plan. See Figure 2: Existing Zoning for location of the various zoning districts on site.

The property has various existing land uses on site, including large areas of vacant land (primarily within the Sierra Morado and Pavilions PAD areas), existing development as part of the Neighborhood 1 PAD (including residential, open space, school, community facilities, and a neighborhood center. There is also a commercial development (Global Solar) along Houghton Road. The site also contains two major Overhead Electric Easements (OHE) that traverse the property, including a 100-foot OHE easement running east/west immediately south of the Drexel Road alignment and a 175-foot OHE easement running north/south along the Melpomone alignment and turning northwest through the northern quadrant of the site (See Figure 3: Existing Land Use for location of OHE easements and other existing land uses on and adjacent to the site).

B-2.b Existing Zoning and Land Use within 150 Feet of the Site

Existing zoning surrounding the property within 150 feet include SR (Low Density Residential) to the east; SR (low Density Residential) and R-1 (Residential Single Family) to the south; a mix of SR (Low Density Residential), R-1 (Residential Single Family), R-2 (Medium Density Residential), C-2 (General and Intensive Commercial), I-1 (Light and Heavy Industrial) to the west; and, SR (Low Density Residential), R-1 (Residential Single Family) to the north.
Heavy Industrial) and R-1 (Residential Single Family) and SR (Low Density Residential) to the west and north.

Existing land uses surrounding the property include low density residential use, vacant land and natural open space to the east; vacant land and a residential subdivision to the south; vacant land to the west; and vacant land, abandoned sand and gravel operations pit with construction debris, and open space to the north.

There are no water wells located on the site, nor within 150 feet of the site.

B-2.c Special Studies, Overlay Zones and Major Streets & Routes

Houghton Area Master Plan
The project site is located within the boundaries of the proposed Houghton Area Master Plan. Although the Houghton Area Master Plan has not been adopted by Mayor and Council, the Civano Master Plan recognizes the draft plan and is consistent with the draft plan’s overall intent.

South Pantano Area Plan
The project is located within the boundaries of the South Pantano Area Plan. The Civano Master Plan is consistent with the goals and policies of this plan.

Scenic Route
Houghton Road is a designed Scenic Route as adopted in the City’s Major Streets and Routes Plan (“MS&R Plan”). Specific Scenic Route regulations govern development along Houghton Road.
Insert FIGURE 2: EXISTING ZONING here
Insert FIGURE 3: EXISTING LAND USE here
B-3 OPEN SPACE, RECREATION, PARKS, AND TRAILS

According to the Pima County Land Information System, there are four trails located within one mile of the property. Two of the trails are within the Pantano Wash major tributaries east of the property, and two additional trails are proposed to the north and east of the property within two unnamed wash corridors that connect to the primary channel of the Pantano Wash. In addition, a paved shoulder bike route extends along portions of South Houghton Road both north and south of the site.

As depicted on the Pima County MapGuide Map, Abraham Lincoln Regional Park is located approximately 4 miles northeast of the site.
Insert FIGURE 4: EXISTING AND PROPOSED PARKS AND TRAILS here
B-4 PUBLIC, EDUCATIONAL, COMMUNITY AND CULTURAL FACILITIES

B-4.a Schools
The property is located within the Vail School District. The closest elementary school to the site is the Civano Community School, located within the site. The Civano Community School is a charter school, and is a part of the Vail School District. An additional elementary school within the Vail School District is Mesquite Elementary School located at 9455 S. Rita Road approximately three miles southwest of the site.

There are no middle schools within one mile of the property. The closest middle school is the Desert Sky Middle School located within the Rita Ranch development approximately four miles southwest of the property.

There are no high schools within one mile of the property. The closest high school is the Vail Charter High School, located at 9040 S. Rita Road, approximately six miles southwest of the property. The closest public high school is the Cienega High School located at 12901 East Colossal Cave Road, approximately 7 miles to the south.

B-4.b Libraries
There are no libraries within one mile of the subject property. The closest library is the Golf Links Library located at 9640 E. Golf Links Road approximately 4 miles from the property.

B-4.c Health Care Facilities
There are no health care facilities within one mile of the property. The closest health care facility is St. Joseph’s Hospital located at 350 N. Wilmot Road, approximately 10 miles to the northwest.

B-4.d Fire / Emergency Vehicle Service
Fire/emergency response services will be provided by the City. City Fire Station #17 is located approximately ½ mile north of the property at 5270 S. Houghton Road.

B-4.e Law Enforcement Services
The City will provide law enforcement services to the property. The closest police station is the Tucson Rincon Substation located at 9670 E. Golf Links Road, approximately four miles northwest of the property.
Insert FIGURE 5: OFF-SITE STREETS, SCHOOLS AND PUBLIC FACILITIES here
B-5 MAJOR TRANSPORTATION, ROADS AND CIRCULATION

B-5.a Existing Roadways
The primary north-south roadway access to the Civano Master PAD is Houghton Road immediately west of the property. Houghton Road is currently a two-lane road that is owned and maintained by the City. Melpomene Way is an existing one-lane dirt road running north-south along the eastern boundary of the Civano Master PAD and currently serves residents of some single family lots north and east of the project site.

Primary east-west roadways in the vicinity of the Civano Master PAD include Valencia Road approximately 1.5 miles to the south of the property and Irvington Road approximately 1 mile north of the property. Valencia provides contiguous east-west access from Houghton Road clear across town to the west while Irvington provides east-west access from Houghton Road to Kolb Road to the west.

Additional east-west roadways include Bilby Road which is located immediately south of the property and will provide direct access from Houghton Road to the east. Bilby Road has recently been improved to approximately ½ mile east of Houghton Road to accommodate the Mesquite Ranch subdivision to the south and includes paving, curb, sidewalks and bicycle lane on the south side of the right-of-way. Drexel Road is an existing at grade, 2 lane paved road which extends from Houghton Road to the east through the property and currently ends at the Pantano Wash. Seven Generations Way, a two lane roadway with curb, gutter and sidewalks, provides primary access to Civano Neighborhood One, and ends at the eastern boundary of Civano Neighborhood One. Nebraska Road is a two lane roadway that begins where Seven Generations Way ends and extends east to Melpomene Way.

Table 1: Existing Roadways Surrounding the Site shows all existing roadways within one-mile of the property.
### Table 1
Existing Roadways Surrounding the Site

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STREET NAME</th>
<th>HOUGHTON ROAD</th>
<th>BILBY ROAD</th>
<th>SEVEN GENERATIONS WAY</th>
<th>CIVANO BLVD.</th>
<th>DREXEL ROAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functional Classification</strong></td>
<td>Principal Arterial</td>
<td>Minor Arterial</td>
<td>Minor collector</td>
<td>Arterial</td>
<td>Easement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Existing R.O.W.</strong></td>
<td>200’</td>
<td>90’</td>
<td>50’-80’</td>
<td>80’</td>
<td>45’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Future R.O.W.</strong></td>
<td>200’</td>
<td>90’</td>
<td>NONE</td>
<td>80’</td>
<td>NONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Travel Lanes</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speed Limit</strong></td>
<td>55 MPH</td>
<td>25 MPH</td>
<td>25 MPH</td>
<td>25 MPH</td>
<td>25 MPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADT</strong></td>
<td>14,300</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bicycle lanes</strong></td>
<td>SOMETIMES*</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pedestrian Ways</strong></td>
<td>SOMETIMES*</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ownership</strong></td>
<td>City</td>
<td>City</td>
<td>City</td>
<td>City</td>
<td>City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surface Condition</strong></td>
<td>Paved</td>
<td>Paved</td>
<td>Paved</td>
<td>Paved</td>
<td>Paved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Program for improvement</strong></td>
<td>YES (Capital Improvement Program)</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Sometimes means that portions of the roadway include the amenity described, and portions do not.

Source: City of Tucson and Pima County Transportation departments, ADOT Functional Classification and ADTs, and PAG Traffic Counts.
B-5.b Future/Planned Roadways

Pantano Parkway:
This is planned as a four lane divided roadway which will include a linear park. The alignment generally follows the southwestern bank of the Pantano Wash and cuts across the northeastern most corner of the site. Plans for this roadway are still in the development stage.

Houghton Road:
The City and A.D.O.T. are currently conducting separate studies of the Houghton Road Corridor. These studies indicate the need for widening of the existing two-lane roadway to a four-lane divided section.

B-5.c Public Transportation
The area immediately surrounding the property is not currently served by public transportation. The nearest Sun Tran bus route to the area is the Pima Community College East Campus, along Irvington Road. Routes 3 and 37 serve the Pima Community College with 30-minute frequencies throughout a normal weekday. There are no current plans to extend public transit service into this area in the near future.

B-6 EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE AND PUBLIC SERVICES

B-6.a Water
Tucson Water Department currently provides water service to the existing Neighborhood 1 PAD and to Mesquite Ranch to the south. Tucson Water has been designated by the State of Arizona, Department of Water Resources, as having an assured water supply.

A 24” water line and a 12” water line are located along the Houghton Road right-of-way adjacent to the property. Additionally, a 12” reclaimed water line is located along the Houghton Road right-of-way adjacent to the property.

B-6.b Sewer
The Pima County Wastewater Management Department has been consulted with the following results.

Existing wastewater records indicate this development is tributary to the Pantano Interceptor, the South Rillito Interceptor, and the Tucson Boulevard Flow Control Facility.

The Tucson Boulevard Flow Control Facility allows flow to be directed either to the Roger Road Wastewater Treatment Plant or the Ina Road Water Pollution Control Facility.

The interior sewers within the development must be designed to provide flow-through for any adjacent parcels south of the proposed development from parcel 140-01-1130.
The existing 15 inch diameter collector (G-2000-070) flows from Mesquite Ranch located to the south of Civano along an alignment which generally follows the eastern bank of the Mesquite Wash within a 30 foot sewer easement. At the Drexel Road alignment crossing, the collector increases in size to an 18 inch diameter sewer line (G-99-119 an G-97-039) which crosses Neighborhood 1 to the north and connects into the existing 21-inch diameter public sewer (G-95-033).

**B-6.c  Reclaimed Water**
The City presently has a 12” reclaimed water line located along the Houghton Road right-of-way adjacent to the property. The purpose of the reclaimed water source is to provide an alternative to using potable water for irrigation uses. The reclaimed water is presently connected to the first phase of Civano and will be available for use in the future common areas.

**B-6.d  Waste Disposal**
The City currently provides solid waste disposal and recycled waste disposal in the area, and will provide solid waste disposal for the project.

**B-6.e  Private Utilities**
Electricity, telecommunications and cable television services are currently provided within the Civano Neighborhood 1 area. These services will be extended into the remainder of the Civano Master PAD area at the time service is necessary through agreements with the specific private utility companies. It is currently anticipated that electric services will be provided by Tucson Electric Power Company. Telephone service may be provided by Qwest and Cox Communications. Existing telephone lines are currently provided within the Houghton Road right-of-way. Cable television and internet services are currently available within surrounding developed areas and will be available for the subject property. Natural gas lines are provided along Houghton Road and will be provided by Southwest Gas.
Insert FIGURE 6: EXISTING SEWERS here
B-7 TOPOGRAPHY

B-7.a Topographic Characteristics
The topography of the area within the site is characteristic of the Rincon foothills and contains a variety of landforms. Generally, the elevations range from 2,903 along the southern boundary of the site to 2,800 at the Civano Wash outlet of the site. Figure 7, Topography, shows the existing topography of the property.

Portions of the property consist of slopes in excess of 15%. These areas are depicted on Figure 7, Topography. Consistent with the 1991 Civano Master Plan, the Master PAD will protect areas with 15% slopes to be established in each development plan or plat submittal. There are no Hillside Conservation Area on the site, nor are there any significant topographic features such as rock outcroppings, ridges or peaks within the property.
Insert FIGURE 7: TOPOGRAPHY here
B-8 HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES

B-8.a Drainage/Hydrology
There are three major watercourses in and around the subject property: The Mesquite Wash, the Civano Wash, and the Pantano Wash. The Mesquite Wash is located along the western side of the property and flows from south to north; while the Civano Wash, which also flows south to north, is centrally located with tributaries extending to the southeast corner of the parcel. Pantano Wash clips the northeast corner of the property in a southeasterly to northwesterly direction. The Civano Wash and the Pantano Wash run parallel along the northern limit of the property prior to converging east of the Houghton Road Crossing.

The Pantano Wash and subsequently the portions of the Civano Wash that are located along the Northern Boundary lie within FEMA-designated flood hazard areas. Areas not within the federally mapped floodplain are designated as Unshaded Zone X, which has been determined to be outside of the 500 year Floodplain.

In addition the City regulates the Civano Wash and the Mesquite Wash located within the project limits as they contain runoff in excess of 100 cfs. Areas within the delineated 100-year floodplain limits that are outside of the incised channels can be characterized as sheet flooding zones. The depths of flooding in the sheet flow areas range from 0.42 to 2.52 feet.

All on-site washes and their respective floodplains are depicted in Figure 8, On-Site Hydrology. Off-site watersheds that affect the site have been provided in Figure 9, Off-Site Watersheds.

The peak discharge rates for all washes having a 100-year event flow of >100 cfs are shown on Figure 8, On-Site Hydrology.

The discharges are based on the best available information at the time of this document. Detailed hydrologic analyses that will further quantify these discharges and drainage areas will be provided as part of the development of this area. These analyses will be submitted to the City for review and approval.

B-8.b Applicability of City Floodplain Ordinance

B-8.b.1 City Floodplain Ordinance
Watercourses that convey discharges greater than 100-cfs are considered regulatory by the City. As such their associated floodplains have been mapped in accordance with City Regulations. The areas subject to regulation include the Mesquite Ranch Wash and the Civano Wash and their tributaries as shown in the Tucson Stormwater Management Study as either designated or proposed ERZ and WASH washes. Any development that impacts into these areas will require a Floodplain Use Permit. As it currently stands, only the proposed drainage infrastructure necessary to provide all weather
access to the various development areas will encroach in these areas. In addition, the lots located along these watercourses will require that their finish floor elevations be set 1-foot higher than the adjacent 100-year water surface elevation.

As a consequence of the floodplains, development along the regulatory watercourses will adhere to the minimum erosion hazard setback requirements, which account for the lateral migration of the channel. These setbacks are calculated based on the methodologies approved by the City and proportional to the discharge and a factor of safety, which accounts for the level of curvature within the channel. Where approved by the City, the installation of bank protection that meets the City requirements may be used to reduce the setbacks.

B-8.b.2 Article VIII Section 29-12 of the Tucson Code, Watercourse Amenities, Safety, and Habitat ("WASH") Ordinance
The Civano Wash and the Mesquite Ranch Wash have been identified as WASH Ordinance watercourses. All structures must be reviewed for wash ordinance compliance. Mitigation for any approved disturbance within these areas will be completed in compliance with the regulations set forth in the City WASH Ordinance.
Insert FIGURE 8: ON-SITE HYDROLOGY here
Insert FIGURE 9: OFF-SITE WATERSHEDS here
B-9 VEGETATION AND WILDLIFE

B-9.a Vegetative Communities and Associations
This section describes existing on-site vegetation, vegetative areas especially significant for wildlife, scenic value, or screening, and vegetative densities.

1) On-Site Vegetative Communities and Associations
The following two vegetative communities have been identified on the site. See Figure 10: Vegetation Densities for the location of these communities.

Arizona Upland Subdivision Community, Palo Verde-Cacti-Mixed Scrub Association
Dominated by leguminous trees and cacti, the species most commonly present in this habitat include the Saguaro cactus (*Carnegiea giganteus*) and Foothill Palo Verde (*Cercidium microphyllum*

Xeroriparian Habitat.
Xeroriparian Habitat is typically associated with ephemeral streams that flow as a result of rainfall. The plant species are typical to those found in upland areas but have greater densities due to the relative excess of water.

Table 2 includes partial list of plants observed on-site.
### Table 2

**Partial List of Plants Observed On-Site**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Name</th>
<th>Scientific Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mesquite</td>
<td><em>Proposis velutina</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foothill Palo Verde</td>
<td><em>Cercidium microphyllum</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catclaw Acacia</td>
<td><em>Acacia greggii</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitethorn Acacia</td>
<td><em>Acacia constricta</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saguaro</td>
<td><em>Carnegiea gigantea</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soaptree Yucca</td>
<td><em>Yucca elata</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peniocereus greggi</td>
<td><em>Night Blooming Cereus</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creosote Bush</td>
<td><em>Larrea tridentata</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrel Cactus</td>
<td><em>Ferocactus spp.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desert Hackberry</td>
<td><em>Celtis pallida</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholla Cactus</td>
<td>Various <em>Opuntia</em> species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perennial Grasses</td>
<td>Various</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prickly Pear</td>
<td>Various <em>Opuntia</em> species</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Field Inventory, 2004 and Native Plant Preservation Plans prepared by The Planning Center dated June 1, 2004.*

2. **Significant Cacti and Groups of Trees and Federally-Listed Threatened or Endangered Species:**

There are saguaros on-site that are listed by the State of Arizona as protected species. The saguaros are evenly scattered through the site, and are generally in good condition. Arizona Game and Fish Department provided a list of special status species that are known to occur in the vicinity of the site. The list includes the following plant species:

- Needle-Spined Pineapple Cactus (*Echinomastus Erectocentrus Var Erectocentrus*) SC, S, SR
- Stag-Horn Cholla (*Opuntia Versicolor*) SR

SC is classified as Species of Concern; S is classified as Sensitive; and SR is classified as Salvage Restricted by the US Forest Service and the Arizona State Office of the BLM.
3. Vegetative Densities:
Onsite vegetation densities and vegetation canopy coverage for shrubs and trees were calculated using aerial photographs. Perennial grasses and ground covers were not considered. With the exception of areas adjacent to drainages, the site exhibits a fairly even dispersion of densities over the entire site. Areas directly adjacent to the washes display higher vegetative densities than the rest of the site. Vegetation densities are depicted in Figure 10: Vegetation Densities.

Vegetation densities were categorized as follows:

- High Density: +/- 4.5%
- Medium Density: +/- 17.5%
- Low Density: +/- 78%

B-9.b Wildlife Habitat
A letter from the Phoenix Regional Office of the Arizona State Game and Fish Department (AGFD) is included at the end of this section. A summary of the letter is as follows:

1) Threatened or Endangered Species:
According to AGFD’s Heritage Data Management System (HDMS) the special status or species listed in Table 3: Potentially Occurring Threatened or Endangered Species, potentially occur in the project area (3-mile buffer). In addition, the site is located within Zone 2 of the Proposed Critical Habitat for the *Cactus Ferruginous* Pygmy-Owl.
### Table 3

**POTENTIALLY OCCURRING THREATENED OR ENDANGERED SPECIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Name</th>
<th>Scientific Name</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mexican Long-Tongued Bat</td>
<td><em>Choeronycteris Mexicana</em></td>
<td>Species of Concern, Sensitive, Wildlife of Special Concern in Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needle-Spined Pineapple Cactus</td>
<td><em>Echinomastus Erectocentrus Var Erectocentrus</em></td>
<td>Species of Concern, Sensitive, Salvage Restricted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonoran Desert Tortoise</td>
<td><em>Gopherus Agassizii</em></td>
<td>Species of Concern, Wildlife of Special Concern in Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesser Long-Nosed Bat</td>
<td><em>Leptonycteris Curasoae Yerbabuenae</em></td>
<td>Listed Endangered, Sensitive, Wildlife of Special Concern in Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cave Myotis</td>
<td><em>Myotis Velifer</em></td>
<td>Species of Concern, Sensitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stag-Horn Cholla</td>
<td><em>Opuntia Versicolor</em></td>
<td>Salvage Restricted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowland Leopard Frog</td>
<td><em>Rana Yavapaiensis</em></td>
<td>Species of Concern, Sensitive, Wildlife of Special Concern in Arizona</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Arizona State Game and Fish Department Letter, 2003*

2) **High Densities of a Given Species:**
No high densities of any given species or critical habitats have been identified within the site in the Arizona Game and Fish Department letter.

3) **Aquatic or Riparian Ecosystems**
While not explicitly stated in the AGFD letter, xeroriparian areas do exist on the site.

**B-9.c Environmental Resource Report Exhibit**
An Environmental Resource Report (ERR) Exhibit was prepared and submitted to the City in 1991 as part of the rezoning submittal in Case No. C9-91-14. An updated ERR Exhibit is attached to this Civano Master PAD as **Appendix 3**.
Insert FIGURE 10: VEGETATION DENSITIES here
Insert LETTER FROM AZ STATE GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT (Pg 2 of 3) here
Insert LETTER FROM AZ STATE GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT (Pg 3 of 3) here
B-10 GEOLOGY AND SOILS

B-10.a Geologic Features
The Civano Master PAD is located west of the Catalina and Rincon Mountains. Three drainageways traverse the site. The larger watercourses carry an active bed of sand, gravel, and rock that is scoured and re-deposited during each flow in the Pantano Wash.

As provided in the Section B-6: Topography, slopes are generally gentle, and there are no peaks or rock outcrops within the site.

B-10.b Soils
Sandy soils composed primarily of sand and gravel are the most common soils within the site. **Figure 11: Soils** shows soils associations within the project area. There are eight different soil associations classified within the site. These are:

1) Pinaleno-Stagecoach Complex: 5-16% slopes (+/- 249 ac of the site)

2) Pinaleno Very Cobbly Sandy Loam: 1-8% slopes (+/- 203 ac of the site)

3) Riveroad and Comoro Soils: 0-2 % slopes (+/- 37 ac of the site)

4) Tubac Gravelly Loam: 1-8 % slopes (+/- 95 ac of the site)

5) Sahuarita soils, Mohave Soils and Urban Land: 1-5 % slopes (+/- 104 ac of the site)

6) Arizo-Riverwash Complex: 0-3 % slopes (+/- 73 ac of the site)

7) Nahda Very Cobbly Loam: 0-3% slope (+/- 45 ac of the site)

8) Glendale Silt Loam: 0-3% slope (+/- 12 ac of the site)
Insert FIGURE 11: SOILS here
B-11    VIEWSHEDS AND VISUAL ANALYSIS

B-11.a    Viewsheds Onto and Across the Site
Views onto the site from adjacent areas include views of the on-site washes and vegetation. The utility lines that run east to west on both sides of Drexel Road are visible from adjacent areas. Larger transmission lines located north to south along the eastern boundary are also visible from all directions. Clear views across the entire property are not possible due to the size of the parcel, the vegetation coverage, as well as the slope of the property. No single location from off-site adjacent areas is high enough to afford views across the entire site. No views of off-site features such as the Rincon Mountains or the Santa Rita Mountains are anticipated to be obstructed by this development.

B-11.b    Areas of High Visibility from Adjacent Off-Site Locations
The areas of high visibility from adjacent off-site locations exist largely on the property boundaries along Houghton and Bilby Roads, from the bluffs along the Pantano Wash looking west across the property, and along Drexel Road as it crosses the site. The perimeter visibility is due, in part, to the size of the project and the lack of a vantage point from which to view the entire property. The vegetation on site is of generally high quality and of medium density near the project boundaries. See Figure 12: Areas of High Visibility.
Insert FIGURE 12: AREAS OF HIGH VISIBILITY here
B-12 PALEONTOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL SITES, STRUCTURES AND DISTRICTS

B-12.a Location of Cultural Resources
The Arizona State Museum (ASM) archaeological records indicate that the property was surveyed by Old Pueblo Archaeology Center and that nine archaeological sites were identified on the property: AZ BB13:340-348 (ASM). Jones A. Dart, archaeologist for Old Pueblo Archaeology Center recommended that no further work was necessary at any of the nine sites identified.

1) Letter from the Arizona State Museum
The Arizona State Museum concurs with Old Pueblo Archaeology that no further work on the property is necessary. In addition, ASM recommends that if intact archaeological deposits are discovered, pursuant to A.R.S. Section 41-865, all ground disturbing activity in the vicinity of the remains should cease until the ASM Repatriation Coordinator, John Madsen, is contacted at (520) 621-4795. The letter from the Museum is provided as Exhibit III.E.1.a: Arizona State Museum Letter.
C. CIVANO MASTER PAD

C-1 MASTER PAD APPLICABILITY

The 1991 and 1992 Civano Master Plans include the entire 818-acre Civano project site and focus on principles of sustainability, the use of solar energy and other alternative power sources, respect for and integration of residential and non-residential communities with the natural environment, conservation of water and fossil-fuel resources including alternative modes of transportation, and the creation of a pedestrian-friendly community that fosters interaction within the community and with the natural environment. The Rezoning Conditions require all development to conform to the 1991 Civano Master Plan.

This Civano Master PAD is designed to replace the 1991 and 1992 Civano Master Plans, pursuant to the Revised Civano Development Agreement, Section 3.1.1. This Civano Master PAD covers the entire 818-acre Civano project area and will supercede the Development Compliance Code. Figure 13, Master PAD and PAD District Boundaries identifies the locations of the various properties affected by the revised Master PAD. Where there is a conflict between the Civano Master PAD and the LUC, Development Compliance Code (with the exception of Article III), the Development Standards or individual Civano PAD Districts, the Civano Master PAD shall govern. The Civano Master PAD shall not govern in any conflict with the Revised IMPACT System Standards, the Revised Memorandum of Understanding or the Development Compliance Code, applicable building codes or other applicable regulations.

In addition to this Civano Master PAD, three PAD Districts will be included in this document that will be subject to the general land use and development plan concepts within the revised Master PAD. The three PAD Districts include the Sierra Morado PAD, the Pavilions PAD, and a minor addition of new area to the existing Neighborhood 1 PAD. The three PAD districts identified above will provide the regulatory development standards for the applicable district, and will be defined separately within Sections D, E and F of this document respectively.
Insert FIGURE 13: MASTER PAD AND PAD DISTRICT BOUNDARIES here
C-2  MASTER DEVELOPMENT PLAN

C-2.a  Civano IMPACT System

The Civano Master PAD is intended to continue adherence to the goals, principles and values of its predecessor plans, all incorporating over a decade of development at Civano and in the Tucson area. The Revised IMPACT System establishes specific goals that are translated into multiple performance targets for energy and other resource conservation. These goals and performance targets will continue to form the cornerstone for this new Civano Master PAD and apply to all new development within the Civano Master PAD area. The specific goals as defined by the Revised IMPACT System Standards are summarized below.

I. Energy: Reduce building energy demands below 1990 baseline levels with passive and active alternative energy and solar uses (including photovoltaic or other solar power options), and efficient design and construction techniques and equipment.

II. Water: Reduce potable water consumption below Tucson metropolitan baseline levels and use non-potable water, such as reclaimed water, graywater or rainwater harvesting for landscape irrigation.

III. Solid Waste: Reduce landfill-destined and solid waste below Tucson metropolitan baseline levels, recycling construction wastes and use of recycled construction materials on site.

IV. Transportation: Improve air quality by reducing auto dependence through a circulation plan that promotes walking, biking, and electric cart or other alternative energy-saving transportation method.

V. Employment: Create one job within Civano for every two dwelling units.

VI. Affordable Housing: Price at least 20% of the total number of dwelling units for low and moderate-income households.

The Revised IMPACT System Standards (as such may be amended from time to time) are attached as Appendix 2. The Revised MOU, implementing the Revised IMPACT System Standards, is attached as Appendix 1.

C-2.a.1. Master Developer Self-Certification

In order to provide consistency in the implementation of the Civano IMPACT System throughout the Civano Master PAD, and to expedite the review by the City for plat and site plan approvals, the Civano Certification Committee will self-certify the Revised Civano IMPACT System criteria as identified in Sections 5.31 and 7.0 of the Revised MOU, except that the Master Developer shall delegate the self-certification process to developers of the Pavilions PAD.
C-2.a.2. Pavilions PAD Self-Certification
The Pavilions PAD developers shall establish a Pavilions Certification Committee which shall self-certify the Revised Civano IMPACT System criteria as identified in Sections 5.31 and 7.0 of the Revised MOU.

C-2.a.3. Monitoring
All developers and property owners within the Master PAD area shall cooperate with the Master Developer to implement the periodic monitoring as required by the Revised IMPACT System Standards and Revised MOU.

C-2.b. Master Development Plan Summary
In addition to the existing uses already provided on the site, the master plan will offer a broad range of housing types, centralized retail/commercial services, employment opportunities, and an open space network utilizing the natural drainage channels that dissect the site. The projected population will be served by at least one recreation center, various neighborhood parks, mini parks, and a network of paths, trails and bikeways. The plan recognizes the natural wash features throughout the property, and strives to preserve the majority of the wash corridors in their natural state to preserve and protect the riparian habitat and native vegetation in the area.

The Master PAD will be designed as a planned community with an ecologically and environmentally responsible ethic. The plan calls for the preservation and/or enhancement of the major riparian corridors dissecting the property from south to north. Roadway alignments and residential developments will be oriented to abut natural open space corridors to provide added amenity and a natural desert ambiance to the development. A variety of housing types and residential densities will be provided to create a diverse housing community. Active and passive parks and open spaces will be provided throughout the community in addition to an extensive network of interconnected trails. Supporting commercial and employment services will also be provided within the Master PAD area.

The layout is well integrated with the existing developed portions of the Neighborhood 1 PAD. All land uses are integrated with regard to circulation, infrastructure, aesthetics, preservation of views, and visual character through a unique set of development standards and design guidelines designed to make Civano a unique development consistent with the Desert Village concept of the adopted Tucson General Plan.

Primary access to and from the Master PAD will be via Houghton Road as the major north/south feeder road and Bilby Road, Drexel Road and Seven Generations Way providing direct access into the community. Seven Generations Way currently provides primary access to the existing Neighborhood 1 PAD. Bilby Road will be the major marketing window into the Sierra Morado PAD District and Drexel Road will serve as a
central spine road, providing direct access into the Sierra Morado PAD and the Pavilions PAD from Houghton Road.

**C-2.c Master Development Key Planning Factors**
The master development plan was developed based on a detailed review of the site analysis and a number of key planning factors. Those factors are summarized below:

- Maximize compatibility and suitability with the land;
- Land uses organized in distinct development units, with a diverse range of densities and housing types and commercial and employment uses. The plan includes centralized community facilities and neighborhood parks with convenient access to each of the development units.
- Responsiveness to drainage constraints created by the Mesquite, Civano and Pantano wash corridors, including preservation and/or enhancement of the major wash corridors on the property;
- Proximity of neighborhoods to community open spaces;
- Encourage social interaction and a mix of ages, uses and lifestyles;
- Housing affordability;
- An emphasis on non-vehicular internal circulation that provides pedestrian and bicycle linkages between residential, employment, commercial, recreation and open space uses throughout the project;
- Retain connectivity of wildlife corridors;
- Sensitivity and compatibility with adjacent land uses;
- Traffic calming features within the major collector road system to reduce vehicle speeds within the community;
- Compliance with Civano IMPACT System Performance Targets.

**C-3 DEFINITIONS**

The terms used in this Master PAD/Civano PAD Districts shall mean those as defined in the LUC, with the following exceptions or additions:

**Alley Loaded:** A residential product type that provides the primary vehicular access from public streets through a private alleyway at the rear of the residence (rear yard), while the primary pedestrian entrance is located at the front of the residence (front yard).

**Average Area (for residential lots):** Calculated by taking the development parcel area minus all dedicated and/or private streets and all natural open space areas divided by the number of residential lots within the development parcel.

**Auto Court Cluster:** A residential product type that provides the primary vehicular access from public streets through a private, common tract or easement at the rear of the residence (rear yard), clustered around the primary pedestrian access located at the front of the residence (front yard).
The maximum number of units allowed within a single auto court cluster is eight units.

**Civano Certification Committee.** The Civano Certification Committee shall perform the self-certification provided in Sections 5.31 and 7.0 of the Revised MOU. This committee shall consist of a representative of the Design Review Committee established by the Master Developer, a licensed architect or engineer, a member of the Civano Neighbors organization and a representative of the Master Civano Community Association.

**Design Review Committee (DRC) or Review Committee:** A three or more member committee appointed by the Master Civano Community Association or by subsidiary associations such as the Sierra Morado Homeowners Association, the Pavilions Business Association or the Neighborhood 1 Homeowners Association.

**Developer:** An individual, entity or owner who acquires or leases development areas within the Master PAD area for the purpose of developing said development areas in accordance with the Master PAD and the Development Agreement.

**Development Agreement:** The Revised Civano Development Agreement adopted December 8, 2003, Resolution No. 19741, and as it may be amended from time to time.

**Development Parcel:** The area of land comprised of a single subdivision plat or site plan as identified within Figure 14: Land Use Plan.

**Development Units:** The development areas within a PAD District, as defined within the Master PAD. The specific Development Units are identified within Figure 14: Land Use Plan.

**Front Yard:** For an interior lot, the front yard is the lot line bounding the street frontage. For a corner lot, the front yard shall be the shorter of the two lot lines adjacent to the street. For auto court cluster and/or alley loaded types where there is no direct street frontage for each lot, the front yard is the portion of a single-family residential lot where primary pedestrian access is provided.

**Functional Open Space:** Open spaces which are developed and usable for active and passive recreational activities.

**Gross Density:** The number of dwelling units on a defined piece or land divided by the total acreage of that defined piece of land, including all planned or dedicated streets, alleys, private access ways, roadways, interior open space, alley easements, and/or drainageways. Area shall extend to the center of adjacent streets or right-of-way or other public space.

**Guest House:** An attached or detached accessory building used to house guests of the occupants of the principal building. A guest house may provide kitchen facilities. No more than one guest house per single-family lot.
**IMPACT System for Sustainable Development:** The Civano Revised IMPACT (Integrated Method of Performance and Cost Tracking) System for Sustainable Development adopted December 8, 2003, Resolution No.:19741, as it may be amended from time to time. *See Appendix 2.*

**Live/Work:** Same as Home Occupation as defined within the LUC, except that Live/Work allows for retail services, personal services or medical services to be provided from the home. Gross floor area dedicated for the home occupation in a live/work scenario may take up to 50% of the structure that it occupies. Two outside employees for the home occupation is allowed. Commercial site plan review and/or non-residential development standards shall not be required for Live/Work units, except for those Live/Work units that provide retail services, personal services or medical services.

**Lot Coverage:** Total coverage of buildings, storage areas and vehicle use area over a development parcel calculated as follows: site area multiplied by the lot coverage percentage allowed equals the total square feet of land area allowed for coverage within a development parcel. The total lot coverage area is then divided by the number of lots in the development parcel to yield a total number of square feet of coverage for allocation to each lot.

**Master Civano Community Association:** A non-profit association governing various non-profit subsidiary associations located within the Civano Master PAD area and formed under the authority of the Amended and Restated Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for Civano: The Tucson Solar Village, recorded at Docket 10915, Page 639, of the Official Records of Pima County, Arizona, on November 3, 1998.

**Master Developer:** The Master Developer is the developer under the Development Agreement that is responsible for facilitating cooperation among other developers in the master planning of Civano, including documenting compliance with this Civano Master PAD and its predecessor plans, the Revised Civano IMPACT System and the Revised MOU. The Master Developer shall have the responsibility of ensuring that the Civano Master PAD is complied with as development occurs for all development parcels within the 818-acre Master PAD area. Development and design guidelines may be adopted by the Master Developer to assist in the implementation of the Civano Master PAD. The Master Developer is also responsible for the periodic monitoring and reporting required by the Revised Civano IMPACT System and Revised MOU.

**Memorandum of Understanding (MOU):** The Revised Civano Memorandum of Understanding, as amended by the parties on December 8, 2003, by City Resolution No. 19741, as it may be amended from time to time. *See Appendix 1.*

**Mini Parks:** Improved open space areas, at least 4,500 square feet in size, which may include improvements such as picnic areas, ramadas, tot lots, as well as other passive recreation amenities.
**Natural Open Space**: Open space areas including significant natural features, such as natural drainageways, floodplains, and steep slopes that will primarily be left in their natural state. Low impact active and passive recreational opportunities such as trails, signage, and kiosks may be provided in these areas.

**Neighborhood 1 Homeowners Association**: The subsidiary homeowners association formed under the Amended and Restated Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for Civano 1: Neighborhood One, recorded at Docket 11206, Page 2132, of the Official Records of Pima County, Arizona, on January 4, 2000, as it may be amended from time to time.

**Neighborhood 1 PAD District**: The existing Civano PAD District for Civano Neighborhood 1 as amended in Section F of this document.

**Neighborhood Parks**: Improved open space areas, at least one-half acres in size, which may include improvements such as picnic areas, ramadas, tot lots, ball fields and other sports activities as well as other passive recreation amenities.

**Neighborhood Trails**: A trail system that will connect with the Urban Street Trails system to provide an internal circulation system connecting the recreational amenities, the community center and all individual neighborhoods within the development unit. Neighborhood Trails may include hard surface and natural surface trails.

**Net Area**: The area of a development parcel, excluding all planned or dedicated streets, alleys, private access ways, roadways and/or alley easements and natural and functional open space areas.

**Pavilions Business Association**: A subsidiary association of business owners to be formed to govern the Pavilions PAD District by the Pavilions developers.

**Pavilions Certification Committee**: The Pavilion Certification Committee shall perform the self-certification provided in Sections 5.31 and 7.0 of the Revised MOU. This committee shall consist of a representative of the Design Review Committee established by the Pavilions developers, a licensed architect or engineer, a member of the Civano Neighbors organization and a representative of the Pavilions Business Association.

**Product Type**: Refers to the various residential development housing options that may be provided within a residential land use. Product type may include traditional single-family homes on a single lot, auto court cluster development, alley-loaded, Z-lots, attached units, etc.

**Public Facilities**: Any facility (whether publicly or privately owned) which is to be used and/or allocated for the general good of the public. These uses would include, but are not limited to, parks, government services, utilities.
and drainage features. Privately owned facilities will be subject to applicable land use regulations.

**Rear Yard:** The rear yard is the lot line opposite the front yard lot line. For auto court cluster and/or alley loaded housing types where there is no direct street frontage for each lot, the rear yard is the portion of a single-family residential lot where garage access is provided.

**Recreation Center:** A common recreational facility provided within the development. Amenities within a Recreation Center may include swimming pool and related facilities, clubhouse, meeting rooms, play courts, and other amenities.

**Residential Mixed Dwelling Attached:** Attached single-family residential units on individual lots for sale with common party walls, such as duplexes, attached auto court cluster or attached alley-loaded product types.

**Residential Mixed Dwelling Detached:** Detached single family residential units on individual lots for sale with a more unique product design such as auto court cluster, alley-loaded, or other creatively-designed single-family product type.

**Residential Multi-Family Attached:** Attached multi-family product type such condominium or apartments where multiple dwelling units are built on a single lot.

**Residential Single Family Attached:** A building containing dwelling units, each of which has primary ground floor access to the outside, and which are attached to each other by party walls without openings in compliance with building codes.

**Residential Single Family Detached:** A building containing only one dwelling unit entirely separated from buildings on adjoining lots or building sites.

**Sierra Morado Homeowners Association:** The subsidiary homeowners association formed under the Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for Sierra Morado Community Association recorded at Docket 12420, Page 1235, of the Officials Records of Pima County, Arizona, on November 2, 2004, as it may be amended from time to time.

**Traffic Calming:** Design features integrated into the street environment that are designed to slow vehicular traffic down, creating a safer and more pleasant environment for pedestrians. Traffic calming measures may include design features such as traffic circles, chokers, chicanes, landscaped medians, curvilinear streets, narrow street sections, and tree-lines streets. All traffic calming measures shall meet Fire Department requirements.

**Z-Lots:** A residential product type whereby the individual lot side yards may be staggered or off-set to allow a mix of front-facing, side-entry and rear-placement garages.
C-4 PROPOSED LAND USES

The land uses within the Civano Master PAD include residential, commercial, employment, recreation and open space land uses as defined below.

C-4.a. Residential Land Uses
A variety of housing types are proposed within the Civano Master PAD. Homes will vary in character and size to meet the diverse needs of the projected community population. Most residential buildings will be generally limited to single story and two story units. Some of the higher density residential parcels and Live/Work units, however, may include buildings of up to four stories or 48 feet in height.

Residential densities may vary from parcel to parcel, creating variety and diversity in the type of product as well as varying price ranges within the community. The specific range of densities within the residential zoning districts is defined within the individual PAD Districts within Section D and F of this document. Various residential product types will be included within the Master PAD area; including various neotraditional design elements such as alley loaded garages, auto-court cluster, staggered setbacks, and front porches. The various product types proposed within the Master PAD may include, but are not limited to:

- Residential single-family detached;
- Residential single-family attached;
- Alley-loaded attached and detached residential units facing common pedestrian tracts;
- Z-lots with staggered units to allow a mix of front-facing, rear-loaded and side-entry garages;
- Single-story auto court cluster units;
- Two-story auto court cluster units;
- Live-Work residential/office or higher density residential parcels with buildings of up to four stories or 48 feet in height.

The Live/Work units will be provided to accommodate home office uses within designated residential development parcels exclusively within the Sierra Morado PAD. Within the Sierra Morado PAD, the Master Developer shall designate the location of any Live/Work units on the final plat prior to final plat approval for each plat where Live/Work will be allowed. Live/Work studios may be outlets for artisans, manufacture of specialty goods, and entrepreneurs. This type of dwelling and outlet will be in demand by small retail businesses and artists looking for an incubator environment and by businesses that need “walk by” and specialty location traffic.

C-4.b. Non-Residential Land Uses
Various non-residential land uses may be provided within the Civano Master PAD. Within the residential areas, low intensity non-residential
land uses such as religious uses, office space, live/work units, home occupation, and even a corner café may be provided as permitted within the individual PAD Districts and under City development regulations. Additionally, more intense non-residential uses may be provided in the commercial zoning district within the individual PAD Districts. Non-residentially zoned property may include more intense uses such as larger office development, major commercial and retail services, restaurants, entertainment facilities, major medical uses, as well as high density residential land uses. See Figure 14: Land Use Plan for the location of the non-residential land use areas.

In addition to the mix of low intensity non-residential land uses allowed within the residential land use areas, the more intense non-residential land use areas are centrally located within the Civano Master PAD in order to:

1) Encourage and promote pedestrian and non-motorized access from all Civano neighborhoods;
2) Take full advantage of the Houghton Road corridor as a major street to heighten retail exposure;
3) Minimize traffic within the residential neighborhoods;
4) Promote mass transit opportunities from within the Master PAD area.

The major non-residential land uses within the Civano Master PAD will provide commercial/employment services to the various Civano residential neighborhoods as well as to the surrounding communities.

C-4.c Open Space Land Uses
There are two primary open space uses proposed within the Civano Master PAD as described below and shown in Figure 15: Open Space, Recreation and Trails Plan. Calculations of natural open space are shown in Table 4, Natural Open Space Area. The PAD will meet or exceed the 30% natural open space goals as set forth in the original Civano Master Development Plan. The PAD has an additional goal of 20% functional open space for a total goal of 50% open space.

C-4.c.i. Natural Open Space Areas
The Civano Master PAD will include a significant amount of natural open space due to the extensive natural features that exist on the property. These are areas that include the highest density and variety of vegetative communities as depicted in Figure 10, Vegetation Densities. Within these areas are the floodplains and major natural drainageways that traverse the site from south to north, as well as hillside areas with steep slopes. The Mesquite Wash, the Civano Wash, and the Pantano Wash are the three major watercourses in and around the subject property. The Mesquite Wash is located along the western side of the property, the Civano Wash is centrally located with tributaries extending to the southeast corner of the parcel, and the Pantano Wash clips the northeast corner of the property. Preserving these areas not only protects the natural element of the vegetation but also protects the environmental
significance of associated wildlife habitat. Mitigation plans for any necessary disturbance into the regulated wash or riparian areas will be completed in accordance with the regulations set forth in the City WASH Ordinance and ERZ requirements.

Additionally, the Scenic Corridor Buffer Zone, an area that must be preserved or reestablished and maintained as a natural area, and the Overhead Utility Easements (OHE), areas that are deemed desirable for enhancing prime natural open space areas, will be included in this open space designation. The natural open space areas are suitable for wildlife habitat and some low impact active and passive recreation opportunities such as pedestrian trails for walking and bird-watching.

The city of Tucson offers two methods for compliance with its Native Plant Preservation Ordinance: the full inventory method and the 30% set aside method. Because Unit 1 of the Sierra Morado PAD used the full inventory method, its 49 acres are excluded from natural open space calculations. The 30% natural open space goal is based upon the total PAD area of 818 acres minus the 49 acres of Sierra Morado Unit 1, or 769 acres. This results in a natural open space goal of approximately 231 acres. Projected contributions to the 30% natural open space goal are indicated in Table 4. The Native Plant Preservation strategies selected for compliance with the City’s Native Plant Preservation Ordinance, and selected to meet the overall goal of 30% natural open space, are identified within each individual district PAD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Natural Open Space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Civano N-1 PAD</td>
<td>89 Acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavilions PAD</td>
<td>1.8 Acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Morado PAD Units 2-4</td>
<td>152.4 Acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Acreage</td>
<td>243.2 Acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Space Goal (30% of 769 Acres)</td>
<td>230.7 Acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Morado PAD Unit 1</td>
<td>Full native plant inventory used</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C-4.c.ii. Functional Open Space Areas

Functional open space includes active and passive open space areas which are more developed and usable for recreational activities, drainage, and pedestrian circulation. These open space areas include major community pedestrian plazas and landscaped promenades as well as all open spaces, such as common area corridors, that are accessible by the entire Civano community.

The Civano Master PAD will include various centralized open space areas, many of which are already provided as part of the Civano Neighborhood 1 PAD. The Sierra Morado PAD will contain a community center, located in Development Unit 2, as well as at least two neighborhood parks, located in Development Units 1 and 3. Additionally, the Sierra Morado PAD will incorporate at least nine Mini Parks: two in Unit 1, two in Unit 2, two in Unit 3, and three in Unit 4. Mini Parks will be located within close walking distance of all of the individual neighborhoods within each Development Unit. Furthermore, additional open space, such as common area corridors, may provide opportunities for internal pedestrian linkages within the development as well as additional passive recreational opportunities.

The Community Center shall provide a community pool and may provide related facilities such as clubhouse, sport courts, meeting facilities, and other community amenities as determined by the master developer. Each Neighborhood Park (including the outdoor portion of the Community Center) shall be a minimum of 1/2 acre, and shall include a turf area, a ramada with picnic tables, and at least three of the following amenities or other new amenities as such reasonably become available to the Developer:

- Sport courts
- Outdoor gathering areas
- Traditional play equipment
- Alternative playgrounds
- Secondary walking paths
- Park benches
- Barbecue grills
- Opportunities for community art
- Butterfly, hummingbird, or other theme gardens

Each Mini Park shall be at least 4,500 square feet and shall include at least two of the following amenities or other new amenities as such reasonably become available to the Developer:

- Turf areas
- Traditional play equipment
- Alternative playgrounds
- Ramadas
- Picnic tables
• Park benches
• Barbecue grills
• Opportunities for community art

All parks will be irrigated with reclaimed water and will incorporate water harvesting features, native vegetation, and recycled or low environmental impact building materials. Additionally, the Sierra Morado Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions, recorded at Docket 12420, Page 1235, Official Records, Pima County, Arizona (as may be amended from time to time) shall provide for sustainable park maintenance that minimizes or eliminates the use of pesticides, herbicides, chemical fertilizers, and fossil fuel-burning machinery.
Insert FIGURE 14, LAND USE PLAN here
The Civano Master PAD will offer a variety of recreational opportunities, as well as support the objectives of the Pima County Trails System Master Plan and the City Parks, Trails and Open Space Master Plan.

A series of trails will be provided within the open space areas, through neighborhoods and parallel to roads to create a usable trail network that connects various destinations within the community and neighboring destinations consistent with the requirements to provide access to disabled persons. These trails will provide opportunities for walking, jogging, hiking and nature viewing, as well as alternative transportation opportunities throughout the community. The trail system will be integrated with recreation and trail facilities provided throughout the development and will also be designed for easy access to nearby schools. All paved trails include curb cuts for ADA accessibility and will meet ADA minimum requirements. Where possible, all natural surface pedestrian and multi-use trails will meet ADA minimum requirements. See Figure 15: Open Space, Recreation and Trails Plan for location of trails throughout the community and Figure 16: Trails Cross Sections for cross sections of the various trails discussed below.

The types of trails that will be provided in the Civano Master PAD may include:

C-5.a Pedestrian Trails

The Pedestrian Trails, with a minimum width of 4’, paved (i.e. concrete) or natural surface (i.e. earthen or compacted decomposed granite); will connect to the Multi-Use Trails. This trail system provides an internal circulation system connecting recreational amenities and each of the residential development parcels within the Development Units. The pedestrian trails may also provide connection opportunities to the Pima County regional trail system.

C-5.b Multi-Use Trails

The Multi-Use Trail is a minimum 8’ wide paved asphalt or natural surface (i.e. earthen or compacted decomposed granite) trail system which connects the Pedestrian Trails to the community center, neighborhood parks, residential subdivisions, non-residential uses, and the open space system throughout the community. The Multi-Use Trails may also provide connection opportunities to the Pima County regional trail system.

C-5.c Divided Urban Pathway

The Divided Urban Pathway consists of a minimum 12’ multi-use paved pathway and a minimum 8’ wide paved asphalt or natural surface (i.e. earthen or compacted decomposed granite) trail (if such trail is determined feasible by the Director of the City Parks and Recreation Department) to be located along the east side of the Houghton Road right-of-way. This pathway will connect the Multi-Use Trails to neighboring destinations and will extend from the north side of Bilby Road to the northern edge of the undeveloped property within the
Pavilions PAD area, where right-of-way is available (note that much of the area north of the Pavilions PAD area has already been developed and adequate right-of-way is not available to extend the improvements to the northern edge of the property).

C-5.d Enhanced Sidewalk
The Enhanced Sidewalk consists of a minimum 6’ concrete sidewalk for pedestrian use with a minimum 5’ commuter bike lane adjacent to vehicular travel lanes and parallel to the sidewalk along Bilby Road. Where possible, the bike lane and sidewalk are separated by a landscaped buffer. This trail system connects the Multi-Use trails to neighboring destinations and will extend along the northern site of Bilby Road from Houghton Road to Melpomene.
Insert FIGURE 15: OPEN SPACE, RECREATION AND TRAILS PLAN here
Insert FIGURE 16A: TRAIL CROSS SECTIONS here
Insert FIGURE 16B: TRAIL CROSS SECTIONS here
C-6 SCHOOLS

The Master Developer has coordinated with the Vail School District regarding schools to serve the Civano Master PAD. The Vail School District recently purchased a 40-acre school site immediately adjacent to the Civano Master PAD on the south side of Bilby Road and east of the Mesquite Ranch subdivision. The 40-acre site is planned to include both elementary school and middle school facilities. The elementary school is scheduled to be completed in 2006 while the middle school is scheduled to be completed in 2007-2008. These schools will also serve the Civano neighborhoods.

The Civano Master PAD also includes the existing Civano Community School, an elementary school facility which will provide access to residents of Civano.

C-7 TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION

The balance of land use and circulation facilities is important to the ultimate quality of life for Civano residents. The intent of the proposed circulation system is to balance opportunities for mobility within, and throughout the community by incorporating vehicular, bicycle, pedestrian, and future transit provisions to support and encourage a multi-modal transportation system within the Civano community. These facilities and design standards are discussed below.

C-7.a. Vehicular

The primary arterial roadway alignments that will serve the Civano Master PAD are Houghton Road and Bilby Road. Houghton and Bilby provide the primary north/south and east/west access to the Civano community. Drexel Road, located ½ mile north of Bilby, will provide direct access to the major commercial areas externally from Houghton Road, as well as internally to the residential districts. Drexel will also serve as an internal spine road through the community, connecting the individual Development Units and neighborhoods with the centralized community center and other amenities. Drexel Road will include various traffic calming measures such as traffic circles, narrow roadways, and on-street parking to slow and discourage off-site cut-through traffic (See Figure 17, Vehicle Circulation Plan). All traffic calming measures will meet Fire Department requirements. Seven Generations Way also provides direct access from Houghton Road to the development from the north.

Collector roads will connect Houghton Road and Bilby Road to the various Development Units and individual development parcels throughout the Civano community. Internal circulation will be provided within each development parcel, ultimately connecting to one of the collector roads and/or arterial roadways along the perimeter of the development.

Within each development unit local streets will provide direct access to homes. The local street network will be the primary basis upon which
the subdivisions are designed. The actual local street network will be based on several key considerations, including respect of the physical site characteristics, the residential and non-residential uses to be served, provision of fire protection, refuse collection requirements, solar orientation, and so on. There will be a variety of street patterns, including grid, curvilinear, discontinuous and others. Street design will include provisions for traffic calming, such as chokers, traffic circles, chicanes, short segments, cul-de-sacs, detached sidewalks, landscaped medians and islands and others.

C-7.b. Bicycle
The Master PAD includes paved bicycle lanes or paths along all arterial and collector streets to provide bicycle circulation within the community. The arterial streets include 5-foot wide on-street bike lanes within the street for bicycle commuter traffic. The collector streets include 12-foot wide, paved multi-use bike paths on one-side of the street. See Figure 15: Open Space, Recreation and Trails Plan for locations of bike lanes and paths.

C-7.c. Pedestrian
The Master PAD will provide a network of paved sidewalks, trails and paths throughout the community, consistent with the requirement to provide access for disabled persons. All arterial and collector roadway alignments within the community will provide paved, setback sidewalks of varying widths as defined within the street cross sections provided in individual PAD Districts. The sidewalks will be shaded with tree-lined streets for aesthetics and comfort during the summer months. Additional off-street trails and paths will be provided throughout the community to provide pedestrian linkages to parks, schools, open spaces, community facilities, commercial/ employment uses and residential neighborhoods (see Section C-5, Recreation and Trails for further details on trails).

C-7.d. Public Transportation
Sun Tran currently does not provide and does not indicate plans to extend transit service to this area. However, the Master PAD will provide for bus stops within the project for future transit service. Depending on future service locations and frequencies by Sun Tran, bus stops shall be provided along Houghton Road, Bilby Road and Drexel Road or at other locations as determined by DSD in consultation with SunTran. The public trails and sidewalks discussed above will provide direct links to future bus stop locations within and adjacent to the development.
Insert FIGURE 17: VEHICLE CIRCULATION PLAN here
C-8 LANDSCAPING

The overall landscape goal for the Civano Master PAD is both a conservation and sustainable landscape approach through the application of xeriscape principles. Xeriscape is a comprehensive approach to landscaping that incorporates seven basic principles which lead to water conservation.

To reduce the “urban heat island” effect, vegetation will be used to decrease building temperatures while integrating landscaping for the shading of pedestrians, bicyclists, and parking. Reduction in the “heat island” will encourage greater use of these areas by pedestrians and bicyclists.

Landscape irrigation in the common areas, rights-of-way and some residential areas will be accomplished with the City’s reclaimed water service. In all residential areas, a functioning system using reclaimed water, greywater or rainwater harvesting or other alternative irrigation system not dependent on potable water shall be made available for all landscape irrigation.

Integrated with the goals of conservation and sustainability, the landscape created in Civano Master PAD will be designed to create a lush and aesthetically pleasing atmosphere in compliance with the Revised MOU, as well as provide an environment that enhances the quality of life and helps both meet the needs of the residents and the community’s performance standards.

C-8.a. Streetscapes

The intent of this development is to incorporate tree-lined streets with street sections that include sidewalks, bicycle pathways and landscape borders that buffer pedestrians from vehicular traffic. Within the street rights-of-way, the widths of landscape borders will differ by street designations. Some street sections will include lush vegetated medians that divide the vehicular traffic lanes. Canopy trees will be provided within these street medians as well as the landscape borders. Landscaping will meet or exceed City density standards.

C-8.b. Landscape Theme

Specifics of landscape themes are provided for within the individual district PAD areas as follows: Civano Neighborhood 1 Planned Area Development District landscape theme is found in the Civano Landscape Design Guidelines authorized by the Amended and Restated Declaration of Covenant, Conditions, and Restrictions for Civano 1: Neighborhood 1, recorded at Docket 11206, Page 2132 of the Official Records of Pima County, Arizona on January 4, 2000. The Sierra Morado Planned Area Development District landscape theme is found in the Sierra Morado PAD and the Pavilions Planned Area Development District landscape theme is found in the Pavilions PAD.
C-9 HYDROLOGY/DRAINAGE

The proposed project will not negatively impact the existing drainage patterns. Runoff will be conveyed from the development into the existing drainageways, which will remain natural under post-construction conditions. Runoff will be conveyed either directly into the Pantano Wash or into the Mesquite Wash and Civano Wash and consequently into the Pantano Wash as per existing conditions without adversely impacting downstream properties. Passive and active recreational facilities may incorporate water harvesting measures into their design. Reclaimed water will be used in common areas, parks and amenity areas.

C-9.a. Post-Development Hydrology / Drainage Plan
The proposed Development Plan has been designed to allow the majority of washes and riparian areas along the watercourses to remain in a natural state, as shown in Figure 18: Post Development Hydrology. Under post-construction conditions, runoff from the development will be conveyed to these natural areas via a series of designed drainage structures. These structures will be designed in accordance with City standards. Runoff will then be discharged directly into the natural areas. Erosion control measures will be incorporated into the design to ensure that the exiting discharges will not have any negative impacts on the natural watercourses.

C-9.b. Grading
All grading plans shall limit site clearance on residential lots to preserve existing desert vegetation and maximize natural drainage as part of development plans or plats for individual subdivisions or PAD Districts as provided in the Revised MOU.
Insert FIGURE 18: POST DEVELOPMENT HYDROLOGY here
C-10  HILLSIDE AREAS—STEEP SLOPES

No significant impacts are planned onto steep slopes greater than 15%. Isolated disturbances of steep slopes necessary for reasonable development will be mitigated in accordance with the City’s requirements.

C-11  INFRASTRUCTURE, PUBLIC SERVICES, UTILITIES

C-11.a.  Water
There are two water mains within the Houghton Road right-of-way. A 24-inch protected main which serves Rita Ranch to the South and a 12-inch main which tees east along the Bilby Road alignment. Unit I taps into this 12-inch main along Bilby Road for its service. The 24-inch protected main could be tapped if a service agreement is signed and reimbursement is made to Rita Ranch (See Figure 19: Water and Sewer Infrastructure Plan).

C-11.b.  Sewer
Civano Master PAD can be serviced via two collector lines, one existing and one proposed. An existing 15/18 inch collector line generally follows the eastern bank alignment of the Mesquite Wash (G-2000-070) through Neighborhood I to the north and Mesquite Ranch to the south. A new collector sewer line (alignment yet to be determined) shall generally run north-south through the eastern third of the property in accordance with the State Land Patent Agreement 53-52553-01.

Under existing conditions (actual developments and commitments for service through approved Sewer Service Agreements), there is capacity for this project development in the downstream conveyance system and in the existing 21-inch diameter public sewer (G-95-033) located north within the East Nebraska Road alignment and within parcel 141-01-1120 and in the existing 15/18-inch diameter public sewer (G-2000-070) located within Parcel 101-01-111C (see Figure 19: Water and Sewer Infrastructure Plan).

C-11.c.  Electric
Electric service can be provided via an existing 128 kV overhead line which follows the Drexel (spine) Road alignment.

C-11.d.  Reclaimed Water
There is an existing reclaimed water system built throughout all of Civano Neighborhood 1. Each residence has a reclaimed stubout to their property line for service connection. There is also an existing 12-inch reclaimed water line along the Houghton Road alignment. From this 12-inch line an 8-inch line (PN 2-060-081-2004) will be constructed to the east through Civano II and will be stubbed out for future extension. Reclaimed water lines will be extended to provide reclaimed water to common areas outside of Neighborhood 1 and all non-residential uses.
C-11.e. **Solid Waste (Refuse Collection)**

The Civano Master PAD will provide for a variety of different residential densities and product types. The specific method of refuse collection will vary depending on the residential product type proposed for each individual development parcel. For traditional residential single-family detached development, standard curb-side service for Automatic Plastic Containers (APC) will be provided. This type of development will meet the City’s requirements for APC’s per Section 6-01.0 of the Development Standards.

In addition to the traditional residential single-family product types, various other product types, such as auto-court cluster product and alley-loaded product will be provided within the community. The auto-court cluster and alley-loaded product types will also meet the requirements for APC’s per Section 6-01.0 of the Development Standard. The auto-court cluster product will include refuse and recycle storage either in the garage or within the side-yard of the lots behind a screen wall. For pick-up days, the cans will be located along the curb adjacent to the cluster unit. The specific location and spacing for the trash and recycle storage and pick-up locations are shown in **Figure 19A: Auto-Court Refuse Collection and Utility Exhibit.** Figure 19A also demonstrates the distance between the storage location and the pick-up location for each unit within the auto-court cluster. The furthest travel distance includes the rear units at approximately 118-feet.

The alley-loaded product type will also meet the requirements for APC’s per Section 6-01.0 of the Development Standard. The alley-loaded product will include refuse and recycle storage either in the garage or between the units behind a screen wall. For pick-up days, the cans will be located along the private street (alley) adjacent to each unit. The specific location of the pick-up locations are shown in **Figure 19B: Alley-Loaded Refuse Collection and Utility Exhibit.**

Although it is not anticipated, if the spatial requirements for APC’s cannot be met for a particular subdivision, then centralized refuse containers will be provided. For residential developments within the Sierra Morado PAD District that will provide centralized refuse containers, such centralized refuse containers may be located up to 300 feet from a residence using such container for refuse disposal. All centralized refuse container locations shall provide at least two containers, one for trash collection and the other for recycled material in accordance with the City’s recycling program requirements. All centralized refuse containers shall be screened on three sides by a solid masonry block wall or other solid, opaque material. A solid, opaque closing gate shall be provided to adequately screen the refuse containers and provide access for residents and collection vehicles. Landscaping should be provided around the perimeter of the refuse container screen walls to provide additional visual buffer as appropriate.
C-11.f. **Telecommunications**
Individual developments shall establish provisions for fiber optic or similar telecommunications infrastructure or, where technologically available, satellite or remote telecommunication services, to all non-residential and Live/Work locations at the time of plat or development plan approval.

C-11.g **Recreational Facilities**
Within 24 months of the effective date of approval of this Master PAD, a recreational facility for the Sierra Morado PAD District shall be completed to the extent that the pool facilities within the recreational facility have been inspected, approved and permitted by the City and are available for use. During that 24-month period, building permits for construction of homes within the Sierra Morado PAD District may be issued subject to Additional Zoning Condition No. 3 on the Tentative Plat for Civano II as approved by the City.

C-12 **PHASING AND IMPLEMENTATION**

Much of the existing Neighborhood 1 PAD is already built or under construction. The Sierra Morado PAD will be built within a single phase, however, the platting and construction of infrastructure will occur incrementally from a southwesterly to northeasterly direction ultimately based on market conditions and absorption rate of the various housing product types proposed within the development. The Pavilions PAD will be built independent from the Sierra Morado PAD, and may occur concurrently with the Sierra Morado PAD. See **Figure 20: Development Phasing Plan** for proposed Development phasing.

The Developers shall provide copies of future tentative plats or development plans for development within the Sierra Morado PAD district and the Pavilions PAD district to the Civano Neighbors organization and to the Neighborhood 1 Homeowners Association at the time that such plats or plans are submitted to the City. The Civano Neighbors organization and the Neighborhood 1 Homeowners Association may provide comments about such plats and plans to the Developers.
Insert FIGURE 19: WATER AND SEWER INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN
Insert FIGURE 19A: AUTO COURT CLUSTER REFUSE COLLECTION AND UTILITY EXHIBIT
Insert FIGURE 19B: ALLEY-LOADED REFUSE COLLECTION AND UTILITY EXHIBIT
Insert FIGURE 20: DEVELOPMENT PHASING PLAN here
D  SIERRA MORADO PAD DISTRICT REGULATIONS

D-1  PURPOSE AND INTENT

This section is intended to provide the regulatory zoning provisions for the Sierra Morado PAD, which is designed to guide the implementation for the community “vision” through the plan review and development permit process, and to comply with provisions of the Planned Area Development Zone, LUC Section 2.6.3. These provisions constitute the primary tools for use by the City, the Master Developer, and subordinate developers in ensuring that the Sierra Morado PAD develops in conformance with the vision presented by the Master PAD as adopted by the Mayor and Council.

The development regulations will govern the land use densities, intensities, and location criteria within the Sierra Morado PAD. Furthermore, this section includes development standards related to base zoning districts, property use, building and landscape setbacks, building height, lot coverage requirements and general development standards. The intent of these standards is to establish clear minimum development standards, allow for the orderly progression of development, and to provide flexibility over time without compromising mutually-agreed upon goals and overall vision for the Sierra Morado PAD. Unless otherwise specified herein, all development within the Sierra Morado PAD shall conform to all Ordinances, Codes, Policies and Regulations of the City.

D-2  ZONING DISTRICTS

The base zoning districts proposed for the Sierra Morado PAD include the following:

Residential District (PAD-R2): This zoning district is intended to provide for mixed density, single family and multi family residential development, live/work units, parks, and other public services necessary for an urban residential environment (similar to the LUC R-2 Residence Zone).

Commercial 1 District (PAD-C1): This zoning district is intended to provide for low-intensity, commercial and other uses compatible with adjacent residential district (similar to the LUC C-1 Commercial Zone). Figure 21, Zoning Boundaries depicts the proposed zoning districts associated with the overall land use plan. A proposed mix of residential densities and product types as well as neighborhood commercial services within the Sierra Morado PAD will promote diversity within the community while maintaining a high-quality community environment. The diversity in lot sizes within the community will promote opportunities for a range of lifestyles, including affordable housing. The neighborhood commercial district is provided within a highly visible and central location to the overall community, providing excellent access from all neighborhoods within Civano for employment opportunities as well as access to community services.
Table 5, Land Use Density/Intensity Table lists the target and maximum number of proposed residential units by Development Unit. This number is the basis of analysis and recommendations for the scale and development of proportional public infrastructure facilities. The target number of units also represents the general distribution of residential units throughout the PAD District. This representative distribution is particularly relevant to the evaluation of the planned infrastructure facilities (roads, water lines, sewer lines, electrical distribution lines, etc.).
Insert FIGURE 21: ZONING BOUNDARIES here
D-3 RESIDENTIAL ZONING DISTRICT

D-3.a. Introduction
The residential zoning district proposed for the Sierra Morado PAD is PAD-R2. Within the PAD-R2 zoning district, four residential land use categories have been identified which will be the basis of the regulatory development standards for the residential land uses within the PAD District. The four land use categories are:

- Residential Single Family Detached
- Residential Mixed Dwelling Detached
- Residential Mixed Dwelling Attached
- Residential Multi-Family Attached

Each of the four land use categories represents a different option for the type of residential development product and density, and therefore, different residential development standards will apply depending on which land use category is selected. The Residential Single Family category is designed to accommodate the residential single family detached product types. The Residential Mixed Dwelling Detached is designed to accommodate a more innovative and creative single-family detached residential development, including alley-loaded product, auto-court cluster and other medium to high density detached single-family product types. The Residential Mixed Dwelling Attached is designed to accommodate a more innovative and creative single-family attached residential development, including alley-loaded product, auto-court cluster and other medium to high density attached single-family product types on individual lots with common party walls. The Residential Multi-Family Attached product type is designed to accommodate an attached, multi-family product that will be constructed on a single lot and will not include individual land ownership. Any land use category can be selected within the PAD-R2 zoning district, however, prior to the tentative plat submittal to the City, a land use category must be declared in order to ensure the proper regulatory development standards will be applied to the project.

D-3.b. Development Unit Densities
Within the overall Sierra Morado PAD, four Development Units have been defined within the Land Use Plan. Each Development Unit will provide a mix of residential densities and product types, and will include a maximum and target total number of units as defined within Table 5, Land Use Density/Intensity Table. In order to ensure diversity of product types throughout the PAD District, a minimum of three (3) different product types will be provided within Development Unit 2 and a minimum of three (3) different product types will be provided within Development Units 3-4. The majority of Development Unit 1 is already platted and includes 192 total units. Two additional parcels are still to be platted within Development Unit 1 with an estimated 70 units proposed, for a gross density of 5.7 Residences per acre (RAC). Within Development Unit 2, the target number of residential units is 577 for a gross density of 3.9 RAC. The total allowable number of units within Development Unit 2 is 692. Development Unit 3
includes a target of 347 units for a gross density of 3.6 RAC. The total number of allowable units within Development Unit 3 is 416. Development Unit 4 includes a target of 369 units for a gross density of 2.3 RAC. The total allowable number of units within Development Unit 4 is 443. See Figure 14, Land Use Plan for locations of each of the four Development Units discussed above. Overall within the Sierra Morado PAD, the total target number of units is 1,852 with an overall target density of 3.9 RAC gross.

A Density/Intensity Table for the various development units within the Sierra Morado PAD is provided in Table 5: Density/Intensity Table. This table will supplement and/or supersede adopted LUC and Development Standards. The Density/Intensity Table is intended to provide for a target and maximum number of residential dwelling units within each development unit, as well as define Floor Area Ratios for applicable non-residential land uses. This table will assist in guiding the overall residential density and non-residential intensity, as well as determine the appropriate infrastructure requirements for the overall development.

Table 5
Sierra Morado PAD Land Use Density/Intensity Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sierra Morado PAD</th>
<th>Zoning District(s)</th>
<th>Approximate Gross Acres</th>
<th>Approximate Net Acres</th>
<th>Net Zoning Density Range (RAC)</th>
<th>Target Density</th>
<th>Allowable Unit Range</th>
<th>Projected Floor Area Ratio (FAR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulte Unit 1</td>
<td>PAD-R2</td>
<td>53.86</td>
<td>47.48</td>
<td>2.5 - 25.0</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulte Unit 2</td>
<td>PAD-R2, PAD-C1</td>
<td>153.02</td>
<td>147.9</td>
<td>2.5 - 25.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>692.4</td>
<td>577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulte Unit 3</td>
<td>PAD-R2</td>
<td>99.75</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>2.5 - 25.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>416.4</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulte Unit 4</td>
<td>PAD-R2</td>
<td>163.91</td>
<td>163.9</td>
<td>2.5 - 25.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>442.8</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>470.54</td>
<td>455.87</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,852</td>
<td>1,543</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D-3.c. Diversity in Product Type
The Sierra Morado PAD will include a diversity of housing product and architectural styles, making it a unique and exciting place to live. Many of the individual subdivisions will be designed as smaller, distinct neighborhoods to allow for the development of a diverse and unique community with variety in architectural styles and housing types, affordability, visual diversity and aesthetics that will afford a wide array of choices for Civano residents. Smaller, distinct neighborhoods will also create a strong sense of place within each of the individual neighborhoods within the overall Sierra Morado PAD. To insure such diversity along individual streets, no two homes with the same color scheme and no two homes with the same architectural elevation shall be placed adjacent to each other.

D-3.d. Garage Treatment
The Sierra Morado PAD will provide subdivision and housing product design to minimize the perception of garages that face the street. Figure 22: Garage Treatment identifies three designs that will be used to minimize the perception of garages facing onto streets including recessed garages, auto-court entry garages and alley/private drive entry garages. Within the Sierra Morado PAD, at least 67 percent of the residential lots will incorporate one
of these three or similar or future new garage designs to be determined by the Developer in consultation with the Civano Neighbors organization to minimize the perception of garages facing the streets.
Insert FIGURE 22: GARAGE TREATMENT here
D-3.e. Streetscapes
Public streets within the residential subdivisions will have detached sidewalks and be tree-lined to provide shade and the sense of a narrower street section. The sidewalks will be setback from the curb to provide protection, shade and a pleasant environment for pedestrians. Alleys, private access ways, auto court tracts, and other private roadways intended primarily for automobile traffic (and not pedestrian traffic) may not include sidewalks or landscaping.

Table 7, Residential Development Standards, provides a summary of proposed development standards for each of the residential land use categories within the PAD-R2 zoning district (See Figure 21, Zoning Boundaries for the location of the PAD-R2 zoning district). The residential development standards will serve to permit design flexibility within various residential product types, while maintaining minimum development standards compatible with the overall community.

D-3.f. Permitted Principal Uses
The following principal uses are permitted within all land use categories within the PAD-R2 zoning district:

- Single family detached housing;
- Accessory building or use;
- Guest house;
- Residential, mixed dwelling, attached and detached
- Single family attached housing;
- Multi-family attached housing;
- Civic Uses, Commercial Uses and Recreational Uses (as permitted by LUC Section 2.3.5.2.C, .D and .E);
- Home occupation (subject to LUC Sections 3.5.7.2 and 3.5.7.3)
- Live/Work* (as defined within Section C-3 of the Master PAD);
- Parks, public and private; and
- Temporary residential start-up uses, including sales/marketing facilities, model home complexes and related accessory uses.

* Although the Live/Work uses are permitted anywhere within the PAD-R2 zoning district, specific locations for Live/Work units must be designated by the Master Developer within each subdivision plat prior to final plat approval.

D-3.g. Secondary Land Uses
The Sierra Morado PAD-R2 zoning district will permit secondary land uses as provided in LUC Section 2.3.5.4, Secondary Land Uses with the following exceptions:

- Home occupations may include 1 outside employee and 1 customer on premises at any one time.
- Uses listed in LUC Sections 2.3.5.4.B.1.a and 2.3.5.4.C are not allowed within the PAD-R2 zoning district.
D-3.h. Special Exception Uses
The Sierra Morado PAD-R2 zoning district will permit Special Exception land uses as provided in LUC Section 2.3.5.3:

D-3.i. Residential Development Standards
The Sierra Morado PAD shall recognize the development standards provided within Table 6, Residential Development Standards. These standards are intended to introduce an element of design flexibility and creativity and allow the use of a “New Urbanism” and “Neo-Traditional” design approach to the Sierra Morado PAD. The proposed Residential Development Standards will supersede the standards provided within the LUC in accordance with Section 2.6.3. The residential district standards provide development standards for lot area, lot width, yard setbacks, building heights, and lot coverage for each residential lot.

Table 6
Residential Development Standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Lot Size</th>
<th>Building Height</th>
<th>Minimum Yard Setbacks</th>
<th>Distance Between Buildings</th>
<th>Maximum Lot Coverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Area</td>
<td>Minimum Area</td>
<td>Minimum Width</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>Side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Single Family Detached</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>4,500</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2 / 34</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Mixed Dwelling Detached</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3 / 36</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Mixed Dwelling Attached</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3 / 36</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Multi-Family Attached</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>4 / 48</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) The average Area per Dwelling Unit shall be calculated as follows: Average Area = Gross Subdivision plat area minus all dedicated street area (or street tract area in the case of private streets) and all natural open space areas (disturbed and undisturbed) / the proposed number of residential lots within the plat.

(2) Minimum lot width permitted within the land use category.

(3) Front yard setbacks indicate distance to living component of the structure and for side-entry garages. Within the Residential Single Family land use category, driveway depth shall be 18’ from back of sidewalk for front entry garages. Driveway depth (distance to face of garage) may be reduced to 1 feet if a minimum 2-car garage is provided on-site for each unit and common visitor parking requirements are met in accordance with the requirements of this PAD District.

(4) Minimum distance permitted between buildings on the same lot or as required by the UBC.

(5) Residential lot coverage shall be calculated for each Residential Development Parcel as a whole, not on an individual lot basis and reported on the preliminary and final plats. The calculation is as follows: Site Area multiplied by the allowable lot coverage percentage equals the total square feet of area allowed for coverage within the Development Parcel. The total coverage area is then divided by the number of lots in the Development Parcel, to yield a total number of square feet of coverage for allocation to each lot.

(6) Private drives, alleys and auto court tracts that provide exclusive vehicular access to garages (not primary pedestrian access) are not considered streets for purposes of street perimeter setbacks. All setbacks shall be as defined within Table 7.

(7) Development standards for all non-residential land uses within residential zoning districts shall comply with the non-residential development standards provided within Table 8: Non-Residential Development Standards.

(8) Allowable setbacks shall be measured from the exterior face of vertical structural walls. Overhangs, bay windows, chimneys, exterior posts/columns, solar panels, mechanical equipment, light fixtures, pop-outs, and other architectural features shall not be considered in calculating setbacks.
D-4 NON-RESIDENTIAL ZONING DISTRICTS

The non-residential areas within the Sierra Morado PAD will be located within the PAD-C1 zoning district. The PAD-C1 zoning district is intended to provide low intensity commercial and other uses that are compatible with adjacent residential uses. The PAD-C1 district is intended to accommodate a mix of retail, commercial, office and residential land uses.

Table 5, Land Use Density/Intensity Table identifies the allowable floor area ratio for non-residential land uses within the PAD-C1 district.

D-4.a. Permitted Uses
The Sierra Morado PAD will permit the Permitted Land Uses as defined in LUC Section 2.5.3.2 with the following exceptions.

- LUC Section 2.5.3.2.F: Permitted residential uses shall only be those listed in Section D-3.f of the Sierra Morado PAD.

D-4.b. Secondary Land Uses
The Sierra Morado PAD will permit the Secondary Land Uses as defined in LUC Section 2.5.3.4.

D-4.c. Special Exception Land Uses
The Sierra Morado PAD will permit the Special Exception Land Uses as defined in LUC Section 2.5.3.3.

D-4.d. General Restrictions
The Sierra Morado PAD will include the General Restriction provided in LUC Section 2.5.3.6.

D-4.e. Non-Residential Development Standards
The Sierra Morado PAD shall recognize the development standards provided within Table 7, Non-Residential Development Standards. The non-residential development standards have been developed to regulate development standards for all development within the PAD-C1 zoning district. The proposed standards will supersede the standards provided within the LUC in accordance with LUC Section 2.6.3. The PAD-C1 district standards provide development standards for lot area, lot coverage requirements, building height, setbacks and perimeter landscape requirements.

For all residential uses within the PAD-C1 district, refer to Table 6, Residential Development Standards for required development standards. Any of the land use categories may be declared at the time of development plan or plat submittal for residential land uses within the PAD-C1 zone.
Table 7
Non-Residential Development Standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Category</th>
<th>Development Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Lot Area</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Lot Width</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation between Buildings</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Lot Coverage</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Building Setback From Any Street</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Side Yard (perimeter of zoning</td>
<td>5 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>district only, not individual parcels or</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buildings)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Rear Yard (perimeter of zoning</td>
<td>10 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>district only, not individual parcels or</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buildings)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Building Height</td>
<td>2 stories or 36 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Street Landscape Area</td>
<td>10 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Perimeter Landscape Area</td>
<td>10 feet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Residential uses within the non-residential zoning district shall conform to the development standards within any of the residential land use categories defined within Table 7, Residential Development Standards. A land use category must be declared at the time development plans are submitted to the City for review.

D-5 LANDSCAPE THEME

In keeping with the landscape goals of conservation and sustainability through the application of xeriscape principles, numerous landscape themes are proposed within the Sierra Morado PAD.

The basic approach to water conservation in xeriscape design is to establish hydrozones in the landscape. Three hydrozones will be used in the project. The three hydrozones are the oasis zone (Zone 1), transition zone (Zone 2), and arid zone (Zone 3). The oasis zone is located in areas other than public streets adjacent to residential properties but with intense pedestrian use and is where higher water use plants are utilized. Within this zone there are no restrictions on plant selection and the use of turf is allowed. Zone 2 is the transition zone between Zone 1 and Zone 3 where the plant selection has lower water requirements than those selected in Zone 1. The Zone 2 plant selection will be from the City’s Drought Tolerant Plant List. Zone 3, the arid zone, is usually in the perimeter areas where the plant selection includes those with the lowest irrigation requirements. Plants in this zone typically can survive without irrigation once established. Plants in Zone 3 are typically indigenous to the area but are also drawn from the City’s Drought Tolerant Plant List (See Figure 23: Streetscape and Landscape Design).
Theme and Figure 24: Streetscape and landscape Cross Sections for detailed cross sections of the various themes).

1) Entry Corridor Zone
This area includes the Scenic Corridor Zone, and a required buffer area along Houghton Road where indigenous plant material will be preserved. Previously disturbed areas may be enhanced with indigenous material. Traveling east into the site on Bilby and Drexel Roads, the public streets adjacent to residential properties must limit landscaping consistent with the Revised MOU. Areas beyond the buffer zone will transition into Zone 2 plant material. Median plantings will become more dense and lush, providing a grand boulevard entrance feel to help create a sense of place and identity to the community as one proceeds deeper into the site.

To unify the Drexel Road and Bilby Road landscape theme with the existing landscape on the northern side of Drexel Road (Civano Neighborhood 1) and the existing landscape on the southern side of Bilby Road (Mesquite Ranch) a similar plant palette will be selected.

2) High Visibility Collector Street
Nightbloom Road serves as the grand entrance for the Sierra Morado PAD as well as a primary east/west connector from Neighborhood 1 to Bilby Road. In accordance, this area will provide high visual interest. Conceived as a transitional zone (Zone 2), plants will be selected for year-round interest, long blooming periods, and general aesthetic value. Tree species will be selected for their ability to create a canopy effect that will provide a comfortable, inviting multi-modal transportation environment.

3) Collector Streets “A” and “B”
These tree-lined streetscapes may include Zone 2 or 3 under-story plants selected for year-round interest, long blooming periods, and general aesthetic value. To blend in with the natural environment, portions of streetscape may be designed in a more naturalistic manner using a primarily indigenous plant palette. The remaining areas will exhibit a more formal design intent.

4) Local Streets
With the use of one dominant tree species (that will vary by street), these streetscapes intend to create a sense of identity and place-making within the neighborhood villages. This design approach will provide an elegant look to the landscape while minimizing an overall monoculture for the entire project.

5) Residential Areas
In all residential areas, a functioning system using reclaimed water, greywater or rain harvesting or other alternative irrigation system not dependent on potable water shall be made available for all landscape irrigation. Residents will be encouraged to take advantage
of such irrigation system and to use xeriscape principles in their landscaping.

6) Internal Courtyard Areas
   The landscape theme for the internal courtyard areas is one of a desert canyon oasis. The plant palette selected here will include plants that are more shade tolerant and will include a variety of annuals and perennials that attract butterflies and hummingbirds.

7) Internal Common Area Open Space
   Plant species incorporated into these areas will be selected primarily for their wildlife and aesthetic value.

8) Parks Areas
   These areas will include a variety of plant palettes most appropriate to their intended use. Conceptually, areas intended for active recreation will fully utilize the concept of hydrozoning where the zones will radiate outward from the oasis zone (turf area) to the arid zone. Areas focused towards passive recreation will focus on a more native plant palette, with a more naturalistic design focus.

9) Open Space Areas
   Natural open space as well as open space created by overhead utility easements may be enhanced with indigenous vegetation. However, the majority of this open space will be left undisturbed.

10) Neighborhood Commercial Area
    To create a sense of identity, a bold design for the neighborhood commercial area will focus on plants selected for their year-round interest, long blooming periods, and general aesthetic value. Trees will be selected for their ability to create a canopy effect that will provide a comfortable pedestrian friendly environment.

11) Landscape Buffers Between Street and Sidewalk
    The following apply to all landscape buffers as depicted in Figure 24: Streetscape and Landscape Cross Sections that will be constructed between the street and sidewalk:

    a) One (1) canopy tree shall be provided for every twenty-five (25) linear feet of landscape buffer or fraction thereof, excluding vehicular ingress or egress points, where feasible based on lot design and traffic considerations.

    b) A minimum of one (1) canopy tree shall be provided within a landscape buffer for an individual lot, where feasible based on lot design and traffic considerations.

    c) Trees may be planted at varying distances apart.
12) Public Right-of-Way Median Landscaping

Median landscaping must comply with LUC Section 3.7.2.9, except that where canopy trees may be provided, one (1) canopy tree shall be provided for every twenty-five (25) linear feet of median landscaping area or fraction thereof, excluding vehicular ingress or egress points, where feasible based on lot design and traffic considerations. Median landscaping must be irrigated using reclaimed water and/or water harvesting methods as provided herein at the Master Developer’s cost for at least two (2) years.
Insert FIGURE 23: STREETSCAPE AND LANDSCAPE THEME here
Insert Figure 24A: Streetscape and Landscape Cross Sections here
Insert FIGURE 24B: STREETSCAPE AND LANDSCAPE CROSS SECTIONS here
Insert FIGURE 24C: STREETSCAPE AND LANDSCAPE CROSS SECTIONS here
D-6 GENERAL DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS

This section is intended to supplement or supersede standards of general application provided within the LUC and Development Standards which may conflict with any of the standards herein.

D-6.a. Roadway Design Standards
The street development standards for the Sierra Morado PAD will comply with Section 3.01.0 of the City’s Development Standards with the following exceptions:

- Total right-of-way width, pavement width, curb type, medians, bike lanes and paths, parking lanes, sidewalks and transit facilities (bus stops and bus bays) for all public and private functional street classifications (Local, Collector and Arterial streets) shall comply with the standards and subsequent street cross sections set forth below.

D-6.a.1. Arterial Roadways
The master plan includes two arterial roadways, Houghton Road and Bilby Road. Since both Houghton Road and Bilby Road are on the perimeter of the Master PAD area, the design standards defined below are for the half-street improvements including the east half on Houghton Road and the north half of Bilby Road (See Figure 25: Arterial Street Cross Sections). These standards conform to the City’s MS & R Plan.

Houghton Road
The half street cross section for the east side of Houghton Road will include a ten foot half median, two 12 foot lanes, a five foot bike lane, and a tapered acceleration lane. In addition, a 12 foot multi-use path and an eight foot pedestrian pathway (if such pedestrian pathway is determined feasible by the Director of the City Parks and Recreation Department) are part of the half street section. Landscaping and drainage will be accommodated between the vehicular and the pedestrian areas. The City has designated Houghton Road as a Scenic Corridor. The design standards applicable to this corridor within the Civano Master PAD area will include preserving view sheds, additional setbacks, restrictions and adherence to earth tone colors. The Civano Master PAD satisfies the intent of the Houghton Road Scenic Corridor and therefore, no further review will be required.

Bilby Road
The half street cross section for the north side of Bilby Road will range from 100-foot right-of-way to 115-foot right of-way. In order to create a grand entry into the Civano community from Houghton Road, the cross section between Houghton Road and Courtland Drive will include a 115-foot right of way to provide a wider center landscaped median, and will narrow to a 100-foot right-of-way north of Courtland Drive to the eastern boundary of the project at the Melpomene alignment. The half-street section will include a center
median with water harvesting features and sustainable landscaping, two vehicle travel lanes, a bike lane, landscaping and a paved sidewalk between Courtland Drive and the end of the Mesquite Ranch subdivision. Between the Mesquite Ranch subdivision and the Melpomene alignment, the half-street section will include half of a 14 foot two-way left turn lane, a 12 foot lane, an 11 foot lane, a five foot bike lane, a landscape buffer, and a 6-foot paved sidewalk.

The Melpomene Way alignment will not be required to be constructed to serve the Civano Master PAD. Consequently, the existing 45-foot Melpomene Way right-of-way north of Bilby Road on the project site may be abandoned after the completion of Drexel Road and Collector “A” are constructed to provide continued access to property owners east of the project site. Upon the abandonment of Melpomene Way, right-of-way may be dedicated on the project site for the future Pantano Parkway, a limited access parkway that is planned to cross a portion of the northeast corner of the project site. The location of the Melpomene Way right-of-way to be abandoned and the Pantano Parkway right-of-way to be dedicated is presented on Figure 17, Vehicle Circulation Plan.

D-6.a.2 Collector Roadways
In addition to the existing roads within the Neighborhood 1 PAD, the Master PAD includes four primary Collector roads, Drexel Road, Nightbloom, Collector “A” which is a north/south collector near the eastern perimeter of the PAD District, and collector “B”, which is a short street, located in Development Unit 2 and connects Nightbloom Road with Development Unit 1. The design standards as defined below provide a general description of the street cross section for each collector street (See Figure 26: Collector Street Cross Sections).

Drexel Road
Drexel Road provides the primary east/west spine through the development connecting Houghton Road with the eastern boundary of the project at the Melpomene Road alignment. Drexel Road is intended to provide direct access from Houghton Road to the Pavilions PAD, as well as local access east through the Master PAD area to the Melpomene Road alignment. The cross section for Drexel Road will vary, but generally will include an 85-foot right of way with two 12 foot travel lanes, a 12 foot two-way left turn lane and either no parking, parking on one side (allowable only in areas where no lots front right-of-way), or parking on both sides. In addition, the street section will include an eight foot median with a 12 foot multi-use pathway on one side and paved sidewalk on the other side.

As the central spine through the community, it is important that traffic speeds along Drexel Road remain appropriate for the adjacent land uses. In order to minimize traffic speeds and create a pleasant and pedestrian-friendly adjacent environment, multiple traffic circles are proposed at appropriate intervals and locations. This will provide
aesthetic and visual interest, while ensuring that traffic speeds are appropriate through the center of the community between Civano Boulevard and Nightbloom Road. See Figure 28: Traffic Circle Intersection Detail for a detail of a typical proposed traffic circle.

**Nightbloom Road**

Nightbloom Road will be designed as the primary marketing window into the Sierra Morado PAD. As such, the cross section will include landscaped center median, tree-lined streets, multi-use bike path and pedestrian sidewalks. The cross section includes an 85-foot right-of-way with optional landscape easements to provide additional landscaping adjacent to the right-of-way. Optional on-street parking may be provided to accommodate parking needs for the community center and some of the proposed residential developments immediately adjacent to the street right-of-way.

**Collector “A”**

Collector “A” will provide an north/south connection between Bilby Road and Drexel Road, and provide local access to individual development parcels within Unit 3 of the Sierra Morado PAD. The cross section for this collector road will be similar to Drexel Road.

**Collector “B”**

Collector “B” connects Nightbloom Road to Development Unit 1 of the Sierra Morado PAD. The cross section for this collector road will include a 60-foot right-of-way with a 5-foot wide sidewalk set back 5-feet from the curb.

The specific cross sections for the various collector streets are provided in Figure 26: Collector Street Cross Section.

**D-6.a.3. Local Roadways**

The Civano Master PAD will include numerous local public and private roadway cross sections, depending on the adjacent land use category, residential product type, and requirements for efficient vehicular and non-vehicular circulation within individual development parcels. The design standards as defined below provide a general description of the various public and private street cross section for each type of local street proposed within the Civano Master PAD. The specific cross sections for local roadways are provided in Figure 27: Local Street Cross Sections. Note that single-family residential lots with driveways along the street must include on-street parking.

**Local Roadways**

Five additional local public roadway cross sections are proposed within the Sierra Morado PAD.

a) **Local Street with no On-Street Parking**: Includes a 44-foot right of way with one travel lane in each direction, minimum 5-foot sidewalk setback a minimum of 5-feet from the curb. Either vertical or wedge curb may be used within this section.
This street section is not allowed where single-family residential lots with driveways front the local street. Vertical curb shall be used for this street section, except that two foot wedge curb may be used in areas where no lots front these streets.

b) **Local Street with On-Street Parallel Parking on One Side Only:**
Includes a 50-foot right-of-way with one travel lane in each direction, parallel parking on one side of the street, minimum 5-foot wide sidewalks setback a minimum of 5-feet from the curb. Either vertical or wedge curb may be used within this section. This street section is not allowed unless there are no single-family residential lots with driveways front the local street on the side with no on-street parking. Vertical curb shall be used for the side of the street with no on-street parking. Wedge curb must be used in areas where parking lanes is less than seven feet wide.

c) **Local Street with On-Street Parallel Parking on Both Sides:**
Includes a 56-foot right-of-way with one travel lane in each direction, parallel parking on both sides, minimum 5-foot sidewalks setback a minimum of 5-feet from the curb. Either vertical or wedge curb may be used within this section, except that wedge curb must be used in areas where parking lane is less than seven feet wide.

d) **Local Street with On-Street Parking at 90 degrees on One Side:**
Includes a 57 foot right-of-way with one travel lane in each direction, 90 degree (perpendicular) parking on one side of the street, minimum five foot wide sidewalks with setbacks varying from 2.5 feet to five feet. Either vertical or wedge curb may be used within this section.

e) **Local Street with On-Street Parking at 45 degrees on One Side:**
Includes a 57.5 foot right-of-way with one travel lane in each direction, 45 degree (angular) parking on one side of the street, minimum five foot wide sidewalks with setbacks varying from 1.75 feet to five feet. Either vertical or wedge curb may be used within this section.

All of the local street cross sections defined above will be public streets to be dedicated to the City. Gates restricting access to these streets will not be constructed.

See **Figure 27: Local Street Cross Sections** for cross sections of the local streets as defined above.

**Local Private Drives**
Various private drive sections are also proposed within the Civano Master Plan in order to provide design flexibility with some of the non-traditional residential product types, such as the alley-loaded
product, auto-court cluster, etc. As these are private drives, they will be recorded as joint benefit use easements and maintained by the designated homeowners association. The private drive sections defined below are in addition to any local private roadway sections existing or proposed within the Neighborhood 1 PAD and as defined above in the Local Roadways section.

**Private Drives with no On-Street Parking or Sidewalks:**
Includes a 30 foot Use and Benefit, Utility, and Sewer easement or tract with one travel lane in each direction. Private drives may be provided, but are not limited to, the following residential product types:

Where private drives provide exclusive access to garage doors within the alley-loaded product and/or auto-court cluster product, sight visibility triangles shall include a 10-foot stem into the alley or auto-court tract where accessing onto a circulation road (private drive or local street). Additionally, private drives that provide exclusive access to garage doors will not exceed a length of 350-feet without an intersecting private drive or local street.
Insert FIGURE 25A: ARTERIAL STREET CROSS SECTIONS here
Insert FIGURE 25B: ARTERIAL STREET CROSS SECTIONS here
Insert FIGURE 26A: COLLECTOR STREET CROSS SECTIONS here
Insert FIGURE 26C: COLLECTOR STREET CROSS SECTIONS here
Insert FIGURE 27A: LOCAL STREET CROSS SECTIONS here
Insert FIGURE 27C: LOCAL STREET CROSS SECTIONS here
Insert FIGURE 28: TRAFFIC CIRCLE INTERSECTION DETAIL here
**D-6.b. Vehicle and Bicycle Parking Requirements**

Due to the integrated land use mix and pedestrian orientation of the Sierra Morado PAD such that neighborhood retail services, recreation, civic and employment uses are provided within walking distance of residential uses, motor vehicle parking requirements are deemed to be below the parking space requirements of the LUC for certain Land Use Groups/Classes. Spatial dimensions of a parking space and accessibility requirements will be in conformance with the LUC, Development Standards, and ADA requirements. The PAD District will comply with the LUC, Division 3: Motor Vehicle and Bicycle Parking Requirements with the following exceptions:

1) Motor vehicle parking requirements for each of the Land Use Group/Class categories with the exception of the Residential Use Group permitted within the PAD-R2 and PAD-C1 districts may be reduced by 50% of the parking spaces as required by the LUC. For the residential land use group, 1.0 visitor parking spaces per single family dwelling unit shall be provided.

2) Parking spaces required for residential land uses may be located anywhere within the limits of the development parcel (individual plat or site plan) in which the residential development is located, including within the individual lots, in common parking areas, or on-street parking within or immediately adjacent to the development parcel.

3) Visitor parking spaces required for residential land uses may be located in common parking areas or on-street parking on one or both sides of the street within or immediately adjacent to the development parcel. Visitor parking spaces shall not be located on individual single family lots to meet the visitor parking space requirements because parking spaces on individual single family lots are located on private property and may not be used by the guests of other residents.

4) Parking spaces required for an individual residential unit shall be located within three hundred (300) feet of such individual residential unit. Parking spaces required for non-residential land uses may be located on site, in the same block, or in another block but within six hundred (600) feet of the land use it serves as defined in LUC Section 3.3.7.1.B.

**D-6.c. Off-Street Loading Requirements**

The Sierra Morado PAD will comply with the LUC Division 4: Off-Street Loading requirements with the following exceptions:

1) A maximum of two loading spaces will be provided within the PAD-C2 zoning district as follows:
   - One loading space shall be provided once a total of 2,500 square feet of non-residential square footage is developed.
   - A second loading space shall be provided once a total of 10,000 square feet of non-residential square footage is developed.

2) Loading spaces as required above shall be a minimum of 8.5’ x 18’ and shall be centrally located within or adjacent to the development.
3) Access and maneuvering of loading spaces can utilize streets and alleys regardless of the abutting zone or land use.

**D-6.d. Landscaping and Screening Requirements**

The Sierra Morado PAD will comply with Division 7: Landscaping and Screening Regulations of the LUC with the following exceptions:

1) To encourage the connectivity between the neighborhoods within the Sierra Morado PAD, as well as Civano Neighborhood 1, interior landscape borders between parcels and/or land use zones are not required.

2) Parking area screening is not required but the requirement for landscaping of canopy trees within common parking areas will be increased above the Code's requirements such that one (1) canopy tree is required for each four (4) parking spaces. Location standards will meet or exceed the LUC.

3) Street landscape borders are not required except as defined within this document. See Figure 24: Streetscape and Landscape Cross Sections.

4) In order to accommodate retaining walls as needed, a combination retaining wall and screen wall can be a maximum of 10 feet in height, provided that the retaining wall portion does not exceed 4 feet in height and the screen wall does not exceed 6 feet in height measured from the lowest point of the wall.

**D-6.e. Native Plant Preservation**

The general native plant preservation strategy for the Sierra Morado PAD is envisioned as one that provides for the preservation and protection of species in a “Set-Aside” area that exhibits a high resource value, as well as for the salvaging and transplanting of high quality, viable specimen plants on the remainder of the site. In addition to the 30% set-aside method, all required Ironwoods and Saguars will be inventoried. Following are the methods of compliance chosen:

1) The 30% Set-Aside method is being selected as the primary strategy for compliance with the City’s Native Plant Preservation Ordinance. As such, the requirement of an Environmental Resources Report shall be fulfilled in the assessment of area to be set-aside as natural undisturbed open space. This strategy will apply to Development Units 2 thru 4 within the Sierra Morado PAD. This 30% Set-Aside area is intended to generally conform to Natural Open Space areas depicted in Figure 15: Open Space, Recreation and Trails Plan. Of the 407 total acres in Units 2-4, approximately 152 acres are designated as Natural Open Space. This area is illustrated on Figure 15, and is designated because of its high resource value. This area contains floodplains, most of the diverse wildlife habitats and vegetation, major natural drainageways and hillside areas with steep slopes. These areas are suitable for wildlife habitat and for passive recreational opportunities. As such, these areas will include passive recreation trails within the natural undisturbed open space areas. To minimize disturbance of native vegetation, these trails will be field located.

2) In accordance with Section 3.8.6 of the Native Plant Preservation LUC, the Set-Aside method will also include an inventory and analysis of all plants listed as Federal Endangered Species and Protected Native Plants (all sanguars and ironwoods). Preservation and mitigation for these species will conform to the LUC.
3) The developer is committed to preserve-in-place or salvage high quality, viable specimen plants not inventoried as part of the Set-Aside requirements. Supplemental inventory work will be done to identify these additional plants. The salvaged specimen plants will be transplanted within the development areas.

4) The Full-Inventory method has been employed for Development Unit 1. This plan was approved on July 20, 2004, by the City, Case #S03-021. The inventory strategy maximized the number of plants to be salvaged, transplanted on site and/or preserved-in-place.

The Sierra Morado PAD will comply with Division 8: Native Plant Preservation requirements of the LUC with the following exceptions:

- Within the designated set-aside areas natural surface earthen pedestrian or earthen multi-use trails will be included in the 30% natural undisturbed open space calculations.

- Overhead Utility Easements (OHE) areas that are deemed desirable for enhancing natural undisturbed open spaces areas and/or have a high density and variety of vegetative communities be included in the 30% natural undisturbed open space calculations.
E. COMMERCIAL PAVILIONS PAD DISTRICT REGULATIONS

E-1. PURPOSE AND INTENT

This section is intended to provide the regulatory zoning provisions for the Pavilions PAD, which is designed to guide the implementation of the vision for the commercial portion of the Civano community through the plan review and development permit process, and to comply with the provisions of the Planned Area Development Zone, Section 2.6.3 of the LUC. These provisions constitute the primary tools for use by the City and developers in ensuring that the Pavilions PAD develops in conformance with the vision presented by this document as adopted by the Mayor and Council. This section also constitutes the Commercial Master Plan as contemplated by Section 3.1.1.2 and 3.1.1.3 of the Development Agreement. The figures and tables in this document concerning the hydrology, topography, traffic impact and other aspect of the Civano Master PAD area do not all contain detailed information concerning the Pavilions PAD; the required information shall be submitted to the appropriate City of Tucson staff in connection with applications for block plats or development plans for the pertinent areas of the Pavilions PAD.

The development regulations govern all material aspects of land use within the Pavilions PAD. Furthermore, this section includes development standards related to the base zoning district, permitted uses and general development standards. Where a provision of this Section E varies from a provision of the LUC, the provision of this Section E shall govern. The Pavilions PAD consists of Sub-Districts A, B and C as indicated on Figure 29, Pavilions PAD Sub-Districts, which are sometimes referred to herein generically as a Sub-District or Sub-Districts. The provisions of this Section E apply uniformly across all of the Sub-Districts unless otherwise specifically provided herein.

E-2 COMMERCIAL ZONING DISTRICT.

The base zoning district proposed for the Pavilions PAD is OCR-1. This zoning district shall be as defined in Section 2.6.1 of the LUC as modified by this Section E-2. Figure 21, Zoning Boundaries depicts the location of the Pavilions PAD OCR-1 zoning district in relation to the overall land use plan. No development designators shall apply because pertinent development standards are more specifically addressed in Section E-4 of this document.

E-2.a. Permitted Land Uses
The permitted land uses within the Pavilions PAD OCR-1 zoning district (including but not limited to Special Exception Land Uses) are as defined within Section 2.6.1 of the LUC with the exceptions contained in this Section E-2. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Major Medical (hospital and ancillary activities) uses are specifically permitted in the Pavilions PAD as designated in Figure 29, Pavilions PAD Sub-Districts.

E-2.b. Additional Permitted Uses:
A. Commercial Services User Group, Section 6.3.5
   1. Animal Service, subject to Sec. 3.5.4.1.G
   2. Automotive – Service and Repair (Major and Minor), subject to Sec. 3.5.4.2.C and D
3. Construction Service, subject to 3.5.4.21.B
4. Funeral Service, subject to 3.5.4.22.B
5. Motion Picture Industry
6. Research and Product Development subject to Sec. 3.5.4.14.A
7. Trade Service and Repair, Minor

B. Wholesaling Use Group, Sec. 6.3.13
1. Business Supply and Equipment Wholesaling subject to Sec. 3.5.5.1.D, .E, .F and .H
2. Food and Beverage Wholesaling subject to Sec. 3.5.5.1.D, .E, .F and .H

C. Industrial Use Group, Sec. 6.3.6
1. Craftwork, subject to Sec. 3.5.5.1.B, .D, .E, .F and .H
3. Precision Goods Manufacturing, subject to Sec. 3.5.5.2.A and .B and Sec. 3.5.5.1.B, .D, .E, .F and .H
4. Precision Manufacturing, subject to Sec. 3.5.5.1.B, .D, .E, .F and .H
5. Processing and Cleaning, subject to Sec. 3.5.5.1.B, .D, .E, .F and .H

E-2.c. Excluded Land Uses
A. Civic Use Group, Sec 6.3.4.1 Correctional Use, Supervision Facility
B. Commercial Use Group Sec. 6.3.5, Billboards

E-2.d. Secondary Land Uses
The following Land Use Classes are permitted within this zone as Secondary Land Uses, subject to the requirements of Sec. 3.2.4 and to any additional requirements listed with the use below.

A. Home Occupations are permitted as Secondary Land Uses to Family Dwelling.
   1. Home Occupation: General Application, subject to Sec. 3.5.7.2.A and .B (except that (i) the occupation need be compatible with the general character of the neighborhood rather than strictly with the residential character of the neighborhood, and (ii) as long as the City of Tucson has a Civano Project Manager (as provided in the Development Agreement) any required administrative Zoning Compliance review shall be within the jurisdiction of the Civano Project Manager rather than the Development Services Director).

E-2.e Accessory Land Uses and Structures
Land uses accessory to the Permitted or Secondary Land Uses are allowed, subject to compliance with all provisions of Sec. 3.2.5 except 3.2.5.2H. In addition, Emergency Service Communications Facilities are allowed, but limited to fifteen feet above building height. Any such facilities shall be located on a building (i.e., no free-standing communications towers) and in a location on the building as far as technically feasible from adjacent residential uses. Best efforts will be made to cause the facilities to be architecturally and environmentally compatible.
In light of the location of the Pavilions PAD at the perimeter of (but at the Drexel Road gateway to) the Civano Master PAD, and in keeping with the landscape goals of conservation and sustainability through the application of xeriscape principles, several landscape themes are proposed within the Pavilions PAD.

1) Entry Corridor Zone
This area includes the Scenic Corridor Zone, and a required buffer area along Houghton Road where indigenous plant material will be preserved. Previously disturbed areas may be enhanced with indigenous material. Traveling east into the Pavilions PAD on Drexel Roads, in areas beyond the buffer zone, to unify the Drexel Road landscape theme, developers will endeavor to select a plant palette similar to (or which transitions into) the plant palette selected for the portion of Drexel Road immediately east of the Pavilions PAD in the Sierra Morado PAD.

2) Residential Areas (if any)
Residents will be required to use non-potable water for irrigation and will be encouraged to take advantage of rainwater harvesting for landscape irrigation and to use xeriscape principles in their landscaping.

3) Commercial Areas
Landscape themes for commercial areas, constituting most of the Pavilions PAD, will be developed as particular uses and configurations for the Pavilions PAD area are identified and implemented. In general, the landscaping will be based on xeriscape principles, but where possible will incorporate canopy trees for shade for pedestrian walkways and vegetation for screening. Within the central portions of the commercial area, Developers will endeavor, consistent with the neighborhood commercial areas in the Sierra Morado PAD, to create identity through plants of year-round interest, long blooming periods, and general aesthetic value.

4) Open Space Areas
Natural open space may be enhanced with indigenous vegetation. However, the majority of this open space will be left undisturbed.

The Pavilions PAD shall recognize the development standards provided in Table 8, Pavilions PAD Development Standards. The Pavilions PAD development standards have been developed to regulate all development within the Pavilions PAD zoning district. The standards will supersede the standards in the LUC (including but not limited to Article 3, Division 2 Development Criteria and Article 3, Division 5 Performance Criteria) in accordance with Section 2.6.3 of the LUC except where specific references to such standards are contained in Section E of this document.

Table 8
Pavilions PAD Development Standards
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Standard</th>
<th>Pavilions PAD*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Lot Area</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Lot Width</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation Between Buildings</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Lot Coverage</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Floor Area Ratio</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Building Setback from Houghton Road and Drexel Road</td>
<td>0 from Houghton Road (subject to Scenic Route Buffer Area requirements as provided in Section E-5.a. of this document) and 0 from Drexel Road for any building whose front faces Drexel Road; 20 feet from Drexel Road for any building whose front does not face Drexel Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Building Setback from any other Street</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Building Setback (Side or Rear) from Property Lines along the Perimeter of the Pavilions PAD except along Houghton Road and Drexel Road</td>
<td>Greater of (i) 20 feet or (ii) 1 foot per 1 foot of building height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Building Setback (Side or Rear) from Property Lines within the Pavilions PAD Other than along the Perimeter of the Pavilions PAD</td>
<td>0 (subject to Scenic Route Buffer Area requirements as provided in Section E-5.a. of this document)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Building Height</td>
<td>Sub-District A: 90 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sub-District B: 48 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sub-District C: 48 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Street Landscape Area</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Perimeter Landscape Area around the Perimeter of the Pavilions PAD (other than along Houghton Road)</td>
<td>25 feet**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perimeter Wall Requirements (for the Pavilions PAD or any parcel therein)</td>
<td>None. Refer to Section E-4.c. of this document for provisions concerning screening.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All setbacks and buffers may overlap, and shall not be cumulative.

**May be reduced to zero if NOS area (on-site or off-site) of 25 feet or more is adjacent to proposed landscape border; except that where the existing vegetation of the pertinent NOS area is poor, a 5 foot landscape enhancement area shall be required.

**E-4.a. Motor Vehicle and Bicycle Parking**

The Pavilions PAD will comply with the LUC, Division 3, Motor Vehicle and Bicycle Parking Requirements with the following exceptions:

1) To encourage transportation alternatives to motor vehicles consistent with the vision for Civano, motor vehicle parking requirements for each of the Land Use Group/Class categories may be reduced by 25 percent of the parking spaces otherwise required by the LUC, except that for the Residential Use Group and the Major Medical Use Group there shall be no reduction.
2) Parking spaces required for residential land uses may be located anywhere within the limits of the development parcel in which the residential development is located, including within the individual lots, in common parking areas, or on-street parking within or immediately adjacent to the development parcel.

3) Visitor parking spaces required for residential land uses may be located in common parking areas or on-street parking on one or both sides of the street within or immediately adjacent to the development. Visitor parking spaces on individual lots will not be allowed in order to meet the visitor parking space requirements as these spaces are located on private property and cannot be used by the guests of other residents.

4) Parking spaces required for non-residential land uses may be located on site or anywhere within the same Sub-District as long as at least 25 percent of the required spaces are provided on-site.

5) Above- and below-ground parking structures and drive-through lanes for motor vehicles, neighborhood electric vehicles or bicycles are permitted in the Pavilions PAD.

6) Class 2 bicycle parking spaces may be substituted for Class 1 bicycle spaces on a 2 for 1 basis up to a maximum of 50 percent of the required number of Class 1 spaces.

E-4.b. Off-Street Loading Requirements
The Pavilions PAD will comply with the LUC Division 4, Off Street Loading Requirements with the following exceptions:

1) Required loading spaces for businesses with more than 2,500 but less than 10,000 square feet of gross floor area can be provided at designated on-street parking spaces with hours posted for this use provided that the loading space is located within 250 feet of the use it serves and is not used by semi trucks. Dimensions of these spaces shall comply with the on-street parking criteria provided in Section 3-05.2.1.B.2. of the City's Development Standards. No designated loading spaces are required for businesses with less than 2,500 square feet of gross floor area.

2) Individual developers with two or more principal uses within the same site conducted as a single project may share designated loading spaces. In addition, users on different sites within a Sub-District may share designated off-street loading spaces as long as they are within 250 feet of each user. This approach could reduce the required total number of loading spaces for each principal use by up to 50 percent.

3) Access to and maneuvering for loading spaces can utilize streets and alleys regardless of the abutting zone or land use.

4) Off-street loading zones shall be screened in accordance with Section E-4.c.

E-4.c Landscaping and Screening Requirements
The Pavilions PAD will comply with the standards contained in Division 7: Landscaping and Screening Regulations of the LUC with the following exceptions:

1) In light of the extensive landscape buffer along Houghton Road, the interconnection among parcels contemplated by the vision for the Civano neighborhood, and the screening for residential areas provided for in this paragraph E-4.c.1., the screening
requirements of Section 3.7.3 of the LUC shall not apply to the Pavilions PAD. In addition, to encourage the connectivity between the parcels within the Pavilions PAD as well as between the Pavilions PAD and other land use zones, interior landscape borders between parcels and/or land use zones otherwise required by the LUC are not required for the Pavilions PAD. However, to enhance residential neighborhoods adjacent to the Pavilions PAD (or across adjacent open space) and residential uses within the Pavilions PAD, parking areas, loading docks, outdoor storage areas, garbage and recycling receptacles, and other similar exterior improvements facing such residential neighborhoods at the perimeter of the Pavilions PAD and residential uses within the Pavilions PAD will be screened (unless already substantially screened by buildings or other landscaping) by hedges or other vegetative screens or a combination of vegetative screens, topographical features and screen walls designed to prevent unreasonable light, noise and visual impact on such residential neighborhoods. Heights of screening shall be as provided in LUC Section 3.7.2.4 and Table 3.7.2-I accompanying that Section. In addition, loading docks, outdoor storage areas, garbage and recycling receptacles, and other similar exterior improvements facing residential neighborhoods at the perimeter of the Pavilions PAD and residential uses within the Pavilions PAD shall be set back at least 25 feet from the perimeter of the Pavilions PAD and at least 50 feet from the Sierra Morado PAD Frontage Area indicated on Figure 29, Pavilions PAD Sub-Districts.

2) Except as provided in paragraph E-4.c.1, parking area screening is not required. Canopy trees and planter islands in parking areas shall be in accordance with the LUC. Refer to Section 3.7.2.3.a.1 (a) through (d) of the LUC for standard details (excluding the portions of the details pertaining to screening).

3) Street landscape borders along Houghton Road, Drexel Road or interior streets within the Pavilions PAD are not required except as otherwise expressly set forth in this document.

4) Screen walls up to six feet in height are permitted. Screen walls in excess of six feet in height are permitted in accordance with the LUC.

E-4.d Native Plant Preservation
The general native plant preservation strategy for the Civano Master PAD is envisioned as one that provides for the preservation and protection of species in “Set-Aside” areas. The sole Set-Aside Area required for the Pavilions PAD is the 30 foot Scenic Routes Buffer Area along Houghton Road described in Section E-5.a and referred to in Table 5, Estimated Natural Open Space Area. In accordance with LUC Section 3.8.6, the Set-Aside method will also include an inventory and analysis of all plants listed as Federal Endangered Species and Protected Native Plants (i.e., any saguaros and ironwoods), and preservation and mitigation for these species will conform to the LUC. Developers within the Pavilions PAD are also committed to preserve-in-place or salvage high quality, viable specimen plants not inventoried as part of the Set-Aside requirements; the salvaged specimen plants will be transplanted within the Civano Master PAD. Calculation of undisturbed open space shall include any natural surface earthen pedestrian or earthen multi-use trails within designated Set-Aside areas.

E-4.e. Roadway Design and Development Standards
The street development standards for the Pavilions PAD will comply with Section 3.01.0 of the City’s Development Standards except as specifically provided in this Section E-4.e.

**Houghton Road**

The half street cross section for the east side of Houghton Road along the Pavilions PAD frontage will include a ten foot half median, two 12 foot lanes, a five foot bike lane, and a tapered deceleration lane. In addition, a 12 foot multi-use path and an eight foot pedestrian pathway are part of the half street section. Landscaping and drainage will be accommodated between the vehicular and the pedestrian areas. The City has designated Houghton Road as a Scenic Corridor, and standards pertaining to that designation are addressed in Section E-5.a. The Civano Master PAD satisfies the intent of the Houghton Road Scenic Corridor and, therefore, no further review will be required.

**Drexel Road**

Drexel Road provides the primary east/west spine through the Pavilions PAD. The cross section for Drexel Road adjacent to the Pavilions PAD will be compatible with the cross section of Drexel Road within the Sierra Morado PAD, and will be determined consistent with traffic studies to be prepared in connection with submission of developments plans for property within the Pavilions PAD.

**E-4.f. Access from Houghton Road**

Two driveways for right-in, right-out access from Houghton Road will be permitted for access to the Pavilions PAD (in addition to the existing driveway for Global Solar): one between Drexel Road and the southern boundary of the Pavilions PAD and one between Drexel Road and the northern boundary of the Pavilions PAD. The location of the driveways along those portions of Houghton Road may be changed from time to time as the Pavilions PAD is developed and internal circulation is established. Unless and until there is a median in Houghton Road, driveways will be designed to eliminate left turns onto Houghton Road.

**E-4.g. Solid Waste (Refuse Collection)**

Development within the Pavilions PAD will satisfy the requirements of Section 6 of the City’s Development Standards except for Section 4.1.M.

**E-4.h. Sierra Morado PAD Frontage Area**

Most of the Pavilions PAD is buffered from adjacent residential uses by substantial natural open space. However, there is one portion of the boundary between the Pavilions PAD and the Sierra Morado PAD (indicated on Figure 29, Pavilions PAD Sub-Districts as the "Sierra Morado PAD Frontage Area") that lacks a natural open space buffer; accordingly, the following additional development standards are appropriate for that boundary:

1) Uses in the Automotive – Service and Repair (Major) classification shall be set back at least 250 feet from the Sierra Morado PAD Frontage Area.

2) Uses in the Construction Service classification shall be set back at least 100 feet from the Sierra Morado PAD Frontage Area.
3) Uses in Trade Service and Repair, Minor classification may not have openings within 30 feet of the Sierra Morado PAD Frontage Area.

4) No drive-through lanes are permitted within 100 feet of the Sierra Morado PAD Frontage Area, and any drive-through lanes within 400 feet of the Sierra Morado PAD Frontage Area shall be screened from the Sierra Morado PAD Frontage Area by either an intervening building or a solid, opaque screen wall that reasonably screens noise, lighting and vehicle headlights from adjacent residential lots.

E-5 Miscellaneous Provisions

E-5.a. Overlay Zones
1) Sections 2.8.2.9A and 2.8.2.10A of the LUC shall apply to the portions of the Pavilions PAD that are within the Scenic Corridor Zone. In addition, Section 2.8.2.4 shall apply to the portion of the Pavilions PAD along Houghton Road. Section 2.8.2.6.B shall apply to the Pavilions PAD, subject to subparagraph (4) of this Section E-5.a.

2) Building height within the Pavilions PAD (including portions of the Pavilions PAD that are in the Scenic Corridor Zone) shall be measured in accordance with the ordinary method described in Section 3.2.7.2 of the LUC and not as provided in Section 3.2.7.2.A.3.

3) Section 3.7.5.2 of the LUC shall apply to the Pavilions PAD, provided that the measurement of the Scenic Routes Buffer Area shall be from the future Houghton Road right-of-way line as indicated on the Major Streets and Routes Map. The Scenic Routes Buffer Area may used in the calculation of natural open space for purposes of Division 8: Native Plant Preservation requirements of the LUC. The Scenic Routes Buffer Area may be crossed by designated paths for access to Houghton Road as reasonably necessary.

4) Section 2.8.2.6B of the LUC shall apply to the Pavilions PAD except that (i) the requirements may be met for the Pavilions PAD as a whole and (ii) for the purpose of Section 2.8.2.6B, the Scenic Corridor Zone shall be 200 feet deep measured from the future Houghton Road right-of-way line as indicated on the Major Streets and Routes Map. The method of allocating view corridor areas across the Pavilions PAD and/or among different property owners shall be established and submitted to City staff for approval in connection with the approval of the first development plan within the Pavilions PAD.

E-5.b Allocation of Off-Site Improvement Costs
The cost of future off-site improvements required by the City with respect to the Pavilions PAD which are not already otherwise provided for shall be allocated among the owners and/or actual developers of property within the Pavilions PAD pro rata based on the gross acreage of their respective properties, with the intention that each actual developer bear its equitable share per gross acre.
Insert FIGURE 29: PAVILIONS PAD SUB-DISTRICTS here
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F-1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose, Scope, Main Concepts and Goals

The purpose of this Planned Area Development is to direct the development of Civano’s first neighborhood and portions of the Town Center and to assure its consistency with the currently-adopted Civano Master Development Plan and other related city plans and policies.

The original Planned Area Development boundary is amended to include the southern portion of Block 2, and lot 527 of Civano 1 Bk. 52, Pg. 34 of Maps and Plats as shown in Exhibit 1a. The southern portion of Block 2 and Lot 527 which was zoned SR shall now fall within the Neighborhood Center District as defined in Exhibit 11 and 12. The amended Planned Area Development covers approximately 237.54 acres of land within the 815.42 acre. This Civano project and includes a mixed-use neighborhood center, a variety of residential living environments, recreation and cultural facilities, and substantial open space preservation.

Main Concepts

There are four main conceptual elements which are integrated into the proposed Phase 1 Planned Area Development: Building Community, Connection with the Land, Respect for Climate, and Regeneration. These factors are viewed as guiding principles in both conceptualizing and detailing the plan and should be used as first principles in any specific programming for spatial layout, design details, or zoning interpretations or decisions. These are briefly discussed below:

Building Community

That settlement is good which enhances the continuity of a culture and the survival of its people, increases the sense of connection in time and space, and permits or spurs individual growth: development, within continuity, via openness and connection.
--Kevin Lynch

Civano is about building community; about connecting with each other. The Civano plan is designed to encourage face-to-face meeting and interaction--gathering places, meeting areas, cafes, safe and livable streets where automobile traffic is encouraged to slow down, a fine-grain mix of uses, and the ability to reduce the time spent in an auto.

The plan is based upon principles of “New Urbanism” of which “Neo-Traditional Planning” is a part (see Development Agreement, Exhibit numbers 6 and 8). The plan is laid out to encourage connection with important gathering places: the neighborhood center, the Town Center, the Community School and similar spaces. A variety of social and cultural spaces for recreational activities are provided as public, semi-public, semi-private and private spaces. Streets are laid out in short segments which end in important views or deflect in direction so that the street environment is easily defined visually, avoiding the anonymity so prevalent in most suburban areas. The streets are designed almost as if the auto is an intruder, certainly to be tamed and to be slowed down to the speed of pedestrians and cyclists. As drivers enter into the territory of the Civano streets, they become aware of the human scale and the need for care and caution. The streets are to be lived in as well as the homes.
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The Planned Area Development is designed to encourage a human connection between the house, the street and the pedestrian spaces.

Pedestrian spaces are designed to be comfortable and to make the trip as pleasurable as possible, with shade and places to rest and meet with neighbors.

**Connection with the Land**

*How do we return to the sacred? How do we acknowledge it? For me, it's being out in the land. You are simply in that presence--in the calmness of that moment of walking on redrock, of hand on stone, of hearing the sound of the raven, of feeling the wind across your face. It’s not something that one has to search for. One is simply standing in the center of it.*

--Terry Tempest Williams

The form of the land and the way it has weathered over time speaks to its potential for development. The drainage and erosion patterns, its visual setting, the way vegetation has grown upon it to support the animal kingdom--all form a pattern to either support or reject the built forms to be placed upon it.

The Civano plan seeks to respect these forms and patterns and further develop their connections with the built fabric. The richest parts of the land, in terms of drainage patterns, water resources and resulting vegetation patterns are preserved. As the built environment is superimposed upon these patterns, it is designed to enhance the pattern of the land--by directing the flow of water runoff into areas which support vegetation and wildlife, by making connections both visual and physical between the built environment and the prime natural areas, and by expanding the extent of heavily vegetated areas into the built environment.

**Respect for Climate**

*...there is an inherent logic in the structure and nature of organisms that have grown on this planet. Any architecture, any urban design, and any social order that violates that structure and nature is destructive of itself and of us. Any architecture, urban design or social order that is based upon organic principles is valid and will prove its own validity.*

--Peter Blake

The Civano plan seeks to acknowledge the natural patterns of the sun and the wind and the seasons: through attention to orientation of buildings relative to these factors; through the creation of public spaces which support human comfort through natural means--shade trees nurtured by natural runoff; and by minimizing the amount of heat absorbed--in buildings and in streets, resulting in minimizing the energy needed to reduce the impact of that heat, both for energy consumption and human comfort.

**Regeneration**

*“A regenerative system provides for continuous replacement, through its own functional processes, of the energy and materials used in it operation. Regeneration has to with rebirth of life itself, thus with hope for the future.”*

--John T. Lyle

Principles of sustainability include strategies for conservation, regeneration, and stewardship of resources. Because of a general lack of responsible stewardship of our resources over the past several decades, conservation alone does not appear to be sufficient to restore the ecosystem to a natural balance. Therefore, strategies of regeneration need to be applied also.
Regeneration implies that each action and resource be viewed as an opportunity to actively create energy and balance, rather than “status quo,” and each “improvement” can serve more than one purpose.

Examples of regenerative principles embodied in this plan include restoration of natural riparian habitats, planting of food-producing crops which serve not only for shade but also for community income and community ritual in planting, tending and harvesting crops.

1.2 Conformance with Existing Land Use Plans

In December of 1984, The City of Tucson adopted the South Pantano Area Plan, establishing planning and development policies for a several square mile area including and surrounding the Civano site. These policies were developed after substantial analysis of the general area (South Pantano Inventory, October, 1983), but prior to more recently adopted regional policy initiatives (transportation, parks, trails access). The City of Tucson’s general planning policies for this area are included within this adopted plan, most recently amended during the Civano planning process on May 6, 1991, by Ordinance No. 15655. This area plan incorporates the “village” concept in accordance with the concepts embodied in the Civano Master Development Plan.

Following is the general policy, as amended, for the specific subarea which includes the Civano site (Subarea Eight):

“SUBAREA EIGHT PROFILE

This is approximately a four square mile area between Irvington and Valencia Roads and between the Harrison Road alignment east to Pantano Wash. Approximately 85% of the land is State Trust land, 10% is owned by the City and about 5% is privately owned. Houghton Road is the main arterial through this subarea also and furnishes direct access to Interstate 10 to the south and the total metropolitan area to the north. Melpomene, Drexel, and Valencia Roads are major streets within the interior of this subarea.”

“PROPOSED USE

Suburban to midurban densities integrated with job site Park Industrial development are appropriate in this area. Higher densities should be located along arterial and collector streets, while Park Industrial type development is best suited near Valencia and along Houghton Road. Main access to job site development should be limited to major streets.

It is recommended that development transition to suburban densities toward the interior of this subarea and adjacent to Pantano Wash. Special care must be taken to ensure residential development is sensitive to the existing natural environment. During design stages of non-residential development special consideration must be given which emphasizes minimal impacts on properties either developed residentially or having potential to be developed residentially. Cut and fill, and grading of proposed development should be kept to a minimum.

Davis-Monthan Air Force Base may expand its activities in the future. Since the land parcel west of Houghton Road is contiguous to the Air Base, it may be appropriate to use it for expansion of military operations.

If this land parcel is not to be used for base operations, then it should be developed with land uses compatible to base activities with special consideration for building setbacks and open space/recreational uses between Davis-Monthan Air Force Base and proposed developments.

∗ The General Plan was originally adopted as the "Comprehensive Plan" pursuant to the Tucson Zoning Code and, subsequently, the Tucson Land Use Code. The term "Comprehensive Plan (CP)" was changed to the "General Plan" by Ordinance 9517, which was adopted by Mayor and Council on February 12, 2001. This change in title does not affect the content of the Plan.
Drexel and Valencia Roads extend east through this area from Houghton Road and currently serve as access to sand and gravel operations located adjacent to Pantano Wash. Houghton, Melpomene, Drexel and Valencia are major streets in the adopted Pima County Major Streets and Routes Plan. Their classification and any additional major streets will be reviewed and necessary rights-of-way determined at the time the area is annexed.

Over 800 acres of State Trust Land has been reserved to develop Civano, an energy efficient community. The “village” concept supports a core containing a mix of supportive uses. Generally, land uses between the core and Houghton Road should include employment uses. Radiating away from the core are decreasing residential densities toward the periphery. The area reaching north of the core and along the east and south sides of Civano should be developed as suburban to mid-urban density residential. The area between suburban residential development and the core is provided as a transition zone. In this zone it is appropriate to gradually increase the intensity of development through a mix of mid-urban and urban densities. Washes and other undevelopable areas will provide open space for the public. The illustrative insert displays a conceptual range of land uses and their transition from the core to the perimeters.

**EXISTING LAND USE PLANNING POLICIES**

The area immediately to the south of this planning area is covered by the *Esmond Station Area Plan*, adopted by the City in March, 1986. It is anticipated by the City that this area will receive substantial new development over the next couple of decades. This plan covers the area south of the Poorman Gunnery Range of Davis-Monthan Air Force Base and north of Interstate 10 between Kolb Road and Pantano Wash. It includes Rita Ranch, the Air Force Base Airport Approach Zone, the Southern Pacific Railway line, and several square miles of primarily vacant State Trust lands east of Houghton Road. The Rita Ranch planned development consists of a combination of medium density residential, light industrial, and commercial business. School sites have been designated and substantial infrastructure has been installed. To date, development has been slow, partially due to the general economic conditions in Arizona.

Recently adopted regional open space, trails and circulation plans proposed increased access by all modes of transportation to this area. Pantano Wash is proposed to become part of the regional linear park system with pedestrian, bicycle, and horse trails linking other parts of the region. Two additional trail access points to Saguaro National Monument are proposed from the Pantano Wash at the north edge of the Solar Village site. Houghton Road is adopted as a “Gateway Route”, defined as a major urban transportation gateway from Interstate 10 to the urbanizing Tucson basin, designed as two-way divided 200-foot rights-of-way with native-
landscaped medians and side areas and limited automobile access. In addition, Houghton Road is proposed to contain a regional bikeway route adjacent to the site.

1.3 **Rationale and Benefits for Using Planned Area Development District**

There are several reasons for using the Planned Area Development District for this project, rather than other existing zoning districts. One of the primary reasons is to mix uses in the Neighborhood Center to create a place of social interaction. The Planned Area Development District also creates an equivalent to overlay zones which set forth design characteristics for a variety of urban and rural environments and to allow more specificity and control over the general design of the built environment.

1.4 **Suitability of Planned Area Development District**

This proposed district is generally consistent with the existing zoning on the property. It is sufficiently large to adequately guide planned area development for the next 2-3 years. It is designed to allow and encourage a relatively-balanced mix of uses to be developed concurrently. These include a variety of residential densities and environments, some commercial services, and both office and manufacturing jobs.

1.5 **Compatibility with Adjoining Land Uses**

Immediately adjoining land uses are primarily single-family residential, although most of the land is vacant. There are some remaining sand and gravel extraction operations along the Pantano Wash directly east of the property, although these are slowly being phased out in preparation for construction of the regional park and trails system along the major washes. There are two operating horse stables immediately to the north of the property, on both sides of Houghton Road at the Pantano Wash. There should be no interference to these uses as a result of community development on the Civano property, although added residents may wish to use the stabling and riding services available.

1.6 **Physical and Economic Suitability and Feasibility with Existing Infrastructure and Services**

When the Civano site was originally selected through a community-oriented State Land selection process, it was determined that one of the primary advantages of this site was that infrastructure already existed and could be extended with relatively little added expense and with minimal impact upon the existing infrastructure system.

As noted elsewhere, all significant infrastructure necessary to support this development is in very close proximity and can be effectively extended into the property for the proposed development. In concert with community understanding and Mayor-Council decisions in supporting this project, impacts on infrastructure and public services are being planned and designed to be as minimal as feasible, using best-known and available technologies, and to be a demonstration of these impacts can be minimized for future projects.
F-2.0 PLAN OBJECTIVES

2.1 Conservation and Development of Natural Resources

2.1.1 Solar Energy Resources

All building in Civano is intended to meet the “Civano Standards” relative to energy conservation and the use of solar energy resources as delineated in the Development Agreement between the City of Tucson and Community of Civano, LLC, and specifically delineated in the Mayor and Council Memorandum re Civano Performance Targets dated October 2, 1995.

Celebration of Solar Orientation

Seasonal events such as the summer and winter solstices and the vernal and autumnal equinoxes are opportunities for community and individual celebration which enhance the awareness of our connection with, and reliance upon, the sun as a primary source of energy. In public gathering places, opportunities to acknowledge significant seasonal solar patterns should be observed. This can be done by aligning buildings with solar positioning, by creating public art which interacts with significant solar positions, and by maintaining views of sunrise and sunset at these times of year.

Because of the direction of the natural site topography, the plan layout acknowledges the summer solstice sunrise and winter solstice sunset in many of the street angles (63 degrees west of north; 63 degrees east of south) and in the orientation of the buildings within the neighborhood center plaza. View corridors are maintained between the neighborhood center plaza in both directions so that visual and shadow alignments can be made on those days.

2.1.2 Wind Resources

While normal wind velocities are not sufficient to maintain efficient energy generation from wind power, wind and natural site breezes can be an effective tool for cooling, both for interior and exterior comfort. The wind patterns generally run in a southeast-northwest direction, parallel with the direction of the Pantano Wash. In the mornings, cooling breezes from the Santa Rita Mountains flow in a northwesterly direction and can be used for refreshing the air and pre-cooling interior spaces in preparation for the daily warming pattern. In the evening, the flow is the opposite, but the breezes are also warmer and also carry airborne pollutants from more densely populated areas of the region. These afternoon breezes can be used, with proper building design and management, to create a negative pressure within buildings which can be used to “pull” warm air from the buildings. Those buildings and public spaces along the rises adjacent to the Pantano Wash are particularly suitable for taking advantage of these wind patterns. This can be accomplished by locating public walkways along this area and by designing those homes to be oriented so that wind can be a more effective cooling technique in their design. In addition, wind catchers should be designed into the homes to catch the morning breezes and bring them into the interior and exterior spaces. These devices should be exceptions to building height limitations.

The plan carefully positions single-family homes on the bluffs and palisades adjacent to the Pantano Wash to take advantage of these wind patterns. Community orchards are also located.
in this area, with a public pathway winding through it, for the same reason. Because of the additional moisture inherent in the cultivating of trees in this area, it can act as an additional evaporative cooling technique.

2.1.3 Water Resources

Potable Water Usage

The Development Agreement between the City and the developer includes a water use goal to “reduce potable water consumption significantly below metropolitan Tucson baseline levels; and use non-potable water, such as reclaimed water, graywater, or rainwater harvesting for landscape irrigation.”

In accordance with the Civano IMPACT system, individual houses will be designed to provide an interior use of 53 gallons per person per day (a 54% reduction from 1991 residential baseline) and 28 gallons per person per day for exterior uses. Commercial uses are planned for 15 gallons per employee per day, subject to a case-by-case review of businesses, such as restaurants, with above-average water requirements.

Community swimming pools will be built with the first development phase to discourage the need for private swimming pools. If private pools are installed, it will reduce the allowable water allotment for landscape irrigation.

Each building will be designed with a dual water supply system, one for potable water and one for reclaimed water which will be used for all outdoor irrigation. There remains some question relative to the use of reclaimed water for all outdoor uses, including the cultivation of edible crops and the need to control bodily contact. In any case, all landscape irrigation will be accomplished with non-potable water, graywater, and/or rainwater harvesting. The City’s reclaimed water service, rainwater harvesting or graywater equipment will be provided at all Civano properties.

Xeriscape Principles

The basic concept of xeriscape design is establishing hydrozones in the landscape. The three hydrozones are the mini-oasis, transition, and arid zones. The mini-oasis is located in areas of high use and where higher water-use plants are planted. The transition area radiates outward from the oasis area and includes plants that require irrigation but are not water-greedy. The arid zone usually is the perimeter areas in which selected plant materials are drought tolerant or low water use.

Established xeriscape principles shall be used for all outdoor landscape design. There are seven horticultural principles of xeriscape landscaping: (1) good landscape planning and design, (2) appropriate turf areas, (3) efficient irrigation, (4) use of soil amendments, (5) use of mulches, (6) incorporation of low water use plants into the landscape and (7) appropriate maintenance of plants and irrigation systems.
**Natural and Surface Drainage Systems**

All on-site drainage shall be conducted as surface drainage, except as necessary to pass across and under roads and pathways. The surface drainage system shall be designed to maximize on-site water detention in sufficient volume to irrigate landscaping within it, supplemented as required by reclaimed water. This landscaping shall be designed so as to create substantial shading along streets and public pathways.

The sections dealing with General Landscape Program and Drainage Plan, following, discuss this in more detail.

**Use of water for public enjoyment**

Water features such as fountains and small ponds can be used effectively for both general enjoyment as well as cooling features when properly designed. These should be used carefully in public spaces.

Cool towers (devices which use evaporative cooling techniques without the use of fans) can also be effective tools for cooling in both public and private spaces. Misting devices which use large amounts of potable water for evaporative cooling should be discouraged.

2.1.4 Soils Resources

The soils on the developable portions of the site are not especially good for plant growth. In order to encourage more lush landscaping, soils resources should be improved. On-site water retention will help over time to improve the soils. On-site composting of yard wastes through the Civano Community Association will provide a source for soil supplements.

Community orchards are planned on a community-wide basis. In addition, areas are planned to be set aside, both on private property and adjacent to natural washes for small individual gardening plots.

Studies will be ongoing throughout the development process which focus on the following objectives:

- Develop a regenerative agricultural model that focuses on the nutritional needs of Civano residents. This model may be manifested as community gardens, organic home gardens using native plant species, access to locally grown organic food, or other such examples.
- Develop a comprehensive waste treatment facility that addresses recycling and organic waste treatment through composting or vermiculture (use of worms in composting).
- Responsible use of reclaimed water for food production systems.
- Establishment of a permaculture-type model for residential development that integrates food systems into the overall land use plan.
- Develop regional food resources (stores/food cooperatives) for the community that serves to support local farmers and to integrate food systems into the overall Civano development model.
- Develop organic (synthetic-free) landscape management.
- Reclaim lands damaged by overgrazing and roadway filling in natural drainage ways.
- Provide local employment opportunities in regenerative agriculture.
2.1.5 Native Vegetation and Wildlife Habitats

Primary natural vegetation and wildlife habitats are to be preserved as delineated in the site analysis (see Exhibit 2, Native Plant Preservation Map and Section 2.7.2, General Landscape Program). Enhancement of these areas through water detention and retention should be a priority. However, City flood control policies which prohibit “in-line detention” currently prevent this strategy. Supplemental native landscape enhancement will be made in those areas which have been disturbed. In addition, a public landscaped open space corridor will be developed to link two significant natural washes on the east and west sides of the area.

2.2 Preservation of Scenic Natural Features

There are few scenic natural features on the site itself. Those considered scenic, however, are the steep bluffs along the Pantano Wash boundary, the natural washes, and the gentle slopes dividing the upper and lower terraces. The bluffs and major washes are preserved in their natural states through the delineation of land uses. At the base of the bluffs along the Pantano Wash, community orchards are planned to meet the base of the bluffs and provide a landscaped foreground to better delineate the landform from the public viewpoint. This orchard is planned to extend into the developed area along the natural slopes which separate the upper and lower terraces. This will further accentuate this landform.

Offsite are significant views of the Catalina and Rincon Mountains. These views are most prominent from the bluff areas and at the top of the slope which separates the upper and lower terraces. Public areas and house siting design is planned to maximize these views. A constraint to these views exists in the form of overhead electrical utility towers and lines. Studies are underway to relocate these to be less obtrusive. However, should these not be feasible to move, siting for specific buildings can be such that these will be a minimal intrusion.

At the first neighborhood center, the “borrow pit” provides an unnatural change in elevation which allows a more open view of the Catalinas, Rincons, and Reddington Pass. The siting and orientation of buildings in the neighborhood center is designed to keep this view open and frame it to be more significant.

2.3 Drainage Plan

As noted in other sections of this Planned Area Development, it is the intent to utilize natural drainage for the benefit of the landscape within the project and to keep as much of the rainwater runoff on the site. Any excess runoff during unusually heavy storm events will be directed into the natural arroyos which drain directly into the Pantano Wash.

Existing and newly-created sheetflow problems will be relieved by directing the flow into newly-created swales and channels, landscaped to become natural-looking arroyos. Civano Boulevard is designed to be used as water harvesting area with a swaled median. Additional runoff is designed to flow through the unpaved sections of alleyways in order to foster plant growth and to end up in existing natural drainageways which lead to the Pantano Wash.

One existing wash (between the residential area and the Town Center) is currently overtaxed. The plan is designed to remove existing drainage from this area and allow it to flow into a newly-created pedestrian path and recreational system traversing the area of the plan to follow...
the natural drainage direction. This solution places more water within the area which is
designed to foster plant growth and create shaded areas for pathways and outdoor recreation
areas.

Exhibit 3, following, generally details the drainage plan.

2.4 Impacts on Existing Structures and Roads

There should be no impacts on existing structures. While traffic generation off site should be
less than normal subdivision development due to the mixture of residences, jobs and
commercial services, there will be traffic added to the public road system over time. This
impact is well within the impacts anticipated for normal urban growth and planned within the
normal metropolitan transportation planning processes.

2.5 Impacts on Existing Infrastructure and Public Services

Due to the nature of the development in reducing water usage, energy usage, and automobile
usage, it is anticipated that the impacts on existing infrastructure will be substantially less than
with normal residential and commercial development of this scale.

2.6 Location and Extent of Provisions for Sewage Disposal, Effluent Use,
Stormwater Drainage, and Utilities

Stormwater, drainage and utility plans are being submitted with Tentative and Final Tract
Maps and will be more specifically designed as part of a Municipal Improvement District upon
approval of the Tentative Map.

The off-site sewage disposal line has been designed to meet Pima County Wastewater plans for
future expansion of the basin.

Extension of the treated effluent line for outdoor irrigation is being designed by Tucson Water
Department as per the Development Agreement between the developer and the City of Tucson.
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2.7 Development Design Guidelines

Additional design and development guidelines will be contained within the Conditions, Covenants and Restrictions (CC&Rs) to be administered by the Civano Community Association (Master Association). The Civano Community Association Design Review Committee will review all new development plans for conformance to the Design Guidelines, CC&Rs and Civano IMPACT Guidelines.

2.7.1 Building and Site Design

The first and primary strategy for effectively utilizing solar energy resources is through “passive solar” techniques in the initial design of buildings and outdoor spaces.

The relationship of the building to the site will be designed to be integrated as a single living-working/interior-exterior functional space. As such, site development plans for any site shall include not only building plans but also landscaping plans to delineate all interior and exterior space and to show the relationship between landscaping and energy conservation through shading.

Building and spatial orientation shall be such that summer heat gain shall be minimized to the greatest extent possible through the following “passive solar” techniques:
1. Minimizing door and window openings on the easterly and westerly building facades;
2. Shading roof surfaces and easterly and westerly facades with landscaping and other shading devices;
3. Shading southerly-facing window and door openings with roof overhangs, landscaping, or other shading devices during the mid-Spring to mid-Autumn seasons;
4. Providing thermal mass building surfaces on the westerly, southerly, and easterly faces, sufficient to delay daytime heat gain into interior spaces;
5. Providing sufficient building insulation and air-tight building envelopes to minimize heat gain;
6. Providing well-sealed cooling supply (ductwork) system within insulated space to minimize any mechanically-supplied cooling loss;
7. Providing light-colored, non-absorptive building colors on solar-exposed building surfaces;
8. Providing shady summer outdoor living spaces as extensions of interior spaces;
9. Providing sunny winter outdoor living spaces as extensions of interior spaces; and
10. Allowing Winter sun to reach building surfaces by selecting appropriate landscaping materials (deciduous trees) and through appropriate building setbacks and height restrictions.

For buildings that need to be air-conditioned, other important passive energy-conservation strategies are to:
• prevent unnecessary air leakage by making sure that window and door openings are tightly sealed; and
• contain all ductwork within conditioned and insulated space, making sure that all joints are thoroughly and permanently sealed with mastic rather than tape.
2.7.2 General Landscape Program

The general landscape program for the development is conceived as both a conservation and a regenerative approach. The landscape program will also be designed to satisfy the requirements of the City’s Native Plant and Preservation Ordinance. Following are the specific methods by which the developer is complying:

1. The 30% set-aside method is being selected as the basic compliance strategy. This 30% area is intended to generally conform with the Native Plant Preservation Map, Exhibit 2. Combined, it contains approximately 250 acres, exceeding 30% of the 818-acre Master Plan Area. This area contains the floodplains, most of the diverse vegetation habitats and biomass, as it conforms to the washes, natural arroyos, minor canyons and tributaries, and wildlife corridors. It is intended that these areas will gradually increase in biomass by the construction of several small check dams or gabions which will be designed to detain water and nourish existing habitat. Some areas in primary arroyos which have been disturbed over the years through road building and grazing will be restored through removal of impediments and replanting. Within some of this area, it is intended that native vegetation will eventually be supplemented with additional native and drought-tolerant planting for watershed enhancement, runoff control, native crop production, and botanical education. The methods for achieving this goal and the precise crops have not yet been delineated and will require extensive additional study before these decisions are made. Areas to be set aside will be fenced to protect against construction intrusion when construction activities are anticipated to be within fifty feet of the protected area. Each phase of development of the Civano Project will track and submit their acres of set-aside areas during CDRC review to assure the 30% requirement is met overall.

2. In addition to the set-aside method, the developer is committed to preserve as much of the native plant community which falls within the areas to be developed as is humanly and economically possible. The following methods are in place and are underway to achieve this goal. It is estimated that approximately 60% of the native tree and saguaro and other cactus population within the areas to be developed will be salvaged, moved and reused within the development areas as a result of these methods:
   a. All trees of 4” caliper or greater, saguaros and other cacti will be surveyed by a Certified Arborist for general health and susceptibility for salvage and successful transplantation.
   b. Those trees deemed healthy will be tagged and pruned to encourage additional growth.
   c. Trenches will be hand-dug of sufficient distance around trees and saguaros to avoid cutting tap roots and to allow sufficient area for boxing.
   d. When boxed in place, trees will be watered to encourage the growth of a thick root ball.
   e. When a sufficient root ball has been stimulated, the trees will be cut from the tap root and moved to a storage location where they will continued to be watered as required until moved to the new permanent location.
   f. As the first phase of development is completed, the second phase area will have been cleared and made ready for development, such that the plant salvage operation will be able to avoid the interim storage steps and salvaged plants may be immediately transplanted into the new development.

The landscape created at Civano will be designed to be aesthetic as well as reflect the desert environment we live in — and it can also be useful as the built environment in providing a quality of life that meets the needs of the residents and helps meet the community’s
performance standards. For example, vegetation can be used to reduce building temperatures. Trees and shrubs can shade pedestrian paths and otherwise make them attractive, encouraging greater use. Plantings can utilize locally-made compost, removing material from the solid waste stream. Some of the landscape could produce an economic harvest of food and medicines for potential income to the community association.

For residential lots, landscaping will be designed to maximize livable outdoor space by providing shade and screening, while ensuring appropriate winter solar access, to establish comfortable outdoor micro-environments.

In order to accomplish the significant plant reclamation, an on-site nursery will be established as part of the first phase of development. This nursery will be responsible for salvaging, holding, hardening and replanting the salvaged materials and will also develop a plant propagation program for compatible plant materials. In addition, the nursery will serve as an information and demonstration center for desert landscaping design and maintenance.

2.8 Phasing Plan

It is anticipated that the first increment of Neighborhood 1 will contain approximately 250 dwelling units surrounding the neighborhood center and will include the neighborhood center and plaza (see following Phasing Plan). In addition, the Civano Nursery will begin during the first increment, first as a native plant reclamation area and then phasing into a series of demonstration gardens, plant propagation area, landscape materials sales, and cafe/gift shop. Subsequent increments will follow outward from the neighborhood center to the north, south and west, until Neighborhood 1 is completed. The Town Center employment and manufacturing area (outside the Phase 1 Planned Area Development area) will begin along Houghton Road and expand toward the residential areas.

Prior to the completion of Neighborhood 1, Neighborhoods 2, 3 and 4 (City property west of Houghton Road, including the Town Center, will be designed and it is anticipated that additional planned area developments will be prepared for these phases).

2.8.1 Phasing and Construction of Streets
City standards will be met for the design of public streets. Where phased, temporary turn-arounds meeting City standards will be constructed until street continuity according to the overall plan is achieved.

2.8.2 Phasing and Construction of Sewage Disposal
It is anticipated that the sewage disposal system will be designed in accordance with County standards and be publicly-maintained. The Development Agreement between the City of Tucson and the developer and the State Land Department conditions of patent outline the specific phasing requirements.
Phasing Plan
2.9 Circulation Plan

The Civano Planned Area Development views automobile traffic as secondary to creating a safe environment for pedestrians and bicyclists. Therefore, several measures have been taken to slow traffic down to the greatest extent feasible and to give cues to the motorist that caution should be used. These methods include narrower streets, changes in pavement textures to denote pedestrian areas and crossings, side parking bays (sometimes perpendicular or at an angle to the travel way), sharp turning radii, limitations on the length of straight segments, and locating landscaping very close to the edges of the streets. While these measures may conflict with the current “norm” for most developments, it is deemed to be essential to the creation of a strong sense of community.

Because Civano will become a mixed use community with a high percentage of jobs located within it, the traffic analysis in the adopted Master Development Plan considered each type of trip and assumed differing mode splits (non-auto) for each. For example, the modal split for home-based work trips is 20% for internal trips and 7% for external trips and it is assumed that 30% of the home-based work trips will be internal (these assumptions are conservative, as there is sufficient land set aside within Civano to accommodate over 60% of the jobs generated). Ultimate transit service, both internal and external, is planned so that this mode split can be reasonably achieved. The following table shows the various assumptions used for percentage of trip types, percentage split between internal and external trips, and mode splits for each. The total percent split between types of trips in the above table is taken from the Master Development Plan adopted by the Mayor and City Council and the Arizona State Land Commissioner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Trip Generated</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Internal</th>
<th>External</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>% Mode</td>
<td>% Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home-based Work Trips</td>
<td>23.2%</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home-based School Trips</td>
<td>10.4%</td>
<td>67.0%</td>
<td>33.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home-based Shopping Trips</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home-based Other Trips</td>
<td>28.4%</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Home-based Trips</td>
<td>27.7%</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Community Design Associates

For the purposes of this study for Phase 1, it was assumed that internal trips would be an average of 33%. It is assumed that the modal split and the split between internal and external trips are on the conservative side. A “worst case scenario” is therefore portrayed. This has been done in order not to underestimate the magnitude of automobile trips and because, even though we believe that automobile travel will be significantly less (up to 40% less than in conventional developments), this is impossible to prove because of a lack of comparable developments.

The following table calculates auto traffic impacts at the main intersections with Houghton Road due to two phasing scenarios:

- Phase 1 shows the impact of only main neighborhood development for approximately 600 units of the first phase, all of which will use either the Nebraska alignment (new Civano Boulevard) or a secondary alignment between Nebraska and Irvington;
It is recognized that there will be future development beyond the first residential phase which will travel through the first neighborhood and, likewise, that traffic generated by the first neighborhood will ultimately travel into other phases for access and egress. Therefore, Phase 1A shows the impact of the full first neighborhood and the projected entire Town Center development north of the Drexel Road alignment. It is anticipated that this full development will not be achieved for several years and are based upon assumptions of substantial commercial development. Even if there is substantially more development than currently anticipated, the number of lanes proposed will not be impacted.

1) TABLE 2: TRAFFIC ANALYSIS, PHASE 1 AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

### Phase 1 Development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Use</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Trip Total</th>
<th>Daily Trips</th>
<th>Percent External</th>
<th>External Trips</th>
<th>Entrance #1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>600 homes</td>
<td>8.000(^a)</td>
<td>4800</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>3216</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>2734 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail-Market</td>
<td>2,000 sq. ft.</td>
<td>0.155(^a)</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>11,000 sq. ft.</td>
<td>0.025(^a)</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>154 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totals</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5581</td>
<td>3428</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>2914 N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
1. Entrances are: (1) Northerly entrance just south of Irvington; (2) Nebraska alignment (new Civano Boulevard); (3) Drexel Road alignment.
2. Residential is combined attached, detached and apartment units, reduced due to pedestrian and bicycle orientation.
3. Retail-Market is based on ITE Category 852, Convenience Market, assuming half of the trips are by auto, due to being primarily pedestrian oriented.
4. Office is based on ITE Category 710, General Office.

### Phase 1 and Partial Town Center Development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Use</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Trip Total</th>
<th>Daily Trips</th>
<th>Percent External</th>
<th>External Trips</th>
<th>Entrance #1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential, Phase 1</td>
<td>600 homes</td>
<td>8.000(^a)</td>
<td>4800</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>3216(^b)</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>2412 322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail-Market</td>
<td>2,000 sq. ft.</td>
<td>0.155(^a)</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>31(^b)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office, Phase 1</td>
<td>11,000 sq. ft.</td>
<td>0.025(^a)</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>181(^b)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>136 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail-Office</td>
<td>150,000 sq. ft.</td>
<td>0.033(^a)</td>
<td>4895</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>3280(^b)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>656 2624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office-Manufacturing</td>
<td>315,000 sq. ft.</td>
<td>0.008(^a)</td>
<td>2426</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>1625(^b)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>325 1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential, Phase 1A</td>
<td>250 homes</td>
<td>8.000(^a)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>1340(^b)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>268 1072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totals</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14701</td>
<td>9673</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>5820 N/A</td>
<td>5339</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
5. Trips generated by Phase 1 uses are split 15%, 75%, and 10% between entrances 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
6. Trips generated by Phase 1A uses are split 0%, 20%, and 80% between entrances 1, 3, and 3, respectively.
7. Retail-Office is based on average rates for ITE Category 760, Specialty Retail Center and ITE Category 710, General Office.
8. Office-Manufacturing is based on ITE Category 760, Research and Development Center.

Source: Curtis Lueck & Associates; Community Design Associates
Traffic Analysis
The following traffic mitigation design elements are built into the Civano Development Plan:

- 50% of the population and 70% of the jobs within Civano are located within ¼ mile of the Town Center. This results in a very close physical proximity between home-job-shopping. Studies have shown that if this distance is within ¼ mile, significant reductions in automobile travel will occur.

- Sufficient land is set aside on site, within easy walking distance from homes, to provide jobs for 60% of the demand needed by residents. This is significantly higher than conventional housing developments by a factor of 2 to 4. In addition, specific housing product is allocated to provide for an integrated home and office space, accommodating a well-documented trend for the 90’s.

- The pedestrian path system is designed as closely as possible in a straight line relationship between home, work and shopping. Pedestrian paths are located and designed as pleasant, tree-lined and landscaped ways in close proximity to destinations.

- Pedestrian and bicycle systems are designed to be separate facilities, in order to minimize the conflicts inherent in these different speeds of travel. Where bicyclists and pedestrians share the same right-of-way, the paths are specifically designed to be separate. This increases safety and mobility. Many bicycle paths use road rights-of-way where traffic is designed to be slow.

- The road circulation system is designed to accommodate linkage at the future Town Center and the first neighborhood center for metropolitan Tucson’s public transportation system. Although the street sections have been designed to accommodate existing 40’ buses to use the major access streets and have stops at the neighborhood center, community school, and town center as those are developed, alternative, smaller and quieter vans or other form of jitney services should be investigated. The major public bus stops are located within ¼ mile of 50% of the population and 90% of the jobs on site. The study and future provision of transit service to Civano will be coordinated through the Department of Transportation Planning Division. Transit service, as recommended through the study, will be planned and programmed in the Metropolitan Area Short Range Transit Plan, prepared annually by the Planning Division.

- The employment, institutional and commercial uses within the future Town Center are linked with a continuous pedestrian and bicycle system.

- The open space system, pedestrian system, and bicycle system are designed as interrelated systems. This encourages the use of and access to the open space system by pedestrian and bicycle modes, rather than automobile modes.
## F-3.0 PLANNED AREA DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
### PROPOSAL FOR CIVANO PHASE 1

### 3.1 Proposed Land Uses

This Planned Area Development covers approximately 170 acres of land within the 820-acre Civano project and includes a mixed use neighborhood center, a variety of residential living environments, recreation and cultural facilities, and substantial open space preservation. It is based upon principles of long-term sustainability and “new urbanism” concepts which include a healthy respect for, and integration with, the natural environment and the creation of a pedestrian-friendly community which fosters interaction with each other as well as with the natural environment. It is the first of three planned residential neighborhoods and a Town Center which are part of the original Civano Master Development Plan, and a fourth neighborhood which is planned to be added on the west side of Houghton Road.

The Phase 1 Plan area will be implemented through the development regulations established for the three zoning districts of Neighborhood Edge (NE), Neighborhood General (NG) and Neighborhood Center (NC).

The following Planned Area Development Land Use Districts Exhibit identifies the land uses within the Phase 1 development that will be regulated by these three Districts. The Districts are summarized as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District Designation</th>
<th>Acres</th>
<th>Max. Permitted Density.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Edge (NE)</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du/ac</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood General (NG)</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du/ac</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Center (NC)</td>
<td>39.4*</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du/ac</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL ACRES</strong></td>
<td><strong>170.8</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* limited to 5 acres of office and commercial uses

The Neighborhood Edge District is a residential district with limited low intensity non-residential uses allowed as accessory land uses (neighborhood recreation, food production, religious uses, etc.). This district is intended to be more “rural” in character relative to the other Districts, with wider lots and integration with gardens, orchards, and landscaped pedestrian frontages.

The Neighborhood General District is primarily a higher density residential District, but allows commercial uses as accessory land uses. An example is a corner cafe or office use on the ground level with a residential dwelling on the second floor above.

The Neighborhood Center District is the most intensive area of the Phase 1 development. At the heart of the District is a one acre “Neighborhood Center” activity area. The Neighborhood Center will consist of office, commercial, and entertainment uses surrounding a pedestrian area.
plaza for the Phase 1 community. It will later serve in support of, and secondary to, the future Civano Town Center. The Neighborhood Center District will be integrated with a mix of higher density residential uses surrounding this one acre activity node. Non-residential uses within the residential areas, such as retail, commercial, and office uses, will be secondary to these residential uses.

3.2 Proposed Major Streets

There are several classifications of streets proposed for Phase 1. The major neighborhood access street links Houghton Road with the first Neighborhood Center and the future Town Center. Street classifications are shown on Exhibit 6. Bikeways, pedestrian paths, and bus routes are shown on Exhibit 7. Detailed cross sections of streets are shown on Exhibit 8, Thoroughfare Standards. Improvements shown in conjunction with the streets and paths will be constructed as part of each development phase. Bus service will be implemented as demand warrants, in cooperation with the City’s bus service needs.

Bus Service

The major Neighborhood Access Street (east from Houghton into the Neighborhood Center and south from the Neighborhood Center to the future Town Center) has been designed to accommodate future bus service, including the existing 40’ buses now being used. Alternative, smaller-vehicle systems will continue to be investigated for short-term solutions as residents begin to occupy the neighborhood.

Bicycle Paths

An exclusive 2-way bikeway is shown along the north and east side of the main edge road which links Houghton Road with the future school and recreation area to the southeast of the Planned Area Development area. This will also link with the future Town Center and the future neighborhoods to the south and east. This is envisioned primarily as a recreation amenity. It is envisioned that the “commuter” cyclists will use the same roadway lanes as automobiles, as traffic will be relatively light and the road is designed for slow-moving traffic. Connections to the neighborhood center from this exclusive bikeway and from Houghton Road will also use the same lanes as automobiles because the speed will be very similar, the traffic will be relatively light, there will be parallel parking along the sides, and this will allow for more maneuvering area and safety for cyclists. The neighborhood center and the immediately-surrounding residential/mixed use area is designed as a destination for bicyclists and pedestrians as well as automobiles. It is designed as a relatively small-scale, intimate place within which automobile and bicycle traffic is slowed down through the use of narrower lanes, curbside parking, abrupt changes in direction, special paving, mature landscaping from the beginning, tight turning radii, etc. As traffic is slowed, it becomes substantially safer for both pedestrians and bicyclists. As streets are narrowed, it becomes substantially easier for pedestrians to cross them safely. These efforts are designed to improve pedestrian and bicycle safety as well as create a stronger sense of place and personal connection.
Street Classifications

Exhibit 35
Pedestrian, Bikeways & Bus Routes  Exhibit 36
Future Houghton Road
Urban Gateway
at Residential Areas

Rear Alley

Future Houghton Road
Urban Gateway
at Town Center

Building setbacks: 10 ft. excluding fences, walls, overhangs for roofs and porches and shade structure overhangs and supports; which can extend up to the Houghton Road property line.

Note that 27 feet of width is provided for landscaping, sidewalks and bikeways between Houghton Road travel lanes and building fronts.

Neighborhood Access Street (Houghton to N'hd Center) w/ Parking

Note: Median narrows w/ 2 lanes each way between Houghton Rd. & first street east.

Neighborhood Access Street (North-South Direction) w/ Bikeway

Thoroughfare Standards

Exhibit 37
3.3 Planned Area Development Districts

The following districts are proposed for the residential area: Neighborhood Center, Neighborhood General, and Neighborhood Edge. Exhibits 9 through 12, following, describe these districts in more detail. Applicability of the land use regulations shall be in accordance with the Development Agreement adopted on July 1, 1996, by Resolution #17345 and as subsequently amended.

3.3.1 Neighborhood Center District

Purpose: To provide an area for attached and detached dwellings at densities up to 44 units per gross acre; to provide places for public assembly, recreational and educational purposes; and to provide basic neighborhood professional and commercial services.

Permitted Uses: The following permitted Land Use Classes are clustered, compact and at a neighborhood scale and are to be in accordance with the Tucson Land Use Code with exceptions noted. Regional activities and uses, such as large hotels or outdoor performances, are to be accommodated at the Town Center.

Civic Use Group
- Civic Assembly
- Cultural Use
- Educational Use (as per 6.3.4.6. A and C)
- Membership Organization (Limited to a total of 1200 s.f. for the entire district)
- Postal Service
- Religious Use

  a. Commercial Services Use Group
    - Administrative and Professional Office
    - Alcoholic Beverage Service subject to 3.5.4.19.A.
    - Communications subject to 3.5.4.20.C,D,F,G
    - Day Care
    - Entertainment, subject to 3.5.4.4.A. and C.
    - Financial Service
    - Food Service, subject to 3.5.4.6.D.
    - Medical Service - Extended Health Care - Outpatient
    - Parking
    - Personal Service
    - Technical Service
    - Trade Service and Repair, Minor
    - Travelers’ Accommodations, Lodging

Industrial Use Group
- Craftwork

Recreation Use Group
- Neighborhood Recreation
- Recreation

Residential Use Group
- Family Dwelling, minimum lot size, 1800 sq. ft.; no maximum number of units on each lot, except as required to meet density caps.
- Group Dwelling
- Home Occupation: General Application, as a secondary use, according to Sec. 3.5.7.2, and allowing up to two (2) nonresidents to be employed on the premises.
- Home Occupation: Day Care, as a secondary use, according to Sec. 3.5.7.3
- Home Occupation: Group Dwelling, as a secondary use, according to Sec. 3.5.7.9, A., C., and D.
- Home Occupation: Travelers’ Accommodations, Lodging, as a secondary use, subject to Sec. 3.5.7.4.A and F through L.
- Residential Care Services

Retail Trade Use Group
- Food and Beverage Sales
- General Merchandise Sales subject to 3.5.9.2.A.
- Swap Meets and Auctions

Max. Residential Density: 44 du per acre. As per the Development Agreement, low rise apartments (1 and 2-story) shall not exceed 22 units per acre and mid-rise apartments (3 and 4-story) shall not exceed 44 units per acre. Should there be a conflict between the stated density in this district and Exhibit 12, the density in this district shall apply.

Building Heights: 40 feet, excluding cool towers, wind catchers, chimneys and other vertical extensions with similar purposes under 250 sq. feet in section and limited to 60 feet in height.

Perimeter Yard Requirements:
- Front: 0’. Continuous walls and/or building facades are required on frontages facing Neighborhood Square within 4’ of front property line (see diagram, Exhibit 9).
- Rear: 0’
- Side: 0’

Building Coverage: Maximum lot coverage as per L.U.C. Section 3.2.9 shall not exceed 75%.
3.3.2 Neighborhood General District

**Purpose:** to provide an area for attached and detached dwellings at densities up to 25 units per gross acre and to provide places for limited in-home professional offices, in-home workshops and craft areas, limited neighborhood commercial uses, public assembly, recreational and educational purposes.

**Permitted Uses:**
The following Land Use Classes are permitted land uses within this district in accordance with the Tucson Land Use Code with exceptions noted:

- **Civic Use Group**
  - Membership Organization (limited to a total of 1200 s.f. for the entire district)
  - Religious Use
  - Educational Use as per 6.3.4.6.A

- **Commercial Services Use Group**, as an accessory land use.
  - Administrative and Professional Office
  - Day Care
  - Food Service
  - Personal Service
  - Technical Service
  - Trade Service and Repair, Minor
  - Travelers’ Accommodations, Lodging

- **Industrial Use Group**, as an accessory land use.
  - Craftwork

- **Recreation Use Group**
  - Neighborhood Recreation

- **Residential Use Group**
  - Family Dwelling, minimum lot size, 3,000 sq. ft., except as noted on Exhibit 9. Two or more dwellings are permitted on one lot subject to 1740 sq. ft. of lot area per unit. The lot area is measured to the centerline of abutting public rights-of-way.
  - Group Dwelling
  - Home Occupation: General Application, as a secondary use, according to Sec. 3.5.7.2, and allowing up to two (2) nonresidents to be employed on the premises.
  - Home Occupation: Day Care, as a secondary use, according to Sec. 3.5.7.3
  - Home Occupation: Group Dwelling, as a secondary use, according to Sec. 3.5.7.9, A., C., and D.
  - Home Occupation: Travelers’ Accommodations, Lodging, as a secondary use, subject to Sec. 3.5.7.4.A and .F through .L.
  - Residential Care Services

**Max. Residential Density:** 25 du per acre. As per the Development Agreement, low rise apartments shall not exceed 22 units per acre. Should there be a conflict between the stated density in this district and Exhibit 12, the density in this district shall apply.

**Building Height:** 35’ max., excluding cool towers, wind catchers, chimneys and other vertical extensions with similar purposes under 250 sq. ft. in section and limited to 50 feet in height.

**Perimeter Yard Requirements:**
- **Front:** 12’ min. to porch; 16’ to main structure and second floor.
- **Rear:** 3’ min. at ground floor, 7’ min. to garage doors. 12’ min. for second floor.
- **Side:** Total of side yards, 20% of average lot width with 4’ minimum if not on lot line. Minimum 8’ between houses if not attached. Side yards fronting on a street must be 6’ minimum. Garages are not subject to side yard requirements.

See Exhibit 9 for “Villas” lot yard requirements.

**Building Coverage:** Maximum lot coverage as per L.U.C. Section 3.2.9. shall not exceed 70%.

**Perimeter Walls:** Not required but if constructed, max. 42” height when facing pedestrian way. This Planned Area Development supersedes the LUC landscape and screening requirements of the Land Use Code. Walls will not exceed 30” within traffic sight visibility requirements.
Civano Nursery

**Purpose:** To provide an area for on-site plant salvage and reclamation, propagation of native and other drought-tolerant plant species, demonstration and exhibition of water-efficient gardens, plant and related landscape material sales, and education oriented toward water- and energy-efficient landscape patterns. This is intended as an overlay zone for a specific area within the NG district.

**Agricultural Use Group**
- Crop Production

**Civic Use Group,** as a secondary use:
- Cultural Use
- Educational Use

**Commercial Services Use Group,** as a secondary use:
- Alcoholic Beverage Service
- Construction Service
- Food Service

**Industrial Use Group,** as a secondary use:
- Craftwork

**Retail Use Group,** as a secondary use:
- Construction Material Sales (landscape materials)
- Food and Beverage Sales
- General Merchandise Sales (landscaping and yard maintenance materials and supplies)

**Wholesaling Use Group,** as a secondary use:
- Business Supply and Equipment Wholesaling (plants, landscape materials & supply)
3.3.3 Neighborhood Edge District

**Purpose:** to provide an area for attached and detached dwellings at densities up to 15 units per gross acre; to provide places for neighborhood recreation; and to provide areas for community gardening and food production.

**Permitted Uses:**
The following Land Use Classes are permitted land uses within this district in accordance with the City of Tucson Land Use Code with exceptions noted:

Section 1.02 Agricultural Use Group
Crop Production

Section 1.03 Civic Use Group
Membership Organization (limited to a total of 1200 s.f. for the entire district)
Religious Use
Educational Use as per 6.3.4.6.A

Section 1.04 Recreation Use Group
Neighborhood Recreation

Residential Use Group

Family Dwelling, minimum lot size, 3,600 sq. ft., except as noted on Exhibit 9. Two or more dwellings are permitted on one lot subject to 2,900 sq. ft. of lot area per unit. The lot area is measured to the centerline of abutting public rights-of-way.

Group Dwelling
Home Occupation: General Application, as a secondary use, according to Sec. 3.5.7.2, and allowing up to two (2) nonresidents to be employed on the premises.
Home Occupation: Day Care, as a secondary use, according to Sec. 3.5.7.3
Home Occupation: Group Dwelling, as a secondary use, according to Sec. 3.5.7.9.A, C, and D
Home Occupation: Travelers' Accommodations, Lodging, as a secondary use, subject to Sec. 3.5.7.4.A and .F through .I.
Residential Care Services: Section 3.5.7.8."G", subject to Sec. 3.5.7.8.C.1 and .D

Building Height: 30 foot maximum (20 foot max. if within the “Community Orchard area”), excluding cool towers, wind catchers, chimneys, and other vertical extensions with similar purposes under 250 square feet in section and 40 feet in height

Perimeter Yard Requirements:
Front (Pedestrian Way): At least 50 percent of the building frontage must be set back a minimum of 12 feet. 12 feet minimum setback for second floor.
Rear (Street): Minimum setback to main structure may be “0” feet but at least 50 percent of the building along this rear property line must be set back a minimum of 12 feet. Minimum setback of 18 feet to garage door except “0” feet if garage door is perpendicular to the street or unit is on the last lot at the end of the street. 12 foot minimum to second floor.
Side: If a sideyard(s) is not 0 feet, it requires a minimum 4 feet. Side yards fronting on a street can be “0” feet but at least 50 percent of building wall must be set back a minimum of 6 feet. In any side yard, “0” foot setback for trellis patio covers that are at least seven feet above the ground. Structural support (walls, columns) for trellis patio covers may also have a “0” foot setback. Trellises under seven feet above the ground will be set back at least six feet.
See Exhibit 9 for “Villas” lot yard requirements.

Building Coverage: Maximum lot coverage as per L.U.C. Section 3.2.9 shall not exceed 60 percent, except as noted on Exhibit 9 for “Compound” lots.

Perimeter Walls: Not required but if constructed, maximum 42 inch height for solid walls when facing pedestrian way. Any part of a wall within six feet of the property line facing pedestrian ways, above 42 inches must be 50 percent open for visibility. Total wall height not to exceed six feet in any yard unless wall is required as a firewall. Walls may exceed 30 inches in height within traffic sight visibility requirements on streets that do not exceed 140 ADT.

This Planned Area Development supersedes the landscape and screening requirements in the Land Use Code.

Article II.

Article III. Retail Use Group
Food and Beverage Sales when accessory to Neighborhood Recreation use

Maximum Residential Density: 15 du per acre. As per the Development Agreement, low-rise apartments shall not exceed 22 units per acre.

Should there be a conflict between the stated density in this district and Exhibit 12, the density in this district shall apply.
3.3.3.1 Villas Lot Layout

**Front Yard:** Minimum setback varies (same as provisions for Rear Yard Auto Access Street) in Neighborhood Edge District.

**Perimeter Walls:** Maximum height 42 inches for solid walls within six feet of pedestrian way property line. Any part of a wall above 42 inches must be 50 percent open for visibility. Total wall height not to exceed six feet in any yard unless wall is required as a firewall.

**Interior Yard and Access Provision:**
- “0” foot setbacks on Private Parking/Access Court.
- Private Parking/Access Court does not require separate sidewalks but shall be designed as A.D.A. accessible.
- Pedestrian refuge areas to be provided at each house pedestrian entry.
- 28 foot minimum cross-section, including landscaping, for Court access per Exhibit 9b.

**Walls in Front 12 foot Setback Area:**
- Maximum height is 42 inches for solid walls within six feet of a Pedestrianway property line.
- Any part of a wall above 42 inches must be 50 percent open for visibility. Total wall height may not exceed six feet unless wall is required as a firewall.

**Minimum Setback to Garage Door from Public Street Property Line:**
- 18 feet. May be “0” feet if garage door is perpendicular to the street.

**Private Parking/Access Court Provisions:**
- A continuous access court with a smooth stabilized earth with no separate curbs and sidewalks, as supported by the advocates for persons with disabilities.
- 20-foot minimum two-way travel lanes required.
- Maximum number of garage access points is 17.
- Parking may be contiguous with travel lanes, perpendicular, angular, or parallel.
- Private garages may open directly onto court and access way.

**Rear Yards:** Perimeter walls and trellis roofs may extend into rear yard.

3.3.4 Guidelines for Apartment Development

Within the Planned Area Development Area, the number of apartment units shall be consistent with the Development Agreement (currently not more than 20 percent of the residential units shall be apartments). Development review guidelines should allow relatively few apartments within the Neighborhood General and Neighborhood Edge Districts, and a much higher percentage should be within the Neighborhood Center District. This is designed to encourage a higher density of people to live within a short walk to and from the neighborhood center.
Typical Lot Layouts
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Villas Lot Courtyard Access Cross Section

Exhibit 38a
Planned Area Development Area
Overlaying Existing Zoning
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Planned Area Development Land Use Districts
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Projected Land Use Intensities
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3.4 Motor Vehicle and Bicycle Parking Requirements

Due to the integrated land use mix and pedestrian orientation of the Civano Community, such that neighborhood retail services, recreation, civic, employment centers and transit services are provided within walking distance of residential uses, motor vehicle parking requirements are deemed to be below the parking space requirements of the Land Use Code. The reduction of these requirements, though, will be offset by an increase in the bicycle parking and landscaping regulations. Spatial dimensions of a parking space and accessibility will be in conformance with the Land Use Code, Development Standards, and ADA requirements.

In order to demonstrate that parking is available each development plan submitted will include a Parking Inventory and Monitoring Program. This Parking Inventory and Monitoring Program will define the parking requirements for the particular use and identify the on-site and off-site parking spaces it is utilizing to meet the requirement. The Inventory will identify and monitor the available existing spaces that have been utilized to meet previous development approvals so that existing spaces that are already credited towards meeting a previous approval are not utilized.

Neighborhood Center District

Motor Vehicle parking requirements for each Land Use Group/Class permitted within this District may be reduced by 50% of the parking spaces as required by the Land Use Code. Each parking space and parking area will still comply with performance criteria related to size, surfacing, striping, etc. The following provisions may also apply in meeting the parking calculation:

a. Parking spaces required for Non-residential Land Uses may be located off-site and/or on-street provided it is within this District’s boundaries.

b. Parking spaces required for Residential Land Uses can be located up to 100' from the residence it serves.

c. Residential visitor parking requirements can be satisfied on-street and by utilizing required non-residential parking spaces located within 600' of the residence it serves, provided the minimum number of non-residential parking spaces are still met.

d. A street or alley may be used for maneuvering directly into or from any parking space located wholly or partially outside the public right-of-way. This is not applicable on MS&R designated streets as provided in the City of Tucson Land Use Code Sec. 3.2.14.3.

Bicycle Parking requirements for each Land Use Group will be increased over the normal requirements of the Land Use Code. The bicycle parking spaces will be determined by calculating the standard number of bicycle spaces (based on normally-required Land Use Code vehicle parking spaces) and adding 40% to determine the number of bicycle spaces required. Bicycle parking will consist only of Class II bicycle parking spaces.
Neighborhood General District

Motor Vehicle parking requirements for each Land Use Group/Class permitted within this District may be reduced by 40% of the parking spaces as calculated by the Land Use Code. Each parking space and parking area will still comply with performance criteria related to size, surfacing, striping, etc. For single family residential development, the Land Use Code requirement of 2 1/4 parking spaces (including visitor parking) per unit will apply, unless the unit is less than 800 sq. feet, in which case the requirement is 1 1/8 spaces per unit (including visitor parking). The following provisions may also apply in meeting the parking calculation:

a. Parking spaces required for Non-residential Land Uses may be located off-site and/or on-street provided it is within this District’s boundaries.

b. At least one (1) of the required parking spaces for each residential unit must be located on-site. Others may be located up to 100' from the residence it serves.

c. All additional Residential-parking requirements (including visitor requirements) can be satisfied on street and up to 600' from the residence it serves.

d. A street or alley may be used for maneuvering directly into or from any parking space located wholly or partially outside the public right-of-way. This is not applicable on MS&R designated streets as provided in the City of Tucson Land Use Code Sec. 3.2.14.3.

Bicycle Parking requirements for each Land Use Group will be increased over the requirements of the Land Use Code. The bicycle parking spaces will be determined by calculating the standard number of bicycle spaces (based on normally-required Land Use Code vehicle parking spaces) and adding 40% to determine the number of bicycle spaces required. Bicycle parking will consist only of Class II bicycle parking spaces.

Neighborhood Edge District

Motor Vehicle parking requirements for each Non-residential Land Use Group/Class permitted within this District may be reduced by 40% of the parking spaces as calculated by the Land Use Code. Each parking space and parking area will still comply with performance criteria related to size, surfacing, striping, etc. For single family residential development, the Land Use Code requirement of 2 1/4 parking spaces (including visitor parking) per unit will apply, unless the unit is less than 800 sq. feet, in which case the requirement is 1 1/8 spaces per unit (including visitor parking). The following provisions may also apply in meeting the reduced parking calculation:

a. Parking spaces required for Non-residential Land Uses may be located off-site and/or on-street provided it is within this District’s boundaries.

b. At least one (1) of the required parking spaces for each residential unit must be located on-site. Others may be located up to 100' from the residence it serves.
c. All additional Residential parking requirements (including visitor requirements) can be satisfied on-street and up to 300’ from the residence it serves.

Bicycle Parking requirements for each Land Use Group will be increased over the requirements of the Land Use Code. The bicycle parking spaces will be determined by calculating the standard number of bicycle spaces (based on normally-required vehicle parking spaces provided) and adding 40% to determine the number of bicycle spaces required. Bicycle parking will consist only of Class II bicycle parking spaces.

3.5 Off-Street Loading Requirements

The City’s Land Use Code on Off-Street Loading will provide development regulations for Civano’s future Planned Area Development Districts. As a result of Civano’s integrated mix of land uses and the lesser emphasis and use on the motor vehicle, the following additional provisions apply to the Neighborhood Center within the Neighborhood Center District:

Required Loading Spaces can be provided at designated on-street parking spaces with hours posted for this use and provided the Loading Space is located within 100 feet of the use it serves.

a. Individual developments with two to more principle uses within the same site conducted as a single project which integrates elements of the various uses may share designated loading spaces. These projects will reduce by 50% the total number of required loading spaces for each principal use.

b. Access and maneuvering to Loading spaces can utilize streets or alleys regardless of the abutting zone or land use.

c. In the Neighborhood Center District, the one-acre neighborhood center is to be designed as one unified development and shall be designed to contain one loading space, which may be located on street. In the Neighborhood General and the Neighborhood Edge Districts, and for other commercial uses in the Neighborhood Center District, the Off-Street Loading requirements apply only when the gross floor area of the use requiring such spaces is greater than 2,500 sq. ft.

3.6 Landscaping and Screening Requirements

The Landscaping and Screening requirements for Civano will follow the requirements of the City’s Land Use Code with the following exceptions:

a. Interior landscape borders are not required between adjacent land uses and zones.

b. Parking area screening is not required, but the requirement for landscaping of canopy trees within parking areas will be increased above the Code’s requirements such that one (1) canopy tree is required for each eight (8) parking spaces.

c. The Native Plant and Preservation Ordinance requirements will be met or exceeded in the overall Civano project. Civano will utilize the 30% Set Aside
provision of the ordinance through preserving areas of the overall development as natural undisturbed open space. These areas are generally located outside the Phase 1 Planned Area Development boundaries along the washes, steep slopes, and high vegetative density areas as identified in the Civano Site Analysis (Appendix). The Preservation Ordinance requirements will be supplemented through an extensive plant salvage and propagation program. This program will be implemented and managed on-site at the Civano Nursery. See Section 2.7.2, General Landscape Program for additional details.

d. Street Landscape Borders are not required.

3.7 Development Standards and Policies

The standards and policies related to water conservation, drainages, landscaping and solid waste are contained in the Civano Development Agreement, Resolution #17345, dated July 1, 1996.

3.8 General Provisions and Administration

3.8.1 Draft Financial Assurances

Financial assurances for the development of Civano are contained within the Development Agreement between the City of Tucson and the developer. Further assurances will be included in the final subdivision tract maps to be submitted in concert with this Planned Area Development.

3.8.2 Extent of Planned Area Development Superceding and Supplementing Existing Zoning

The Planned Area Development District supercedes existing zoning on the property for the area covered. Areas of the property not currently covered by this Planned Area Development will remain as zoned unless later rezoned or included within a subsequent Planned Area Development District. Street widths and standards supercede existing development standards for those types of streets listed.

3.8.3 Guidelines for Interpretation of PAD Regulations

The following are guidelines for interpretations of, and variations from, the Planned Area Development regulations. Interpretations and variations should be based primarily upon the degree to which any decision meets the following criteria (refer to Section: Purpose, Scope, Main Concepts, and Goals, pages 2-4 of this document):

- whether it helps to create a strong sense of community, particularly in terms of fostering interpersonal contact (refer to Exhibit 6 of the Development Agreement for guidance in determining Traditional Neighborhood Design Principles and Exhibit 8 of the Development Agreement for interpreting Traffic Engineering principles for Traditional Neighborhood Design);
• whether it serves to make a strong connection with the land, particularly in relation to accentuating natural land forms, respecting natural drainage patterns, providing for dramatic views, or fostering native plant growth;
• whether it respects the climate, particularly in terms of utilizing the energy of the sun, natural breezes and natural rainfall to foster human comfort; and
• whether it serves to regenerate the natural (including human) environment and to integrate natural systems with human productive endeavors.

Secondarily, interpretations of these planned area development district regulations pertaining to land use and performance criteria shall be made in accordance with the Development Agreement in existence between the City of Tucson and the developer.

3.8.4 Procedures for Interpretation of PAD Regulations

This Planned Area Development implements the Development Agreement adopted by Mayor and Council on July 1, 1996, by Resolution #17345 and as subsequently amended. Interpretations of these planned area development district regulations shall be made in accordance with City Planning administrative procedures as contained in the Tucson Land Use Code.
G IMPLEMENTATION AND ADMINISTRATION

G-1 PURPOSE AND INTENT

This section is intended to provide the regulatory procedures designed to guide the implementation for the PAD Districts through the implementation and administration of the project. The provisions below shall apply to all property intended for development under the Civano Master PAD.

G-2 EXTENT OF THE PAD DISTRICT TO SUPPLEMENT OR SUPERSEDE ADOPTED CITY ZONING REGULATIONS

The Civano PAD Districts supplement and supersede existing zoning on the property as defined within this document. Where there is a conflict between the Civano Master PAD and the LUC, the Development Compliance Code, the Development Standards or individual Civano PAD Districts, the Civano Master PAD shall govern. The Civano Master PAD shall not govern in any conflict with the Revised IMPACT System Standards, the Revised Memorandum of Understanding or the Article III of the Development Compliance Code, applicable building codes or other applicable regulations. The regulatory development standards defined within each individual PAD District define all regulatory standards that will supersede existing regulations within the LUC. If an issue, condition or situation arises that is not specifically covered within the PAD District, the LUC, Development Standards, or other City regulations shall apply, with the exception of Section 2-10.5 of the Tucson Development Standards, which with the adoption of this PAD, shall be retroactively eliminated and no longer utilized for any area included within the PAD District.

G-3 FINANCIAL ASSURANCES

Financial assurances for the development of the Master PAD will be in compliance with the procedures set forth in Section 1-04, Subdivision Assurance Procedures of the Development Standards.

G-4 AMENDMENT PROCEDURES

The following provisions are intended to provide criteria for the determination of non-substantial changes and substantial changes to the PAD Districts. In addition, this section is intended to define amendment procedures applicable to non-substantial and substantial changes proposed to the PAD Districts.

G-4.a. PAD Amendments

Amendments to the PAD Districts as represented within this document may become necessary from time to time for various reasons to respond to changing market or financial conditions, to update the PAD's to reflect new development conditions, and/or to respond to the requirements of potential users or builders on the property. Amendments to the approved PAD
Districts may be requested by the Master Developer, other developers, a property owner, or property owner’s agent. Unless otherwise requested within the application, any proposed change will not affect development units or parcels not included in the proposed amendment. Only the contents of the specific amendment request may be considered and acted upon by the City’s Civano Project Manager, Development Services Director, Zoning Examiner or Mayor and Council.

When changes or modifications to the PAD Districts are necessary or appropriate, proposed amendments or modifications shall conform to the following requirements:

**Insubstantial Change**
The Civano Project Manager may allow insubstantial changes to the PAD Districts administratively, provided that such changes are not in conflict with the overall intent as expressed in the Master PAD or individual PAD District documents. The following items shall be considered as insubstantial changes:

- Changes in configuration of individual development units or development parcels to include modifications to boundaries, division of larger parcels, or combinations of parcels by a maximum of 20%, as long as there is not net loss of open space and no net increase in the total number of units allowable within the Development Unit;
- Changes to the community infrastructure, such as drainage, water and sewer systems which do not have the effect of increasing or decreasing development capacity in the Master PAD, nor change the overall intent of the Master PAD;
- Any analogous interpretations of the list of permitted, exception, secondary and accessory uses of the property set forth in the PAD, as determined by the Development Services Director;
- Changes in residential densities not to exceed and increase of 10% of the maximum allowable in each Development Unit, provided the increase does not cause in increase in the total allowable unit count within the PAD;
- Minor modifications or adjustments to intrusions, encroachments, easements, roadway alignments or open space areas, so long as the modifications fall within the general range of target densities for the PAD and there is not net reduction in open space areas;
- Minor modifications to the location and size of trails and pedestrian paths, so long as the modifications meet the general intent of the Plan;
- Minor adjustments and/or substitutions to the development standards within the PAD that do not impact the general health, safety and welfare of the residents of the City;
- Combination of sub-districts within the Pavilions PAD for purposes of parking calculations.
- Any other items not expressly defined as Substantial Changes in LUC Section 2.6.3.11.B.3.
Substantial Changes
Substantial changes are changes to the PAD’s as defined in LUC Section 2.6.3.11.B.3.

Amendment Procedures
The PAD’s may be amended through the process set forth in LUC Section 2.6.3.11.B.4 for substantial changes or LUC Section 3.6.3.11.B.5 for insubstantial changes, as determined by the standards set forth above.

G.4.b. Interpretations
On occasion, it may be necessary to request formal and informal interpretations from the Zoning Administrator related to the implementation and/or interpretation of the PAD Districts. These circumstances may relate to interpretation of project intent, uses, development standards related to provisions of the LUC or to interpretations of intent of narrative contained in the PAD Districts. It is anticipated that interpretations to these provisions may be made in oral or written form to the Civano Project Manager upon request of the Master Developer or property owner.
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